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THE CORRECTOR IN STOCHASTIC HOMOGENIZATION:
OPTIMAL RATES, STOCHASTIC INTEGRABILITY, AND
FLUCTUATIONS
ANTOINE GLORIA & FELIX OTTO
Abstract. We consider uniformly elliptic coefficient fields that are randomly
distributed according to a stationary ensemble of a finite range of dependence.
We show that the gradient and flux (∇φ, a(∇φ+ e)) of the corrector φ, when
spatially averaged over a scale R ≫ 1 decay like the CLT scaling R− d2 . We
establish this optimal rate on the level of sub-Gaussian bounds in terms of the
stochastic integrability, and also establish a suboptimal rate on the level of
optimal Gaussian bounds in terms of the stochastic integrability. The proof
unravels and exploits the self-averaging property of the associated semi-group,
which provides a natural and convenient disintegration of scales, and culmi-
nates in a propagator estimate with strong stochastic integrability. As an ap-
plication, we characterize the fluctuations of the homogenization commutator,
and prove sharp bounds on the spatial growth of the corrector, a quantitative
two-scale expansion, and several other estimates of interest in homogenization.
Keywords: stochastic homogenization, corrector, quantitative estimate,
CLT.
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1. Introduction and context
We are interested in uniformly elliptic coefficient fields a that are randomly dis-
tributed according to a stationary ensemble 〈·〉 of a finite range of dependence. By
the qualitative stochastic homogenization theory of Kozlov [26] and Papanicolaou
& Varadhan [34], the behavior of the inverse operator (−∇· a∇)−1 at large scales is
described by that of the constant-coefficient operator (−∇ · ahom∇)−1, where ahom
are the homogenized coefficients, characterized in direction e by the corrector φ,
unique (up to additive constant) sublinear solution at infinity of
−∇ · a(∇φ+ e) = 0 in Rd,
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via the formula
ahome = 〈a(∇φ+ e)〉.
The corrector φ is the key to quantitative homogenization properties, and the main
goal of this contribution is to understand how quantitative ergodic properties of the
coefficient field a are transmitted to φ. We shall show that the gradient ∇φ and
the flux a(∇φ + e) of the corrector φ display, when spatially averaged, stochastic
cancellations at almost the rate as if ∇φ was a local function of the coefficient field.
More precisely, we prove
(i) that the (relative) error between the homogenized semi-group and the hetero-
genenous semi-group is small, which we quantify via a propagator estimate
with strong stochastic integrability, cf Theorem 1;
(ii) that the rescaling R
d
2Ξ(R·) of the homogenization commutator Ξ, defined in
direction e by Ξe := a(∇φ+ e)− ahom(∇φ+ e), is close to a Gaussian white
noise as R ↑ ∞ as a random Schwartz distribution, cf Theorem 2;
(iii) several optimal estimates of interest in stochastic homogenization, cf Corol-
laries 2–6, and Theorem 3.
Let us start with the by-now well-developed literature on the subject. Optimal rates
in stochastic homogenization like the CLT-scaling implicit in (ii) have been captured,
at first for small ellipticity contrast in the pioneering work by Naddaf and Spencer
[32], and later on by Conlon and Naddaf [11] and Conlon and Spencer [12], and more
recently in the general case by the authors in [23, 24, 22] and by Neukamm and the
authors in [20] for (iii). Cancellations in ∇φ that lead to (ii) have been established in
[19]. However, these rates have been only captured with a suboptimal integrability,
the best being the exponential moments in [19, Theorem 2]. On the other hand,
suboptimal rates but with the Gaussian bounds have been established by Armstrong
and Smart in [5, Theorem 3.1], and recently by Armstrong, Kuusi, and Mourrat in
[1, Theorem 1.1] in a much more quantified way. The merit of the present work is to
capture optimal rates with nearly optimal stochastic integrability on the one hand
and nearly-optimal rates with optimal stochastic integrability on the other hand.
The present contribution additionally contains the series of estimates (iii) that are
straightforward consequences of the control of the semi-group.
The Gaussianity of the fluctuations of the energy of the corrector was first identified
by Nolen [33] using the Stein method, see also [21] by Nolen and the first author for
a CLT. For the corrector, the covariance structure was identified by Mourrat and
the second author in [30], see also [29] for the normality of fluctuations. Similar
results were then obtained by Gu and Mourrat for the fluctuations of the solution of
the heterogeneous PDE, see [25]. The complete structure of fluctuations based on
the notion of homogenization commutator (that characterizes the fluctuations of the
solution, and of the flux and of the gradient of the corrector) was recently unravelled
by Duerinckx and the authors in [15], based on functional inequalities. Announced
in [15], Theorem 2 identifies the fluctuations of the homogenization commutator
under a finite range of dependence assumption, cf (ii).
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The present work borrows both in philosophy and tools quite a bit from earlier
works. On the one hand, we work under the assumption of finite range (like Arm-
strong and Smart in [5], which was extended to mixing conditions in [4] by Arm-
strong and Mourrat in the spirit of the early work [36] by Yurinskii) and just use
stochastic cancellations which come from summing independent random variables
(rather: spatially averaging stationary random fields that are approximately local).
In particular we do not appeal to a more general concentration of measure prop-
erty, which captures CLT cancellations in random variables of a more complicated
structure. Typically these arguments build on an underlying product or Gaussian
structure, and pass via assumptions on the ensemble like the Spectral Gap (SG)
introduced into stochastic homogenization by Naddaf and Spencer in [32] and ex-
tensively used by the authors in [23, 24, 22] and Neukamm and the authors in [20] or
the Logarithmic Sobolev Inequality (LSI) introduced by Marahrens and the second
author in [27] and refined by Neukamm and the authors in [19], Fischer and the
second author in [17], and Duerinckx and the first author in [14].
On the other hand, we completely bypass the variational and subadditive arguments
used in [5] (and adapted to a non-symmetric situation in [4]), the large-scale regular-
ity theory for elliptic equations with random coefficients (in the form of [5] or [19]),
and thus the related part of the strategy laid out in [1]. Instead we use the para-
bolic approach as in [20], which yields a convenient disintegration of scales and more
flexible results, based on the homogenization error at the level of the semi-group.
However, like the pioneering works by Avellaneda & Lin [6] in the periodic and [5] in
the random case, we compare the actual solution to the homogenized solution on all
scales. When it comes to estimating the homogenization error, we use the tools in-
troduced in [19], namely the vector potential σ for the harmonic coordinates. Here,
in order to be able to buckle, we use the “modified” (our language for introducing
a massive term as an infra-red regularization) version (φT , σT ) of this augmented
corrector (φ, σ), which necessitates to introduce a third field gT . Another important
technical element in order to get a small relative homogenization error is a parabolic
version of a novel (deterministic) inner regularity estimate introduced by Bella and
the second author in [8, Proof of Theorem 2, Step 6] and refined by Bella, Giunti,
and the second author in [7, Lemma 4]. Note that since our arguments only rely on
PDE analysis, the statement of the results and their proofs are oblivious to whether
a is symmetric or not.
We refer the reader to the introduction of [19] for a more thorough discussion of
improved regularity theory in the large for random elliptic operators in divergence
form, subject only touched upon in the present article. Indeed, the present contri-
bution significantly differs from [19] for it does not rely on the large-scale regularity
theory which is at the core of [19]. In a nutshell, the approach of [19] consists in
combining a C1,1−-regularity theory in the large with a sensitivity calculus (based
on functional inequalities) in the spirit of our earlier works to prove quantitative
estimates ; it allowed us to cover both for the first time non-symmetric systems and
non-integrable correlations of the coefficient field. Whereas the main effort in [19]
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is on the regularity theory (homogenization errors like the quantitative two-scale
expansion and other quantitative estimates are obtained as by-products using the
functional inequality), the homogenization error at the level of the semi-group is the
driving quantity in the present approach, cf Theorem 1. In particular, our analy-
sis only exploits cancellations that occur by summing approximately local random
variables. As announced in [15], this allows us to characterize the fluctuations of the
homogenization commutator, see Theorem 2, using softer arguments than in [15].
To conclude this introduction, let us mention that before completing the revision of
this manuscript, Armstrong, Kuusi, and Mourrat independently obtained similar re-
sults as ours in [2, 3]. Whereas our method is based on a semi-group approach, their
method is based on variational techniques (completing the program they initiated
in [1]).
2. Notation, objects, and statement of results
2.1. Notation and assumptions. We say that a coefficient field a = a(x) on
d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd is uniformly λ-elliptic provided
ξ · a(x)ξ ≥ λ|ξ|2 and ξ · a(x)ξ ≥ |a(x)ξ|2 (1)
for all points x ∈ Rd and tangent vectors ξ, where the ellipticity ratio λ > 0 is fixed
once for all. In the case of symmetric a, (1) is equivalent to λ|ξ|2 ≤ ξ · a(x)ξ ≤ |ξ|2;
in general, the second condition in (1), which is equivalent to ξ · a(x)−1ξ ≥ |ξ|2
and thus also invariant under transposition, yields the more standard upper bound
|a(x)ξ| ≤ |ξ|; but it is in the form of (1) that the constant in the upper bound is
preserved under homogenization, see (55) in Lemma 4. While we use scalar notation
and language like above, a is allowed to be the coefficient field of an elliptic system.
We stress that a needs not be symmetric, in fact, no iota in the proof would change
for asymmetric a.
We consider an ensemble of (that is, a probability measure on the space of) λ-
uniformly elliptic coefficient fields a and use the physicists notation 〈·〉 to address
both the probability measure and the expectation. We assume that 〈·〉 is stationary
in the sense that for any integrable random variable F = F (a) and every shift vector
z ∈ Rd, which acts on coefficient fields via a(·+z)(x) = a(x+z) and thus on random
variables via F z(a) = F (a(·+z)), we have 〈F 〉 = 〈F z〉. Moreover, we assume that 〈·〉
has finite range, in fact, has a unity range of dependence by which we mean that for
two square integrable random variables Fi = Fi(a), i = 1, 2, that have the property
that Fi depends on a only through a|Di for two open sets Di of distance larger than
unity, we have 〈F1F2〉 = 〈F1〉〈F2〉. We will be cavalier about measurability issues;
however, in case of the qualitative anchoring of our quantitative estimate stated in
Lemma 18, it is advantageous to be precise: Taking inspiration from the work of Dal
Maso & Modica [13], where the space Ω of λ-uniformly coefficient fields was endowed
with the topology coming from Spagnolo’s G-convergence (which in their nonlinear
context is seen as Γ-convergence), we take the one coming from Murat & Tartar’s
H-convergence [31] instead, which extends the ideas from [13] to our non-symmetric
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context and also makes Ω compact. We consider probability measures 〈·〉 which
respect this topology. It turns out that the qualitative homogenization result, even
uniformly in stationary ensembles 〈·〉 of range unity, follows handily thanks to this
natural choice of topology, cf Lemma 18.
It is a classical result in qualitative stochastic homogenization that under these
conditions (in fact: finite range might be replaced by mere qualitative ergodicity, cf
[26, 34]), for a direction e (a unit vector in Rd), there exists a stationary gradient field
∇φ = ∇φ(a, x) (where stationary means shift-covariant in the sense of∇φ(a, x+z) =
∇φ(a(·+z), x)) that is 〈·〉-square integrable, of vanishing expectation, and such that
for 〈·〉-a. e. realization a we have
−∇ · a(∇φ+ e) = 0. (2)
Its associated flux will play a crucial role
q := a(∇φ+ e).
In view of (2), φ itself, which can be constructed as a non-stationary random field
that is non-unique up to a random additive constant, might be seen as the correction
to the scalar potential of the curl-free harmonic vector field ∇φ+e, a closed and thus
exact 1-form. In view of (2), also q is a closed and thus exact (d−1)-form and hence
admits a “vector potential”, that is, a (d− 2)-form σ, which can be represented by
a skew-symmetric tensor field σ = {σjk}j,k=1,··· ,d:
q − 〈q〉 = ∇ · σ, σ skew. (3)
Clearly, this (d − 2) form is non-unique up to a random (d − 3)-form. The natural
choice of gauge is given by
−△σjk = ∂jqk − ∂kqj . (4)
It was recently established in [19, Lemma 1] that under the conditions of stationarity
and ergodicity there indeed exists a stationary gradient field ∇σ that is square inte-
grable, of vanishing expectation, and such that (4) holds almost-surely wrt 〈·〉. Since
within the framework of this work, we may recover (∇φ, q,∇σ) by an approximation
via a massive term in (2) and (4), see (48) and (50) (and [22, Lemma 2.7]), which is
in fact how we establish the bounds, we ask the reader not to worry about how to
construct (∇φ,∇σ, q) as random objects and how they are uniquely characterized.
For simplicity, we don’t indicate the — linear — dependence of (∇φ,∇σ, q) on e by
our notation.
It is convenient to define spatial averages fR on scale R of a field f = f(x) by
convolution with the Gaussian 1
Rd
√
2pi
−d
exp(−1
2
| x
R
|2). This is convenient mostly
because of its connection to the constant-coefficient heat kernel and in particular its
semi-group property (fR)r = f√R2+r2 . If not specified otherwise, we don’t distinguish
between fR(0) and fR in our notation, which is an acceptable abuse of language since
the convolution will only be applied to random fields f(a, x) that are stationary in
the above sense, which implies that the law of fR(y) under the stationary 〈·〉 does
not depend on y.
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We shall approximate the corrector φ and the flux q by the semi-group as follows.
Let u be the solution of
∂τu−∇ · a∇u = 0, τ > 0, (5)
u = ∇ · (ae), τ = 0, (6)
we define φ(t) :=
´ t
0
udτ and q(t) = a(e + ∇φ(t)). We formally expect that
limt↑∞∇φ(t) = ∇φ and limt↑∞ q(t) = q.
2.2. Propagator estimate. The main result compares the semi-group S based on
the spatially variable coefficients a and the semi-group Shom based on the constant
coefficients ahom. By both we understand the semi-groups acting on (spatial) vec-
tor fields q0 (fluxes) and which are defined as follows: For two times t ≤ T , the
propagator St→T applied to some q0 is defined via
St→T q0 = q0 +
ˆ T
t
a∇vdτ, (7)
where the scalar time-space field v is the solution of the initial value problem
∂τv −∇ · a∇v = 0 for τ > t, v = ∇ · q0 for τ = t. (8)
The propagator Shomt→T q0 is defined analogously while replacing a by ahom in (7) and
(8). Since neither a nor ahom depend on time, we clearly have St→T = S0→T−t and
Shomt→T = S
hom
0→T−t. We stick to the more general notation since we will need it in case
of an intermediate propagator Sht→T to be introduced below in (59). The crucial
feature of the propagators S and Shom is their semi-group property
St0→t2 = St1→t2St0→t1 and S
hom
t0→t2 = S
hom
t1→t2S
hom
t0→t1 for t0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2, (9)
cf Lemma 3. We also note that, for all finite t, St→∞ and Shomt→∞ are the Leray
projections (ie the L2-orthogonal projections onto divergence-free fields) wrt to the
metric a and ahom respectively. In this notation we clearly have
q(t) = S0→t(ae), (10)
so that it follows from (9) that our fluxes are also propagated by S:
q(T ) = St→T q(t). (11)
We introduce the following norm that measures the stretched exponential moments
of order s ≤ 2 of a random variable F
‖F‖ := inf{M > 0| log〈exp(| F
M
|s)〉 ≤ 1}, (12)
the associated semi-norm
‖F‖∗ := inf{M > 0| log〈exp(|F − 〈F 〉
M
|s)〉 ≤ 1}, (13)
and a norm on stationary random fields with CLT-scaling built in:
|||F ||| := sup
R≥1
R
d
2‖FR‖∗. (14)
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The main result is the following propagator estimate:
Theorem 1. Suppose 〈·〉 is an ensemble of λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields
which is stationary and of unity range of dependence. There exists an exponent
p <∞ only depending on d, λ > 0, and s < 2, such that for all T ≥ t ≥ 1,
|||q(T )− Shomt→T q(t)||| . (
1√
t
)
1
p , (15)
|||ahom∇φ(T )− (ahom∇φ(t) + (Shomt→T − 1)q(t))||| . (
1√
t
)
1
p , (16)
where . means ≤ C with C <∞ a generic constant only depending on d, λ, and s.
(Note that this estimate also holds for the choice T =∞, in which case Shomt→∞ is the
Leray and 1− Shomt→∞ the Helmholtz projections with respect to −∇ · ahom∇.)
Remark 1. Estimate (16) is written in terms of the propagator. A more explicit
form in terms of fields is as follows:
|||∇φ(T )− (∇φ(t) +
ˆ T
t
∇vhom,tdτ)||| . ( 1√
t
)
1
p
where vhom,t solves
∂τvhom,t −∇ · ahom∇vhom,t = 0 for τ > t, vhom,t(τ = t) = u(t).
From this key result, and the flow of lemmas needed in its proof, we may deduce an
entire family of quantitative results of interest in stochastic homogenization.
2.3. Fluctuations of the homogenization commutator. As a first direct con-
sequence of Theorem 1, we have the following stochastic cancellations in spatial
averages of the triplet (∇φ,∇σ, q) formed by the gradient of scalar potential (that
is, the field), the gradient of vector potential, and the flux.
Corollary 1. Suppose 〈·〉 is an ensemble of λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields
which is stationary and of unity range of dependence. When spatially averaged,
(∇φ,∇σ, q) displays CLT-cancellations in terms of sub-Gaussian integrability: For
all d, λ > 0, and s < 2,
|||(∇φ,∇σ, q)||| . 1, (17)
where here and in the sequel (∇φ,∇σ, q − 〈q〉) stands for one of the components,
and where the constant depends on s next to λ and d.
Likewise, for all T > 0,
|||(∇φ(T ), q(T ))|||, |||(∇φT ,∇σT , qT )||| . 1 (18)
(the constant does not depend on T ), where φT , σT and qT are defined in (48)
and (50).
Note that because of 〈∇φ〉 = 〈∇σ〉 = 0, these two fields do have not to be re-
centered. While from the point of view of applications (cf quantitative two-scale
expansion of Corollary 3), we are interested in the stochastic cancellations of the
augmented corrector (∇φ,∇σ), the proof rather passes via the flux q; in particular
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the flux q plays the crucial role. However, the proof heavily relies on the version σT
of the vector potential modified by a massive term.
Remark 2. Next to Corollary 1, which yields optimal scaling with nearly-optimal
stochastic integrability, we also have the following nearly-optimal scaling with optimal
stochastic integrability: For all d, λ > 0, and α < d
2
,
sup
R≥1
Rα‖(∇φ,∇σ, q)R‖∗ . 1, (19)
for s = 2, where the constant acquires a dependence on α, next to λ and d.
Likewise, for all T > 0,
sup
R≥1
Rα‖(∇φ(T ), q(T ))R‖∗, sup
R≥1
Rα‖(∇φT ,∇σT , qT )R‖∗ . 1 (20)
(the constant does not depend on T ), where φT , σT and qT are defined in (48)
and (50).
The canonical nature of the propagator estimates in Theorem 1 is revealed by their
close connection to a key object in stochastic homogenization, the “homogenization
commutator”, which Duerinckx introduced with the two present authors [15]. The
homogenization commutator is a centered and stationary random tensor field defined
via the corrector, cf (2), and the homogenized coefficient ahome = 〈a(∇φ+ e)〉:
Ξe = a(∇φ+ e)− ahom(∇φ+ e), (21)
where we recall that e ∈ Rd is a fixed direction on which the stationary and centered
∇φ depends linearly. It is obvious that the decay of its spatial averages ΞRe = qR−
ahom(∇φ+e)R for R≫ 1 express homogenization on the level of the corrector in the
spirit of H-convergence: As R ↑ ∞, the spatial average qR of the flux q = a(∇φ+ e)
converges to the homogenized coefficient ahom applied to the spatial averages of the
field ∇φ + e. The main insight of the next theorem is that for R ≫ 1, ΞR ≈
ΓR, where Γ is a centered and stationary white noise, which thus is Gaussian and
hence characterized by its covariance tensor Q ∈ R(d×d)×(d×d), a four-tensor with the
obvious (partial) symmetry, through
〈(
ˆ
ζ : Γ)2〉 =
ˆ
ζ : Qζ for ζ ∈ C∞0 (Rd)d×d. (22)
We note that the random field Γ has the same law as its rescaled version Rd ∋ xˆ 7→
R
d
2Γ(Rxˆ), so that we may reformulate the result as saying that for R≫ 1, (the law
of) Rd ∋ xˆ 7→ R d2Ξ(Rxˆ) and Γ are close weakly in Rd, which is the point of view
taken in Theorem 2. Since a generic realization of Γ is only a Schwartz distribution
in Rd of order d
2
−, weak closeness in Rd will have to be closeness in the sense of the
topology of Schwartz distributions. In view of the finite order d
2
−, it turns out that
we obtain closeness in the stronger topology defined as the dual topology to the one
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on test functions ζ given by the norm
2m∑
k=0
sup
Rd
(1 + |x|)4m|∇kζ | for fixed m ∈ N with 2m > d
2
. (23)
We use the word distribution for a field on Rd that cannot be given a pointwise
interpretation (like the Dirac function or a generic realization of white noise Γ)
but only an interpretation as a distribution in the sense of Schwartz, that is, as a
continuous linear form on the topological space of Schwartz functions or rather on
the more restricted Banach space defined through (23). In Theorem 2, by a slight
abuse of language, we also call Rd ∋ xˆ 7→ R d2Ξ(Rxˆ) stationary, by which we mean
that this random field and any of its translates have the same law.
Theorem 2 reveals that it is the covariance structure of the homogenization commu-
tator Ξ that is asymptotically simple, whereas the covariance structures of the flux q
and the field −∇φ are implied ones, coming from the fact that (q−ahome,−ahom∇φ)
are the constant-coefficient Leray projection Shom0→∞ and Helmholtz projections 1 −
Shom0→∞ of Ξe, respectively. Equipped with the two propagator estimates, the main
idea of the proof of Theorem 2 is clear: By the triangle inequality, (15) and (16)
imply
|||Ξ− Ξ(t)||| . ( 1√
t
)
1
p , (24)
where in analogy to (21) we set
Ξ(t)e = a(∇φ(t) + e)− a¯hom,t(∇φ(t) + e), (25)
where a¯hom,t = 〈a(∇φ(t) + e)〉. One the one hand, according to Lemma 4, Ξ(t) like
its two ingredients q(t) and ∇φ(t) is (approximately) local on scale √t, so that on
scales R ≫ √t, it behaves like a tensor-valued stationary white noise, and thus is
necessarily Gaussian. On the other hand, according to Theorem 1 in form of (24),
the stationary random fields Ξ and Ξ(t) are close provided
√
t≫ 1.
Although it might not be clear a priori, the homogenization commutator is also the
driving quantity for the propagator estimates in Theorem 1: There is no loss in
passing from (15) & (16) to (24). By Steps 9 & 10 of the proof of Theorem 2, we
have for all t ≥ 0,
|||q − Shom0→∞q(t)|||+ |||ahom∇φ− (ahom∇φ(t) + (Shom0→∞ − 1)q(t))||| . |||Ξ− Ξ(t)|||,
so that (24) implies both (15) & (16) for T =∞.
There is an easy way to see why the commutator Ξ is a better-behaved quantity
than flux q = a(∇φ+ e) or field ∇φ individually, in the sense that it is a more local
quantity as a function of a. To uncover this locality, we compare the fields Ξ = Ξ(a)
and Ξ˜ = Ξ(a˜) for two different realizations a and a˜. The better locality of Ξ is
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uncovered with help of the corrector φ′ and corresponding vector potential σ′ of the
dual equation (for some direction e′ ∈ Rd) which according to (3) satisfies
a′(∇φ′ + e′) = a′home′ +∇ · σ′.
Indeed, a short and elementary calculation based on the identities e′ · Ξe = (a′e′ −
a′home
′) · (∇φ+ e) and a′e′ − a′home′ = −a′∇φ′ +∇ · σ′ in conjunction with the skew
symmetry of σ′ in form of (∇ · σ′) · ∇(φ− φ˜) = −∇ · (σ′∇(φ− φ˜)) yields
e′ · (Ξ− Ξ˜)e = (∇φ′ + e′) · (a− a˜)(∇φ˜+ e)
−∇ · (φ′(a− a˜)(∇φ˜+ e))−∇ · ((φ′a + σ′)∇(φ− φ˜)). (26)
The first rhs term in (26) reveals a completely local dependence: When one passes
from a to a˜, this term affects the random field Ξ only in those regions in space where
a and a˜ differ. Furthermore, according to Corollary 1, the fields ∇φ′+e′ and ∇φ˜+e
are bounded (at least after a square average over a unit ball) with overwhelming
probability, so that we see that this term is not only local, but also begnin in
magnitude. Also the second rhs term of (26) is completely local. The fact that it
is in divergence form makes that it is of higher order wrt to CLT scaling: When
mollified with a Gaussian of scale R, its contribution will be increasingly smaller as
R ↑ ∞. This leverage of the divergence form relies on the fact that, according to
Corollary 2, the fields φ′ and σ′ are similarly bounded with overwhelming probability
(at least for d > 2, and with a logarithmic divergence for d = 2). The only non-local
effect comes from the last rhs term in (26); it is here that the non-locality of the
field enters via ∇(φ − φ˜) = (∇φ + e) − (∇φ˜ + e). However, it enters only inside
the divergence so that also this term is of higher order wrt to the CLT scaling.
Moreover, because of the relation ∇ · (Ξe− Ξ˜e) = −∇ · ahom∇(φ− φ˜) and thus
ahom∇(φ− φ˜) = (1− Shom0→∞)(Ξe− Ξ˜e)
in terms of the constant-coefficient Helmholtz projection 1−Shom0→∞, the relationship
(26) allows for a buckling.
Theorem 2. Suppose 〈·〉 is an ensemble of λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields
which is stationary and of unit range of dependence. As R ↑ ∞, the centered and
stationary random tensor field
xˆ 7→ R d2Ξ(Rxˆ)
converges in law up to almost Gaussian moments, and wrt to the dual topology to
(23), to a centered and stationary tensor-valued Gaussian white noise Γ character-
ized by its covariance Q ∈ R(d×d)×(d×d) through (22). This covariance tensor Q may
be recovered from (25) via
Q = lim
t↑∞
ˆ
〈Ξ(t, z)Ξ(t, 0)〉dz.
Moreover, the centered and stationary random tensor fields
xˆ 7→ R d2 (q(Rxˆ)− ahom) and xˆ 7→ −R d2ahom∇φ(Rxˆ), (27)
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where here q := (q1, · · · , qd) and ∇φ := (∇φ1, · · ·∇φd), jointly converge in the above
sense to the pair of centered and stationary Gaussian random tensor field Shom0→∞Γ and
(1− Shom0→∞)Γ, respectively. We note that Shom0→∞Γ and (1− Shom0→∞)Γ are independent
so that this result implies the one stated first.
2.4. Quantitative stochastic homogenization. We conclude the statement of
main results with quantitative estimates in stochastic homogenization, and start
with the growth of the extended corrector.
Corollary 2. Suppose 〈·〉 is an ensemble of λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields
which is stationary and of unity range of dependence. Then the extended corrector
satisfies: For all x ∈ Rd,
‖(|(φ, σ)− (φ, σ)1(0)|2)
1
2
1 (x)‖ . µd(x)
1
2 , (28)
with stochastic integrability s = 2 for d > 2 and any 0 ≤ s < 2 for d = 2 (in
which case the constant depends on s next to λ), where µd(x) = 1 for d > 2 and
µd(x) = log(2 + |x|) for d = 2.
Remark 3. A similar argument as for Corollary 2 (based on estimates for the mod-
ified corrector instead of the corrector, cf (18) & (20)) yields the following estimate
of the growth of the modified corrector in line with (28): For all T ≫ 1,
‖(|(φT , σT )|2)
1
2
1 ‖ . µd(T )
1
2 ,
with the same stochastic integrability as in Corollary 2.
Estimate (28) is optimal both in scaling and in stochastic integrability (uniformly in
λ). The proof of the critical estimate (that is, in dimension d = 2) makes crucial use
of the semi-group. This corollary extends [19, Theorem 3] to the case of finite range
of dependence, and improves the stochastic integrability. It yields the existence of
stationary correctors for d > 2 by soft arguments (cf proof of [19, Theorem 3]).
Since we control σ, and not only φ, this yields the following quantitative two-scale
expansion.
Corollary 3 (Quantitative two-scale expansion). Suppose 〈·〉 is an ensemble of
λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields which is stationary and of unity range of de-
pendence, and let φi denote the correctors. Let f ∈ L2(Rd) be a compactly supported
function (with mean-value zero if d = 2). For all ε > 0, let uε ∈ H1(Rd) denote the
unique weak solution of
−∇ · a( ·
ε
)∇uε = f,
and let uhom ∈ H1(Rd) denote the unique weak solution of the homogenized problem
−∇ · ahom∇uhom = f.
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Then we have the following quantitative two-scale expansion (summation convention
on repeated indices):
‖
(ˆ
|∇uε −∇uhom − ∂iuhom∇φi( ·
ε
)|2
) 1
2‖
.
(ˆ
µd(x)|∇∇uhom|2(x)dx
) 1
2
ε|µd(ε)| 12 ,
with the same stochastic integrability as in Corollary 2.
For a proof of Corollary 3 based on the results of Corollary 2, we refer the reader
to [19].
Next, we draw consequences of Theorem 1 in relation to the results of [20]. The
parabolic equation, acting as here on stationary fields, can be lifted to probability
space and then is the Fokker-Planck equation of the process of the “environment as
seen from the particle”. It has been the starting point of a quantitative approach
to homogenization in [28, 18, 20], where optimal decay rates for algebraic moments
have been established in [18, Theorem 7] for low dimensions and in [20, Theorem 1]
for all dimensions. The main advantage of our parabolic approach over the elliptic
approach is that we obtain optimal results in all dimensions at once. The proof of
Theorem 1 yields the following by-product that quantifies the decay in time of the
semi-group in the spirit of [20, Theorem 1].
Corollary 4. For all T ≥ 1,
for all 0 ≤ s < 2 : ‖
(ˆ
η√2T |∇u(T )|2
) 1
2‖ .s T−1− d4 , (29)
for s = 2 and all α <
d
2
: ‖
(ˆ
η√2T |∇u(T )|2
) 1
2‖ .α T−1−α2 , (30)
where the constant acquires either a dependence on s or α.
In particular, for all T ≥ 1,
〈|∇u(T )|2〉 12 . T−1− d4 , (31)
and for s = 2 and for all R ≥ 1,
‖
(ˆ
ηR|∇φ|2
) 1
2‖ . 1. (32)
This corollary yields the optimal control of the so-called systematic errors, extending
the bounds obtained in [20, Corollary 1 and Lemma 8] in the case of discrete elliptic
equations with i.i.d. conductances to the continuum setting of nonsymmetric elliptic
systems and finite range of dependence, cf also [22, Proposition 2 and Corollary 2]
for similar results up to dimension d = 4 (albeit for scalar equations and under a
spectral gap assumption).
Theorem 3. For all T > 0 we define the massive approximation φT i of the corrector
φi in direction ei as the unique stationary solution with finite second moment of (48).
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Likewise, we denote by φ′Tj the massive approximation of the adjoint corrector φ
′
j,
associated with the pointwise transpose coefficient field a′ of a, in direction ej. For
all κ ∈ N we define the Richardson extrapolation of φT i wrt T by
φ1T i := φT i, φ
κ+1
T i :=
1
2κ − 1(2
κφκ2T i − φκT i),
and likewise for φ′κTj, and we define the approximation a
κ
hT of the homogenized coef-
ficients ahom by
ej · aκhT ei := 〈(∇φ′κTj + ej) · a(∇φκT i + ei)〉. (33)
If 〈·〉 has range of dependence unity, then the following estimates of the systematic
errors hold true: For all d ≥ 2 and κ > d
4
,
〈|∇φκT i −∇φi|2〉
1
2 . T−
d
4 , (34)
|aκhT − ahom| . T−
d
2 , (35)
where the multiplicative constant depends on κ next to d and λ.
Recall that stationarity allows one to define a differential calculus in probability
through the correspondance for stationary fields ψ (cf [34, Section 2]):
Diψ(0) = lim
h↓0
ψ(a(·+ hei), 0)− ψ(a, 0)
h
= lim
h↓0
ψ(a, hei)− ψ(a, 0)
h
= ∇iψ(a, 0).
This defines a Hilbert space: H1 = {ψ ∈ L2(〈·〉) | 〈|Dψ|2〉 < ∞}. In the case when
the coefficients a are symmetric, the operator L = −D · a(0)D defines a quadratic
form on H1. We denote by L its Friedrichs extension on L2(〈·〉). Since L is a
self-adjoint non-negative operator, by the spectral theorem, it admits the spectral
resolution
L =
ˆ ∞
0
µP (dµ). (36)
We obtain as a corollary of Theorem 3 the following bounds on the bottom of the
spectrum of L projected on D · a(0)e ∈ (H1)′:
Corollary 5. Let 〈·〉 be a stationary ensemble with range of dependence unity that
takes values into the set of symmetric coefficient fields, and d := D · a(0)ei. Then
the spectral resolution P of L satisfies: For all µ˜ > 0,
〈dP (dµ)d〉([0, µ˜]) . µ˜ d2+1, (37)
where the multiplicative constant depends on d and λ.
This corollary is a direct extension of [20, Corollary 1] to the continuum setting with
finite range of dependence.
To conclude, we argue that Theorem 1 yields the validity of the C1,1−-regularity
theory in the large in the form introduced in [19]. Note that we do not use this higher-
regularity in the large (and in particular (39) below) in the proof of the results of this
paper. This improved regularity theory over classical elliptic regularity theory holds
at scales larger than a minimal radius r∗, which is an almost-surely finite stationary
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field defined in [19, Corallary 2] for ergodic coefficients. More precisely, for some
0 < δ ≪ 1 arbitrary yet fixed, the associated minimal radius is defined as:
r∗ := inf
{
r ≥ 1, dyadic
∣∣∣
∀R ≥ r, dyadic 1
R2
 
BR
|(φ, σ)−
 
BR
(φ, σ)|2 ≤ δ
}
. (38)
The main interest of r∗ (for some well-chosen δ ≪ 1) is the following Lipschitz
regularity property: Let R ≥ r∗, if v ∈ H1(BR) solves
−∇ · a∇v = 0 on BR,
then  
BR
|∇v|2 .
 
Br∗
|∇v|2. (39)
In particular, the smaller r∗, the sharper the result. The following corollary gives
the optimal stochastic integrability of r∗ under the assumption of finite range of
dependence.
Corollary 6. Suppose 〈·〉 is an ensemble of λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields
which is stationary and of unity range of dependence. Then the minimal radius r∗
defined in (38) satisfies for some 0 < C <∞
〈exp( 1
C
rd∗)〉 < ∞. (40)
This result extends [19, Theorem 1] (which is based on functional inequalities) to
this class of coefficients. In particular, it improves the nearly-optimal stochastic
integrability of [5, Theorem 1.2] for the validity of (39) to optimal stochastic inte-
grability. The difference between [5, Theorem 1.2] and Corollary 6 stems from the
very definition of the minimal radii introduced in [5] and in [19], and therefore the
whole regularity theory. Whereas [5] essentially requires quantitative sublinearity of
the corrector at infinity in the form of an algebraic decay rate, the intrinsic version
of large-scale regularity introduced in [19] only requires sublinearity of the extended
corrector at infinity in form of a smallness condition. This weaker condition, which
already allowed us to show in [19, Corollary 1] that the minimal radius r∗ is, unlike
the one of [5], finite almost-surely under the mere qualitative assumption of ergod-
icity, also allows us to capture the optimal stochastic integrability of the minimal
radius under the strongest quantitative ergodic assumptions possible (namely in
form of a logarithmic-Sobolev inequality in [19, Theorem 1] and in form of a finite
range of dependence assumption in Corollary 6).
3. Structure of the proof of the propagator estimate
Our proof of Theorem 1 combines two different types of arguments: deterministic
and stochastic arguments. We start the presentation of the structure of the proof
by the deterministic part, which culminates in the control of the homogenization
error, ie the difference between the homogenized semi-group and the heterogeneous
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semi-group, in relative terms on dyadic time scales, cf Proposition 1. We then
turn to the stochastic part, and the crucial notion of relative approximate locality,
which culminates in the stochastic version of Proposition 1 which encodes CLT
cancellations on the rhs, cf Proposition 2.
3.1. Deterministic arguments. The main deterministic result is the following
proposition, on which we comment now. Essentially, it is an estimate of the homog-
enization error F := q(T ) − ShomT
2
→T q(
T
2
) = (ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
) on the level of the
semi-group over the dyadic time interval [T
2
, T ], and applied to the corrector in form
of its approximate flux q(T
2
) itself. Like in H-convergence, it considers the error F
in a metric that captures spatially weak convergence, namely supR≤
√
T (
R√
T
)
d
2 |FR|,
where the cut-off scale
√
T is the natural length scale associated to the time T via
the parabolic equation. At this stage, the CLT-exponent d
2
of the length-scale ratio
R√
T
is somewhat arbitrary, it will be convenient when it comes to the stochastic
arguments in Subsection 3.2. Note that by the shift-covariance of all involved fields
it does not matter that we consider the field FR = FR(0) just at the origin.
It is of crucial importance that Proposition 1 provides a relative error estimate in the
sense that the rhs of (42) is a small number times the same type of norm on q(T
2
), that
is, of the mollification {( R√
T
)
d
2 qR(
T
2
)}R≤√T . In fact, this is only almost true, since we
have to include (time-space averages of) the entire family {( r√
r
)
d
2 qr(t, x)}r≤√t,T
8
≤t≤T
2
for times t ∼ T and spatial points x within distance O(√T ) of the origin, as encoded
by the exponential averaging function η2
√
T :
ηR(x) :=
1
Rd
η(
x
R
) with η(x) := exp(−|x|). (41)
The small prefactor on the rhs of (42) again depends on the (approximate) cor-
rector in form of a weak norm of its flux, giving the entire estimate a non-linear
buckled nature. The small prefactor on the rhs has two origins: a random and a
systematic homogenization error in the parlance of [23]. The first contribution δ
may be assimilated to the random error and is estimated by the size of the modi-
fied corrector, see (48) for its definition, more specifically its flux qt0 . The second
contribution |ahT − ahom|, see (49) for the definition of ahT = 〈qT 〉, is the systematic
error. It will be crucial when it comes to the stochastic arguments in Subsection 3.2
that the contribution δ may be estimated by a large spatial average (scale
√
T )
of cancellations in the flux qt0 at a much earlier time t0 ≪ T : This is beneficial
because (qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 is (approximately) local on scale
√
t0 so that there will be
a strong effect of concentration of measure, to the effect that the second (random)
contribution to (43) is in fact very close to its expectation, the first (deterministic)
contribution to (43).
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Proposition 1. There exists p ≫ 1 such that for all T and all R ≤ √T we have
for some ahT (see (49) below)
( R√
T
)d
2
∣∣∣(q(T )− ShomT
2
→Tq(
T
2
)
)
R
∣∣∣
. (δ + |ahT − ahom|)
1
p
 T
2
T
8
dt
 √T
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η2
√
T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r| (42)
provided δ ≪ 1 is such that
〈|(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |〉+
ˆ
η√T |(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 | ≤ δp (43)
for some t0 ≤ δ2T , and where the quantity |ahT − ahom| is estimated by
|ahT − ahom| .
ˆ ∞
0
dt
t
min{ t
T
, 1}
 √T
0
dr
( r√
t
)d
2 〈|(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|〉.
The following eleven auxiliary lemmas are needed for the proof of this proposition
and of the main results.
Recall the approximation via the semi-group, and define u as the unique solution of
(5) & (6). Formally, on expects
´ T
0
∇udτ T↑∞−→ ∇φ, and q(t) = a(´ t
0
∇udτ + e) T↑∞−→ q.
Our only building blocks for obtaining PDE estimates are standard: semi-group
estimates in Lemma 1 and energy estimates in Lemma 2, of which we will need
both a parabolic version and an elliptic version. The only slight twist is that we
use spatially localized versions of these estimates, where for convenience we use the
exponential localization given by the averaging function ηR from (41).
Lemma 1 (Localized semi-group estimates). Let a be a constant-in-time coefficient
field, and let v solve
∂τv −∇ · a∇v = 0, τ > 0,
v = ∇ · q0, τ = 0.
Then, for all R ≥ √T > 0 we have
(ˆ
ηR|(T∇v(T ),
√
Tv(T ))|2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ
ηR
∣∣∣
ˆ T
0
(∇v, 1√
T
v)dτ
∣∣∣2) 12 . (
ˆ
ηR|q0|2
) 1
2
,
(44)
and √
T
(ˆ
ηR|∇v(T )|2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
ηR|v(T
2
)|2
) 1
2
. (45)
The localized semi-group estimates from Lemma 1 ensure existence and uniqueness
(in the class of locally but uniformly L2-bounded functions) of the initial-value
problem with q0 = ae, so that the propagator introduced in (7) is indeed well-
defined.
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Lemma 2 (Localized energy estimates). Let a be a coefficient field (possibly de-
pending on time in the parabolic case). Let T > 0, and let v, f , and g be related
through the elliptic equation on Rd
1
T
v −∇ · a∇v = f +∇ · g,
then we have for all R≫√Tˆ
ηR
∣∣∣( v√
T
,∇v)
∣∣∣2 .
ˆ
ηR
∣∣∣(√Tf, g)∣∣∣2. (46)
Let v, f , g, and v0 be related through the parabolic equation on R+ × Rd
∂τv −∇ · a∇v = f +∇ · g, for τ > 0, v = v0, for τ = 0,
then we have for all R≫√T
sup
t<T
(ˆ
ηR|v|2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ T
0
ˆ
ηR
∣∣∣( v√
T
,∇v)
∣∣∣2) 12
.
( ˆ
ηR|v0|2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ T
0
ˆ
ηR
∣∣∣(√Tf, g)∣∣∣2) 12 . (47)
In the sequel, for notational convenience, we shall make the following slight abuse
and assume that (46) and (47) hold for all R ≥ √T (which would normally require us
to replace η(x) = exp(−|x|) by some ηc(x) = exp(− |x|c ) for some universal constant
c > 0).
The following lemma shows so-defined propagators have the semi-group property,
as claimed in (9). In order to treat also an intermediate propagator, we allow a to
depend on time for this result.
Lemma 3 (Semi-group property). Let a be a coefficient field (that possibly depends
on time). For all T ≥ t ≥ 0, introduce the flux propagator St→T defined by
St→T q0 = q0 +
ˆ T
t
a∇vdτ
where v solves
∂τv −∇ · a∇v = 0, for τ > t, v = ∇ · q0 for τ = t.
Then S satisfies the semi-group property for three times t2 ≥ t1 ≥ t0 ≥ 0:
St1→t2St0→t1 = St0→t2 .
The semi-group property of Lemma 3 yields in particular the crucial relation u(T ) =
∇ · q(T ) for all T ≥ 0.
Our proof to Theorem 1 involves two approximations of the flux qi = a(∇φi + ei):
the semi-group approximation qi(T ) up to time T > 0, and a Yoshida approximation
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qT i = a(∇φT i + ei) by a massive term (infra-red regularization), where φT i is the
solution of
1
T
φT i −∇ · a(∇φT i + ei) = 0 in Rd, (48)
the existence and uniqueness of which is ensured by Lemma 2 under mild growth
(so that φT is stationary). Since this massive approximation qT i of qi is stationary,
it allows us to consider a massive approximation ahT of the homogenized coefficients
ahom defined for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d and all T > 0 by
ahT ei := 〈qT i〉. (49)
The next element of our strategy consists in a suitable representation of the error
in the two-scale expansion based on the modified corrector φT i. In order to write
the associated residuum (almost) in divergence form, it is necessary to also appeal
to a suitable choice of a vector potential σT i of the flux qT i, which in the case of
general d is written as a skew-symmetric tensor field {σT ijk}j,k=1,··· ,d, see our initial
discussion of σjk. The appropriate gauge is given by
1
T
σT ijk −△σT ijk = ∂jqT ik − ∂kqT ij (50)
which when compared to (4) also contains a massive term. Because of the massive
terms in both (48) and (50), we no longer have ∇ · σT i = qT i − 〈qT i〉, where the
divergence ∇ · σ of a tensor field is defined via (∇ · σ)j = ∂kσjk. To capture the
defect in this relation we introduce another auxiliary vector field:
gT i − T△gT i = qT i − 〈qT i〉 − ∇φT i. (51)
Again, (51) is suitably well-posed in the whole space by Lemma 2 so that it defines
a stationary field gT . Equipped with these notations, we have the following relations
and the following two-scale expansion.
Lemma 4 (Formulas). The following representation formulas hold:
(i) The semi-group and Yoshida approximations of the flux are related for all
T > 0 via
qT =
ˆ ∞
0
dt
T
exp(− t
T
)q(t). (52)
(ii) The auxiliary field gT defined through (51) satisfies
qT i = ahT ei +∇ · σT i + gT i. (53)
(iii) The tensor ahT defined through (49) is elliptic in the sense of
ξ · ahT ξ ≥ λ|ξ|2 and ξ · ahT ξ ≥ |ahT ξ|2. (54)
Likewise,
ξ · ahomξ ≥ λ|ξ|2 and ξ · ahomξ ≥ |ahomξ|2. (55)
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(iv) Let T > 0, and v and vh be solutions of
∂tv −∇ · a∇v = 0, ∂tvh −∇ · ahT∇vh = 0, t > 0,
with the same initial condition v = vh at t = 0. We define the two-scale
expansion error w := v−(1+φT i∂i)vh, and have the following representation
of the field/flux difference
∇v −∇vh = ∇w +∇(φT i∂ivh), (56)
a∇v − ahT∇vh = a∇w +∇ · (∂ivhσT i) + ∂ivhgT i + (φT ia− σT i)∇∂ivh, (57)
and of the residuum
∂τw −∇ · a∇w = ∇ · ((φT ia− σT i)∇∂ivh) +∇ · (∂ivhgT i)− φT i∂τ∂ivh. (58)
We are in the position to introduce an intermediate flux propagator Sh, which we
obtain by replacing the heterogeneous coefficients a by the massive approximation
ahT of the homogenized tensor ahom on the dyadic time intervals of the form (
T
2
, T ).
More precisely, Sht→T q0 is defined for arbitrary q0 by
Sht→T q0 = q0 +
ˆ T
t
ah∇vhdτ, (59)
where
∂τvh −∇ · ah∇vh = 0, τ > t,
vh = ∇ · q0, τ = t,
and ah(τ) = ahT for
T
2
< τ ≤ T , T = 2k dyadic, with ahT the massive approxi-
mation defined in (49). The following lemma gives an estimate of the intermediate
homogenization error on dyadic intervals provided the extended corrector is small.
Lemma 5. We have for all T > 0 dyadic and all 0 < R ≤ √T ,( R√
T
) d
2
+1∣∣∣((ST
2
→T − ShT
2
→T )(q(
T
2
))
)
R
∣∣∣ . δ 1d2+3T(
ˆ
η√T
∣∣∣∇u(T2 )
∣∣∣2) 12 (60)
provided δ ≤ 1 satisfies (ˆ
η√T
∣∣∣( φT√
T
,
σT√
T
, gT )
∣∣∣2) 12 ≤ δ, (61)
where we recall that u solves (5) & (6).
We shall now appeal to two deterministic inner regularity results for elliptic systems.
First, the lhs of (60) is a weak norm of the flux (due the convolution with the
Gaussian), whereas the rhs is a strong norm of the field. In order to buckle, we will
need to control the strong norm of the field by weak norms of the flux. Lemma 6
yields this crucial deterministic ingredient. Second, we need to upgrade the lhs of
(60) to the CLT scaling (that is, replace the exponent d
2
+1 by the exponent d
2
). This
will be obtained at the price of reducing the exponent on δ on the rhs by Meyers’
estimate, cf Lemma 7.
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Lemma 6. For any homogeneous solution v of the semi-group equation ∂tv − ∇ ·
a∇v = 0 for t ≥ 0 we have for any exponent p <∞ and time T
√
T
( ˆ
η√T |∇v(T2 )|2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ
η√T |v(T2 )|2
) 1
2
.
 T
2
T
4
dt
 √T
0
dr(
r√
t
)p+1
ˆ
η2
√
T |vr(t)|, (62)
where here and in the proof, . refers to ≤ C, where C denotes a generic constant
that only depends on d, λ > 0, and on p <∞.
Applied to v = u, the solution of (5) & (6), this turns into
√
T
( ˆ
η√T |∇u(T2 )|2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ
η√T |u(T2 )|2
) 1
2
.
1√
T
 T
2
T
4
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)p
ˆ
η2
√
T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|. (63)
While it is well-known that the lhs of (62) is estimated by the (suitably localized)
H−1-norm of u(t = 0), the rhs of (62) can be assimilated with much weaker norm
(for p large) and moreover is an L1-average in x instead of an L2-average. Estimate
(62) can be seen as a parabolic version of [7, Lemma 4]. The argument however is
rather different since it is more about localization in time than in space.
Lemma 7 (Meyers’ estimate). Let a be a (possibly time-dependent) coefficient field.
There exists ε = ε(d, λ) > 0 such that for a solution of the homogeneous parabolic
equation ∂tv −∇ · a∇v = 0 for t > 0 and for all 0 < R ≤
√
T ,(ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
ηR|∇v|2dτ
) 1
2
.
(√T
R
)d
2
−ε(ˆ T
T
4
ˆ
η√T |∇v|2dτ
) 1
2
. (64)
Lemmas 6 and 7 will help us upgrade (60) to
( R√
T
)d
2
∣∣∣((ST
2
→T − ShT
2
→T )(q(
T
2
))
)
R
∣∣∣
. δ
1
p
 T
2
T
8
dt
 √T
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η2
√
T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r| (65)
for some p ≫ 1 (note the CLT scaling on both the lhs and rhs). This estimate
will however only hold conditioned on (61). The following lemma rephrases this
condition in terms of spatial averages of the flux itself.
Lemma 8. For all 0 < δ ≤ 1 and all √t ≤ δ√T , we have(ˆ
η√T |(
φT√
T
,
σT√
T
, gT )|2
) 1
2
. δ +
1
δ
d
2
+7
(
〈|(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|〉+
ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|
)
. (66)
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To deduce Corollary 6 from Theorem 1, we shall need a slightly modified version of
[19, Proposition 1], the proof of which borrows some arguments from the proof of
Lemma 8.
Lemma 9. We are given a dyadic radius r and a cut-off scale
√
t with
√
t ≤ r; for
every dyadic radii R ≥ r we are given a cut-off scale √T satisfying
√
T ∼ (R
r
)α
√
t (67)
for some exponent α ∈ [0, 1] (so that in particular √t . √T . R). Provided r ≥ r∗
(the minimal radius defined in (38)) we have for any exponent β > 0
1
r2
 
Br
|(φ, σ)−
 
Br
(φ, σ)|2
. sup
R≥r, dyadic
(
R
r
)β
ˆ
ηR
∣∣( φT√
T
,
σT√
T
, (qT − 〈qT 〉)√T )
∣∣2. (68)
Here ., ∼ refer to relations up to a generic constant only depending on the dimen-
sion d, the ellipticity ratio λ > 0, and the exponents α ∈ [0, 1] and β > 0.
Lemma 5 compares the heterogeneous semi-group to the massive approximation
of the homogenized semi-group. The following lemma compares the homogenized
semi-group to its massive approximation.
Lemma 10. We have for all T > 0 dyadic and all 0 < R ≤ √T ,( R√
T
) d
2
∣∣∣((ShT
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )(q(
T
2
))
)
R
∣∣∣ . |ahT − ahom|√T(
ˆ
η√T
∣∣∣u(T2 )
∣∣∣2) 12 , (69)
where we recall that u solves (5) & (6).
Lemma 10 allows us to upgrade (60) in Lemma 5, in its refined form (65), to
( R√
T
)d
2
∣∣∣((ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )(q(
T
2
))
)
R
∣∣∣
. (δ + |ahT − ahom|)
1
p
 T
2
T
8
dt
 √T
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η2
√
T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|. (70)
The desired Proposition 1 will then follow from (70) and the following estimate of
the systematic error |ahT − ahom| based on the connection (52) between {q(t)}t and
{qT}T .
Lemma 11. The systematic error is estimated for all T > 0 by
|ahT − ahom| .
ˆ ∞
0
dt
t
min{ t
T
, 1}
 √T
0
dr
( r√
t
)d
2 〈|(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|〉. (71)
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3.2. Stochastic arguments. The aim of this second main part of our arguments
is to upgrade Proposition 1 by taking the norm ||| · ||| of (42) defined in (14). Recall
that the stochastic norm ‖ · ‖ and semi-norm ‖ · ‖∗, defined in (12) and (13), are
characterized by the stochastic integrability 0 < s ≤ 2. We shall iterate in time the
following result in the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition 2. There exists p≫ 1 such that for all s < 2 and all dyadic T ,
|||q(T )− ShomT
2
→T q(
T
2
)||| . (δ + |ahT − ahom|)
1
p sup
t≤T
|||q(t)|||
+
1
δp
√
t0
d
2
1
s
( 1√
T
) d
2
( 1
s
− 1
2
)
(72)
provided δ and t0 satisfy 0 < δ ≪ 1, t0 ≤ δ2T , and
〈|(qt0 − 〈qt0)δ√t0 |〉 ≤ δp. (73)
(If we replace Shom by Sh in the lhs of (72), we may drop the term |ahT − ahom| in
the rhs.)
The main cause of a CLT behavior of a random variable F , as encoded by control
of the norm |||F ||| = supR≥1R
d
2‖FR‖∗, is its locality in conjunction with the finite
range of 〈·〉, where locality means that F = F (a) depends on a only through its
restriction a|Br to some ball Br, see the elementary but crucial Step 3 in the proof
of Lemma 13. In Proposition 2, we are interested in the homogenization error F =
q(T )−ShomT
2
→T q(
T
2
). By the properties of the parabolic initial value problem (5)&(6),
it is clear that q(T ) and thus F depends (at least) exponentially little on a|BR for
R≫ √T as stated in (76), so that (approximate) locality comes effortless within the
semi-group approach. However, though exponential, these tails of dependence would
affect CLT scaling by a logarithm since they are measured in absolute terms, whereas
the random variable F itself might be already small in the sense of ‖F√T‖∗ ≪ 1. In
order to have an estimate of supR≥√T R
d
2‖FR‖ in terms of ‖F√T‖, we need the tails
of dependence to be small relative to F itself. By a suitable PDE estimate, this turns
out to be the case for F = q(T )−〈q(T )〉, as Lemma 12 shows, provided one does not
just take (q(T ) − 〈q(T )〉)√T into account when measuring the tails of dependence,
but also (spatial averages of) the entire family {(q(t) − 〈q(t)〉)r}t≤T,r≤√T , cf (74),
albeit with a strong concentration on t ∼ T and r ∼ √T . Equipped with this notion
of relative approximate locality (77), even if it is just polynomial of a degree p < d
2
,
we obtain exact CLT scaling (78) in Lemma 13.
Lemma 12 (Relative approximate locality of q(T )). The stationary random fields
F = ∇φ(T ), q(T ), ShomT
2
→T q(
T
2
), ShT
2
→T q(
T
2
) are approximately local on scale
√
T rela-
tive to
F¯ :=
 T
0
dt
( √t√
T
)d
2
 √t
0
dr
( r√
t
)d
2 |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r| (74)
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in the sense of
( 
B√T
|F (a)− F (a˜)|2
) 1
2
.
(√T
R
)p ˆ
ηR(F¯ (a) + F¯ (a˜)) (75)
for all a, a˜ ∈ Ω such that a = a˜ on B2R := {|x| < 2R} and R ≥
√
T , for any p <∞.
Note that F is also approximately exponentially local (exp. in short) with respect
to 1 in the sense of
( 
B√T
|F (a)− F (a˜)|2
) 1
2
. exp
(
− 1
C
R√
T
)
, (76)
for all a, a˜ ∈ Ω such that a = a˜ on B2R and R ≥
√
T .
The locality statement (76) is easier than (75), but not sufficient for our purposes.
The following lemma shows the interest of relative approximate locality in terms of
CLT cancellations.
Lemma 13 (CLT cancellations). Let F, F¯ be stationary random fields (i. e. F (a(·+
z, x) = F (a, x+ z) for all x, z) such that F is approximately local on scale
√
T ≥ 1
relative to F¯ in the sense of
( 
B√T
|F (a)− F (a˜)|2
) 1
2
.
(√T
R
)p ˆ
ηR(F¯ (a) + F¯ (a˜)) (77)
provided a = a˜ on B2R and R ≥
√
T for some p > d
2
. Then, for all 0 < s ≤ 2
sup
R≥√T
( R√
T
)d
2 ‖FR‖∗ .
(
sup
r≤√T
( r√
T
) d
2‖Fr‖∗
)1− d
2p‖F¯‖ d2p + sup
r≤√T
( r√
T
)d
2‖Fr‖∗. (78)
Remark 4. The following more precise version of (78) in Lemma 13 is the one
established in the proof: Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 13, we have for
all 0 < s ≤ 2, T ≥ 1, and any averaging kernel G¯
‖G¯ ∗ F√T ‖∗ .
√
T
d
2
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
×
((
sup
r≤√T
( r√
T
)d
2 ‖Fr‖∗
)1− d
2p ‖F¯‖ d2p + sup
r≤√T
( r√
T
) d
2‖Fr‖∗
)
. (79)
This more precise version will be needed in the proofs of Corollary 2 and Theorem 2.
The difficulty to pass from Proposition 1 to Proposition 2 is that whereas δ should
be seen as a random variable in (42) in view of condition (43), it is deterministic
in (72) in view of condition (73). We have to take care of this nonlinearity without
compromising too much on the stochastic integrability. The following two lemmas
allow us to make use of Lemma 13 to go from Proposition 1 to Proposition 2.
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Lemma 14. Suppose that we have for some p≫ 1 and random variables F, F0, F1,
and some h > 0
〈F0〉+ F0 ≤ 3δp =⇒ |F | ≤ (δ + h)
1
pF1, (80)
then for all s < 2 we have
〈F0〉 ≤ δ =⇒ ‖F‖∗ ≤ (δ + h)
1
p‖F1‖∗ +
(‖F0‖2
δp
) 2
s‖F‖∞, (81)
where ‖ · ‖2 stands for the norm (12) for s = 2, ‖F‖∞ := ess supa∈Ω |F |.
We will apply Lemma 14 to F0 = |(qt0−〈qt0〉)δ√t0 | and thus need to capture stochastic
cancellations in form of a concentration of measure for this quantity up to Gaussian
moments, ie for s = 2. Hence we need locality also for this quantity, where now
we don’t need relative but just absolute locality (in view of s = 2, we would not
be able to leverage relative locality and we don’t care for optimality here). Since
we will apply Lemma 14 to F = ( r√
T
)
d
2 ((ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))r, we need a uniform
bound on that quantity, ie a bound of ‖F‖ for s = ∞. Both, approximate locality
and uniform bound, are provided by the following lemma, which in addition collects
exponential approximate locality (in absolute terms) and uniform bounds for ∇φ(T )
and q(T ) needed in the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 15 (Uniform bounds). There is C < ∞ such that for all T > 0, 0 < r ≤√
T , t0 > 0, and 0 < δ ≤ 1,( r√
T
) d
2 |((ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))r| . 1, (82)
|(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 | . δ−
d
2 , (83)
|(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 | is approximately local on scale
√
t0 relative to δ
− d
2 , (84)
|(∇φ(T ), q(T ))√T | . 1, (85)
(∇φ(T ), q(T ))√T is pointwise approximately local on scale
√
T
relative to 1 in the sense that if a = a˜ in BR, R ≥
√
T , then
|(∇φ(T ; a)−∇φ(T ; a˜), q(T ; a)− q(T ; a˜))√T | . exp(−
R
C
√
T
). (86)
The following lemma shows that the norm ||| · ||| is not increased by applying the
homogenized propagator Shom or its massive approximation Sh.
Lemma 16. For any t ≤ T and any stationary random field F we have
|||Shomt→TF |||, |||Sht→TF ||| . |||F |||. (87)
In particular, this allows for a (probabilistic) definition of the constant-coefficient
Leray projection Shom0→∞ on fields F with |||F ||| < ∞, see Step 10 in the proof of
Theorem 2.
The following last two lemmas are needed for the proof of Theorem 1. The first
lemma yields a suboptimal bound on |||q(T )||| and |||∇φ(T )|||:
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Lemma 17. For any T > 0 and s = 2,
|||q(T )|||, |||∇φ(T )||| . max{
√
T
d
, 1}. (88)
The second lemma is an anchoring result, which is a consequence of qualitative
homogenization, and for which the topology of H-convergence is very convenient.
Lemma 18 (Anchoring lemma). For all δ > 0,
lim
T↑∞
〈|(q(T )− 〈q(T )〉)δ√T |〉 = 0, (89)
where the limit is uniform wrt the ensemble 〈·〉, up to a dependence on the dimension
d and the ellipticity ratio λ > 0.
4. Proofs of the main results
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1: propagator estimate. We start with the proof of
(15) for the flux, which is the crucial estimate, and then turn to the proof of (16)
for the field.
Step 1. Proof of (15).
Wlog we may assume that the times t1 ≤ T are dyadic. By telescoping and the
semi-group property applied to S and Shom, cf Lemma 3, we have operator identity
St1→T − Shomt1→T =
∑
t1<t≤T
(Shomt→TSt1→t − Shomt
2
→TSt1→ t2 )
=
∑
t1<t≤T
Shomt→T (S t2→t − S
hom
t
2
→t)St1→ t2 .
We apply this identity to q(t1), which by (11) may be reformulated as
q(T )− Shomt1→Tq(t1) =
∑
t1<t≤T
Shomt→T (q(t)− Shomt
2
→tq(
t
2
)).
By the triangle inequality for ||| · ||| this yields
|||q(T )− Shomt1→T q(t1)||| ≤
∑
t1<t≤T
|||Shomt→T
(
q(t)− Shomt
2
→tq(
t
2
)
)|||.
Lemma 16 now allows us to get rid of Shom in order to estimate the homogeniza-
tion error on the large time interval (t1, T ) by homogenization errors on the dyadic
intervals ( t
2
, t):
|||q(T )− Shomt1→T q(t1)||| .
∑
t1<t≤T
|||q(t)− Shomt
2
→tq(
t
2
)|||. (90)
We now may appeal to Proposition 2 (with T replaced by t) for the summands
|||q(t)− Shomt
2
→tq(
t
2
)||| . (δ + |aht − ahom|)
1
p sup
t′≤t
|||q(t′)|||+ 1
δp
√
t0
d
2
1
s
( 1√
t
) d
2
( 1
s
− 1
2
)
(91)
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provided δ and t0 satisfy δ ≪ 1 and
t0 ≤ δ2t and 〈|(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |〉 ≤ δp, (92)
cf (73). Here and in the sequel, p denotes a generic large exponent that only depends
on d, λ > 0 and s < 2.
Let us assume that we already knew that for any α < d
2
|||q(t)||| . ( 1√
t
)α−
d
2 , (93)
where for this paragraph, . acquires a dependence on α < d
2
which will be chosen
later. We will give the self-contained argument for (93) in Step 2. We note that the
stretched exponential bound (93) implies in particular the first-moment bound
sup
r
(
r√
t
)
d
2 〈|(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|〉 ≤ ( 1√
t
)α, (94)
which we insert into (71) in Lemma 11 to obtain, provided we momentarily restrict
to 0 < α < 1,
|aht − ahom| . ( 1√
t
)α. (95)
Rewriting (94) as
r
d
2 〈|(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|〉 ≤
√
t
d
2
−α
for all r, t
and appealing to (52) in Lemma 4 in form of qt0 =
´∞
0
1
t0
exp(− t
t0
)q(t)dt, we see that
it yields
r
d
2 〈|(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)r|〉 ≤
√
t0
d
2
−α
for all r, t0,
which we specify to r = δ
√
t0:
〈|(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |〉 ≤ (
1
δ
)
d
2 (
1√
t0
)α.
Hence the proviso (92) holds once we have 1
δ
1
α (p+
d
2 )
≤ √t0 ≤ δ
√
t; we choose t0 to be
equal to the lower bound. Hence (up to redefining p) we obtain from (91) and (95)
that for all δ ≫ ( 1√
t
)
1
p
|||q(t)− Shomt
2
→tq(
t
2
)||| . δ 1p sup
t′≤t
|||q(t′)|||+ 1
δp
(
1√
t
)
d
2
( 1
s
− 1
2
). (96)
We now make use of the triangle inequality, once again Lemma 16, and our assump-
tion (93) to obtain for t′ ≥ t1
|||q(t′)||| ≤ |||q(t′)− Shomt1→t′q(t1)|||+ |||Shomt1→t′q(t1)|||
. |||q(t′)− Shomt1→t′q(t1)|||+ |||q(t1)|||
. |||q(t′)− Shomt1→t′q(t1)|||+
√
t1
d
2
−α
,
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whereas for t′ ≤ t1, |||q(t′)||| .
√
t′
d
2
−α ≤ √t1
d
2
−α
. These two estimates combine to
sup
t′≤t
|||q(t′)||| . sup
t1≤t′≤t
|||q(t′)− Shomt1→t′q(t1)|||+
√
t1
d
2
−α
,
which we introduce into (96)
|||q(t)− Shomt
2
→tq(
t
2
)||| . δ 1p ( sup
t1≤t′≤t
|||q(t′)− Shomt1→t′q(t1)|||+
√
t1
d
2
−α)
+
1
δp
(
1√
t
)
d
2
( 1
s
− 1
2
).
We now make the Ansatz δ = ( 1√
t
)
1
p0 with an exponent p0 to be chosen below (and
which is admissible provided p0 ≫ 1) so that the above turns into
|||q(t)− Shomt
2
→tq(
t
2
)|||
. (
1√
t
)
1
pp0
(
sup
t1≤t′≤t
|||q(t′)− Shomt1→t′q(t1)|||+
√
t1
d
2
−α)
+ (
1√
t
)
d
2
( 1
s
− 1
2
)− p
p0 .
Inserting this into (90) we obtain, provided p0 is chosen so large that
d
2
(1
s
− 1
2
)− p
p0
> 0
(which is possible since s < 2)
|||q(T )− Shomt1→Tq(t1)|||
. (
1√
t1
)
1
pp0
(
sup
t1≤t≤T
|||q(t)− Shomt1→tq(t1)|||+
√
t1
d
2
−α)
+ (
1√
t1
)
d
2
( 1
s
− 1
2
)− p
p0 .
Provided t1 ≫ 1, we may absorb the first rhs term to the effect of
|||q(T )− Shomt1→T q(t1)||| . (
1√
t1
)
α− d
2
− 1
pp0 + (
1√
t1
)
d
2
( 1
s
− 1
2
)− p
p0 .
Having fixed p0 above, it remains to choose α <
d
2
so close to d
2
that α− d
2
− 1
pp0
> 0.
Step 2. Proof of (93).
We give the argument for (93) for which we may even assume s = 2 (cf Remark 2).
For the proof of (93), we use (90) (in addition to a further application of the triangle
inequality and Lemma 16) with the semi-group Shom replaced by the propagator Sh:
|||q(T )||| . |||q(t1)|||+
∑
t1<t≤T
|||q(t)− Sht
2
→tq(
t
2
)|||.
Likewise, by Proposition 2 we have (91) in form of
|||q(t)− Sht
2
→tq(
t
2
)||| . δ 1p sup
t′≤t
|||q(t′)|||+
√
t0
p
δp
,
provided δ and t0 are chosen such that (92) holds for all t ≥ t1. With help of
Lemma 17, these two estimates turn into
|||q(T )||| . √t1
d
2 +
∑
t1<t≤T
|||q(t)− Sht
2
→tq(
t
2
)|||
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and
|||q(t)− Sht
2
→tq(
t
2
)||| . δ 1p ( sup
t1≤t′≤t
|||q(t′)|||+√t1
d
2
)
+
√
t0
p
δp
,
respectively. Introducing the sub-CLT exponent α < d
2
, we rewrite these estimates
as √
T
α− d
2 |||q(T )||| . √t1α +
∑
t1<t≤T
(
√
t√
T
)
d
2
−α√tα−
d
2 |||q(t)− Sht
2
→tq(
t
2
)|||
and (using t ≥ t1 ≥ 1)
√
t
α− d
2 |||q(t)− Sht
2
→tq(
t
2
)||| . δ 1p ( sup
t1≤t′≤t
√
t′
α− d
2 |||q(t′)|||+√t1α
)
+
√
t0
p
δp
.
Inserting the second estimate into the first, we obtain thanks to α < d
2
√
T
α− d
2 |||q(T )||| . δ 1p sup
t1≤t≤T
√
t
α− d
2 |||q(t)|||+√t1α +
√
t0
p
δp
.
Clearly, by monotonicity of the expression supt1≤t≤T
√
t
α− d
2 |||q(t)||| in T , the lhs of
this estimate holding for all T ≥ t1 may be replaced by supt1≤t≤T
√
t
α− d
2 |||q(t)|||. We
thus may first fix δ so small that the first rhs term may be absorbed into the lhs.
By the uniform qualitative homogenization established in Lemma 18, we then may
fix a t0 so large that the second condition in (92) is satisfied. Finally, we fix t1 such
that t1 =
1
δ2
t0 so that also the first condition in (92) is satisfied for all t ≥ t1.
Step 3. Proof of (16).
In preparation for treating fields like the fluxes, we recall that the main ingredient in
treating the fluxes was the estimate of q(t)−Shomt
2
→tq(
t
2
) =
´ t
t
2
a∇udτ−´ tt
2
ahom∇vhomdτ
provided by Proposition 2. An inspection of the proof of that proposition (leading
back to Proposition 1) reveals that the difference between the variable-coefficient
solution u and the constant-coefficient solution vhom is not only estimated on the
level of fluxes, but also on the level of fields
´ t
t
2
∇udτ − ´ tt
2
∇vhomdτ , which we
may multiply with ahom to obtain control of
´ t
t
2
ahom∇udτ −
´ t
t
2
ahom∇vhomdτ =
ahom∇φ(t)− ahom∇φ( t2) + (1− Shomt
2
→t)q(
t
2
). Hence the analogue of (72) on the level
of fields reads
|||ahom∇φ(t)−ahom∇φ( t
2
)+(1−Shomt
2
→t)q(
t
2
)||| . δ 1p sup
t≤T
|||q(t)|||+ 1
δp
√
t0
d
2
1
s
( 1√
T
)d
2
( 1
s
− 1
2
)
(97)
provided δ and t0 satisfy 0 < δ ≪ 1, t0 ≤ δ2T , and (73).
Starting from telescoping in form of
1− Shomt1→T =
∑
t1<t≤T
(
(1− Shomt
2
→T )St1→ t2 − (1− S
hom
t→T )St1→t
)
,
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we obtain from the semi-group properties for S and Shom in form of
(1− Shomt
2
→T )St1→ t2 − (1− S
hom
t→T )St1→t
=
(
(1− Shomt→TShomt
2
→t)− (1− Shomt→T )S t2→t
)
St1→ t2
the following operator identity
1− Shomt1→T
= −
∑
t1<t≤T
(1− Shomt→T )(S t
2
→t − Shomt
2
→t)St1→ t2 +
∑
t1<t≤T
(1− Shomt
2
→t)St1→ t2 ,
which we apply to q(t1) to the effect of
(1− Shomt1→T )q(t1) = −
∑
t1<t≤T
(1− Shomt→T )(S t
2
→t − Shomt
2
→t)q(
t
2
) +
∑
t1<t≤T
(1− Shomt
2
→t)q(
t
2
).
Together with the trivial telescoping ahom∇φ(T )−ahom∇φ(t1) =
∑
t1<t≤T (ahom∇φ(t)−
ahom∇φ( t2)), this yields
ahom∇φ(T )− ahom∇φ(t1) + (1− Shomt1→T )q(t1)
= −
∑
t1<t≤T
(1− Shomt→T )(S t
2
→t − Shomt
2
→t)q(
t
2
)
+
∑
t1<t≤T
(
ahom∇φ(t)− ahom∇φ( t
2
) + (1− Shomt
2
→t)q(
t
2
)).
The estimate of the first rhs term proceed as in the first step, with the only change
that at the beginning, we use the boundedness of the operator 1 − Shomt→T instead of
the one of Shomt→T . The estimate of the second rhs term also proceeds as in the first
step, now based on (97).
4.2. Proof of Corollary 1: CLT scaling. For (q,∇φ), this is a direct consequence
of Theorem 1. Indeed, by the triangle inequality and (15) & (16) for T =∞,
|||q||| . |||Shom1→∞q(1)|||+ 1,
|||∇φ||| . |||∇φ(1)|||+ |||Shom1→T q(1)|||+ |||q(1)|||+ 1,
so that the claim follows from Lemmas 16 and 17. Likewise, this yields for all t ≥ 1
|||q(t)|||, |||∇φ(t)||| . 1. (98)
We now turn to the gradient ∇σ of the vector potential σ. Based on (4) we will
show
|||∇σ||| . |||q|||. (99)
As in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 16 below, this can be reduced to
‖(∇σ)R‖ .
ˆ ∞
R
2
dr
r
‖qr‖∗.
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In order to proceed as in the proof of Lemma 16, we disintegrate ∇σ by (formally)
writing ∇σ = ´∞
0
∇vdτ , where v solves the constant-coefficient initial value problem
with divergence-form initial data
∂τvjk −△vjk = 0, vjk(τ = 0) = ∂jqk − ∂kqj = ∇ · (qkej − qjek), (100)
so that by the triangle inequality, it suffices to showˆ ∞
0
‖(∇vij)R(τ)‖dτ .
ˆ ∞
R
2
dr
r
‖(qkej − qjek)r‖∗ ≤
ˆ ∞
R
2
dr
r
‖qr‖∗.
This is exactly the estimate (331) established in the proo of Lemma 16 with the
only difference that the divergence-form initial data q are replaced by qkej − qjek,
the constant coefficient ahom is replaced by id, and the initial time τ = t is replaced
by τ = 0.
We finally turn to the estimate of the modified augmented corrector (∇φT ,∇σT , qT ).
For qT we appeal to the representation (52) in terms of an average of {q(t)}t, so that
|||qT ||| ≤ supt |||q(t)|||. For t ≥ 1, we estimated |||q(t)||| above, cf (98). For t ≤ 1, we
directly appeal to Lemma 17. The field ∇φT can be handled along identical lines.
For the gradient ∇σ of the vector potential of the flux, we have the representation
∇σT =
´∞
0
exp(− τ
T
)∇v(τ)dτ , where v is defined as in (100) with the divergence-form
initial data qkej−qjek replaced by (qT )kej−(qT )jek. Hence we obtain |||∇σT ||| . |||qT |||
along the same lines the above estimate (99).
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2: fluctuations of the homogenization commutator.
We split this self-contained proof into eleven steps.
Step 1. Random fields with bounded triple norm are almost-surely Schwartz distri-
butions of order 2[d
4
] + 1.
More precisely we claim for m ∈ N with 2m > d
2
and any centered and stationary
random field F that
∥∥∥ sup{
ˆ
ζF
∣∣∣ 2m∑
k=1
sup
x∈Rd
(|x|+ 1)4m|∇kζ | ≤ 1
}∥∥∥ . |||F |||. (101)
Note that the norm on ζ above is the one appearing in (23). The argument for (101)
is mostly deterministic; by definition of mollification with the heat kernel we have
∂kt ζ
√
t = △kζ√t so that by symmetry of the convolution we get
(
d
dt
)k
ˆ
ζF√t =
ˆ
△kζF√t
and thus obtain the estimate
|( d
dt
)k
ˆ
ζF√t| ≤ sup
x
(
(|x|+ 1)4m|△kζ |)
ˆ
(|x|+ 1)−4m|F√t|dx. (102)
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We now appeal to the weighted Sobolev estimate (in the single variable t)
sup
t∈[0,1]
|f(t)| .
m∑
k=0
ˆ 1
0
tα|d
kf
dtk
|dt provided α + 1 < m,
which we apply to f(t) =
´
ζF√t and into which we insert (102) to the effect of
sup
{|
ˆ
ζF |∣∣ m∑
k=0
sup
x
(|x|+ 1)4m|△kζ | ≤ 1} .
ˆ 1
0
tα
ˆ
(|x|+ 1)−4m|F√t|dxdt.
By stationarity and definition of ||| · ||| this yields
∥∥ sup{|
ˆ
ζF |∣∣ m∑
k=0
sup
x
(|x|+ 1)4m|△kζ | ≤ 1}∥∥
.
ˆ 1
0
tα−
d
4dt|||F ||| provided 4m > d.
Hence provided α + 1 > d
4
this turns into (101); we thus recover the condition
m > α + 1 > d
4
.
Step 2. Existence of “blow-downs” by weak compactness.
Let F be a centered and stationary random field with |||F ||| < ∞. For any radius
R, we consider its rescaled version FR given through FR(xˆ) := R
d
2F (Rxˆ), still a
centered and stationary (in the broad sense that translations of the field have the
same finite-dimensional law) random field. We claim that for any sequence R ↑ ∞,
there exists a subsequence (still denoted by R ↑ ∞) and a centered and stationary
random Schwartz distribution F∞ (defined on an extended probability space) with
‖ sup
ζ
{ ˆ
ζF∞
∣∣ 2m∑
k=0
sup
x
(|x|+ 1)4m|∇kζn| ≤ 1}‖ . |||F ||| (103)
(where we use with a slight abuse of notation
´
ζF∞ as the symbol for the Schwartz
distribution F∞ applied to the Schwartz function ζ) and which thus (almost-surely)
is of order 2[d
4
] + 1, such that
{ζ 7→
ˆ
ζFR} R↑∞→ {ζ 7→
ˆ
ζF∞}
in law up to near-Gaussian moments, (104)
where ζ runs over all functions that may be approximated by Schwartz functions
in the norm (23). An inspection of Step 1 shows that in (101), we may replace the
norm
∑2m
k=1 supx(|x| + 1)4m|∇kζ | by the norm with weaker weight
∑2m
k=1 supx(|x| +
1)4m−|∇kζ |, so that the closure of Schwartz functions in this weaker norm contains
all 2m-times continuously differentiable functions for which the stronger norm is
finite. Hence we may assume that ζ in (104) runs over this larger space.
We first note that for any radius R, the rescaling FR(xˆ) = R
d
2F (Rxˆ) interacts with
our mollification through convolution via ρ
d
2 (FR)ρ(xˆ) = (ρR)
d
2FρR(Rxˆ) and thus by
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stationarity does not increase the triple norm |||FR||| ≤ |||F |||. Let Sm denote the
closure of the space S of Schwartz functions under the norm (23). This is a Banach
space, the norm of which we denote by ‖·‖Sm. Let (Tm, ‖·‖Tm) be a separable Banach
space that compactly embeds into Sm (say a similar space with larger weight and
more derivatives). Step 1 yields
‖ sup
ζ∈S,‖ζ‖Tm≤1
ˆ
ζFR‖ . ‖ sup
ζ∈S,‖ζ‖Sm≤1
ˆ
ζFR‖ . |||F |||. (105)
Let S ′m ⊂ T ′m be the dual spaces of the Banach spaces Tm ⊂ Sm. We consider the
random linear form ζ 7→ ´ ζFR as a random element on T ′m. Since S ′m compactly
embeds into T ′m, (105) yields the tightness of the laws of ζ 7→
´
ζFR in T ′m. By tight-
ness (see e.g. [9, Theorem 5.1 p. 59]), we may select a subsequence of R ↑ ∞ in such
a way that these laws on T ′m converge to some law on T ′m with near-Gaussian mo-
ments, where convergence means testing against functions of near-Gaussian growth.
We denote by F∞ a random variable on T ′m distributed according to that law. By
continuity, the limit F∞ still satisfies the bound
‖ sup
ζ∈S,‖ζ‖Sm≤1
ˆ
ζF∞‖ . |||F |||,
so that ζ 7→ ´ ζF∞ is in particular a random Schwartz distribution of order 2[d
4
]+1;
it inherits the centeredness and stationarity (in the large sense) from FR. The
convergence (104) follows by construction.
Step 3. Relation between blow-downs.
We make two claims
a) For any cut-off time t, the blow-downs of Ξ(t) and of its mollification Ξ√t(t)
are identical. This will follow from (18) in Corollary 1 in form of |||Ξ(t)||| . 1.
b) As t ↑ ∞, the blow-downs of Ξ(t) converge to the blow-downs of Ξ in the
sense of (104). This will follow from Theorem 1 in form of |||Ξ(t)− Ξ||| t↑∞→ 0,
cf (24).
The first claim follows from the formula
´
ζ(Ξ√t)
R(t) =
´
ζ√t
R
ΞR(t), the fact that
ζ√t
R
R↑∞→ ζ in the norm (23) for any Schwartz function ζ , which together with Step 1
yields ‖ ´ ζ√t
R
ΞR(t)− ´ ζΞR(t)‖ ≤ o(1)|||ΞR(t)||| ≤ o(1)|||Ξ(t)||| ≤ o(1) as R ↑ ∞. We
now turn to the second claim, which reads in detail: Suppose that there exists a
sequence t ↑ ∞ and a (single) sequence R ↑ ∞ along which every Ξ(t) admits a
blow-down Ξ∞(t). Then we claim that the blow-downs Ξ∞(t) converge in the sense
of (104) to a centered and stationary random Schwartz distribution Ξ∞, which at
the same time is the blow-down of Ξ along the sequence R ↑ ∞. Since by Step 1 we
have ‖ supζ
´
ζ(ΞR(t) − ΞR(t′))‖ . |||ΞR(t) − ΞR(t′)||| = |||Ξ(t) − Ξ(t′)||| for any two
cut-off times t and t′ (where here, the sup runs over all ζ for which the norm (23) is
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≤ 1), we obtain from (24) the Cauchy sequence property
lim
t,t′↑∞
‖ sup
ζ
ˆ
ζ(ΞR(t)− ΞR(t′))‖ = 0 uniformly in R. (106)
Because of the uniformity, it is preserved in the limit R ↑ ∞ under our notion of
convergence (104): limt,t′↑∞ ‖ supζ
´
ζ(Ξ∞(t)− Ξ∞(t′))‖ = 0, where for convenience
we pass to a large probability space on which the random fields {Ξ∞(t)}t live. The
compactness result argument in Step 2 can also be used as a completeness argument
yielding the existence of a centered and stationary random Schwartz distribution
Ξ∞ with limt↑∞ ‖ supζ
´
ζ(Ξ∞(t) − Ξ∞)‖ = 0. Completely analogously to (106) we
have limt↑∞ ‖ supζ
´
ζ(ΞR(t)− ΞR)‖ = 0 uniformly in R, so that the convergence of
ΞR(t) to Ξ∞(t) in the sense of (104) along the subsequence R ↑ ∞ extends as desired
to the convergence of ΞR to Ξ∞.
Step 4. From approximate to exact locality.
We claim that Ξ√t(t), which is approximately local on scale
√
t, may be approxi-
mated by 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉, where 〈·|D〉 denotes the expectation conditioned on the re-
striction a|D of a on some open set D ⊂ Rd (see the discussion in Step 6 of the proof
of Lemma 13 on conditional expectations in our context) so that 〈Ξ√t|Br〉 is exactly
local on scale r, as r ↑ ∞, in the triple norm (but non-uniformly in t):
|||Ξ√t(t)− 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉||| .
√
t
d
2 exp(− 1
C
r√
t
). (107)
The main ingredient for (107) is (86) in Lemma 15, which states uniform bounds and
approximate locality (in absolute terms) for q√t(t) and ∇φ√t(t), which translates to
Ξ√t(t) by the triangle inequality:
|Ξ√t(t)| . 1,
|Ξ√t(a, t)− Ξ√t(a˜, t)| . exp(−
1
C
r√
t
) provided a = a˜ on Br for r ≥
√
t.
As in Step 6 of the proof of Lemma 13, we reformulate this in terms of conditional
expectations:
|Ξ√t(t)|, |〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉| . 1, (108)
|Ξ√t(t)− 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉| . exp(−
1
C
r√
t
), (109)
where the second estimate at first only holds for r ≥ √t but then by the first
estimate trivially holds for all r. As in Step 6 of the proof of Lemma 13 we consider
dyadic differences:
|〈Ξ√t(t)|B2r〉 − 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉| . exp(−
1
C
r√
t
). (110)
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By the exact locality of 〈Ξ√t(t)|B2r〉 − 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉 on scale 2r, we obtain like in
Step 3 of the proof of Lemma 13 for R ≥ r (recall r ≥ √t≫ 1 wlog) that
‖(〈Ξ√t(t)|B2r〉 − 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉)R‖ . (
√
r
R
)
d
2‖〈Ξ√t(t)|B2r〉 − 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉‖; (111)
however for R ≤ r this estimate is trivial because of the monotonicity of mollification
seen under ‖ · ‖. Together (110) and (111) yield |||〈Ξ√t(t)|B2r〉 − 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉||| .√
t
d
2 exp(− 1
C
r√
t
) with a change in the value of C by which we absorb the algebraic
factor ( r√
t
)
d
2 into the exponential. The exponential expression on the rhs allows
dyadic summation in r, which yields (107).
Step 5. White-noise property of blow-downs of Ξ(t).
We claim that a blow-down Ξ∞(t) of Ξ(t) along any sequence R ↑ ∞ necessarily has
the white-noise propertyˆ
ζ : Ξ∞(t) and
ˆ
ζ ′ : Ξ∞(t) are independent for suppζ ∩ suppζ ′ = ∅ (112)
for a pair of Rd×d-valued Schwartz functions ζ and ζ ′ with compact support. For
notational simplicity, we pass to scalar instead of tensorial notation and language.
Let us momentarily introduce the notation F (r) := 〈Ξ√t(t)|Br〉; we note that by
Jensen |||F (r)||| ≤ |||Ξ√t(t)||| ≤ |||Ξ(t)||| . 1. We fix a (discrete) sequence r ↑ ∞;
by Step 2 and Cantor, we may select a subsequence (without changing notation)
of our given sequence R ↑ ∞ along which F (r) admits a blow-down F∞(r) for
all r in our fixed sequence. After rescaling, (107) in Step 4 turns into |||ΞR√
t
(t) −
FR(r)||| . √t
d
2 exp(− r√
t
), so that by Step 1 we have ‖ supζ
´
ζ(ΞR√
t
(t) − FR(r))‖
.
√
t
d
2 exp(− r√
t
), where the sup runs over all ζ ’s for which the norm (23) is ≤ 1. This
estimate is preserved under the convergence (104) so that ‖ supζ
´
ζ(Ξ∞(t)−F∞(r))‖
.
√
t
d
2 exp(− r√
t
), where we used that according to Step 3 a), Ξ√t(t) and Ξ(t) have
the same blow-downs. In particular, we have analogously to (104)
{ζ 7→
ˆ
ζF∞(r)} r↑∞→ {ζ 7→
ˆ
ζΞ∞(t)}
in law up to near-Gaussian moments.
Clearly, this convergence preserves the white-noise property (112). It thus remains
to show that for any r < ∞ (in our fixed sequence), the blow-down F∞(r) has
the white-noise property, using that F (r) is exactly local on scale r. The latter
in conjunction with the finite range of 〈·〉 implies that F (r)|D and F (r)||D′ are
independent provided the distance between the open sets D and D′ is larger than
2r + 1. After rescaling, this implies that FR(r)|Dˆ and F
R(r)||Dˆ′ are independent
provided the distance between the open sets Dˆ and Dˆ′ is larger than 2r+1
R
. Under the
convergence (104) this turns as desired into: F∞(r)|Dˆ and F
∞(r)||Dˆ′ are independent
provided the open sets Dˆ and Dˆ′ are disjoint.
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Step 6. Regularity property of blow-downs of Ξ(t).
We claim that a blow-down Ξ∞(t) of Ξ(t) along any sequence R ↑ ∞ satisfies the
following regularity property
‖
ˆ
ζ : Ξ∞(t)‖ . (
ˆ
|ζ |2) 12 . (113)
For notational simplicity, we again pass to scalar instead of tensorial notation and
language. According to Step 3 a) it is sufficient to consider a blow-down of Ξ√t(t),
hence a limit of ΞR√
t
(t). By our notion of convergence (104), it is enough to establish
‖ ´ ζΞR√
t
(t)dxˆ‖ . ( ´ ζ2dxˆ) 12 , the form of which is preserved under un-rescaling:
‖ ´ ζΞ√t(t)dx‖ . ( ´ ζ2dx) 12 . Such an estimate holds for q(t) and ∇φ(t) separately
by Remark 4 right after Lemma 13: According to Lemma 12, these centered and
stationary random fields are approximately local relative to space-time averages of
{q(t′)}t′≤t, so that Remark 4 applies; the rhs of (79) can then be estimated with
help of (18) in Corollary 1 by 1√
t
d
2
. This yields the desired estimate.
Step 7. White-noise random fields are necessarily Gaussian.
Let the centered and stationary random tensor-valued Schwartz distribution F have
the white-noise propertyˆ
ζ : F and
ˆ
ζ ′ : F are independent for suppζ ∩ suppζ ′ = ∅ (114)
and the regularity property
|||
ˆ
ζ : F ||| . (
ˆ
ζ2
) 1
2 (115)
for all Schwartz functions ζ with values in Rd×d. Then F is Gaussian in the sense that
there exists a constant tensor Q ∈ R(d×d)×(d×d) such that for all Schwartz functionsˆ
ζ : F
is distributed as a centered Gaussian with variance
ˆ
ζ : Qζ. (116)
This result is standard, and we include a short proof for completeness. In the
following argument we use scalar instead of tensor notation and language. For
notational convenience we only consider a single Schwartz function ζ instead of an
arbitrary finite family (ζ1, . . . , ζn), n ∈ N of such functions (as needed to characterize
finite-dimensional laws), this does not change the argument. We also decompose Rd
into cubes C of side length r (which we will send to zero) and in this step denote by
the subscript r on ζr the L
2(Rd)-orthogonal projection of ζ on the piecewise constant
functions on {C}, so that on each C, ζr coincides with ζC :=
ffl
C
ζ . We note that
by (115) we may (almost-surely) extend
´
ζF to ζ ∈ L2(Rd) so that (114) & (115)
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hold also for such ζ . Since
( ´ |ζr − ζ |2) 12 . r( ´ |∇ζ |2) 12 we have by (115) that
|||
ˆ
ζrF −
ˆ
ζF ||| r↓0→ 0, (117)
so that we first turn to
´
ζrF =
∑
C ζC
ffl
C
F . By the above-mentioned extension of
(114), {ffl
C
F}C are mutually independent so that we obtain for the characteristic
function with parameter σ ∈ R
〈exp(iσ
ˆ
ζrF )〉 =
∏
C
〈exp(iσζC
ˆ
C
F )〉. (118)
By stationarity of F we have 〈exp(iσζC
´
C
F )〉 = 〈exp(iσζC
´
C0
F )〉 for some fixed
cube C0. Since by (115), the centered random variable r
− d
2
´
C0
F has all (algebraic)
moments bounded uniformly in r, we have
〈exp(iσr− d2
ˆ
C0
F )〉 = exp (− 1
2
σ2〈(r− d2
ˆ
C0
F )2〉+O(σ3)).
We insert this into (118)
〈exp(is
ˆ
ζrF )〉 = exp
(− 1
2
σ2
ˆ
ζ2r 〈(r−
d
2
ˆ
C0
F )2〉+O(σ3r d2
ˆ
|ζr|3)
)
. (119)
We select a subsequence r ↓ 0 such that Q = limr↓0〈(r− d2
´
C0
F )2〉 exists; in view of
(117) we may thus pass to the limit in (119) along this subsequence to obtain
〈exp(iσ
ˆ
ζF )〉 = exp(−1
2
σ2
ˆ
ζ2Q),
which by the invariance of Gaussians under the Fourier transform amounts to (116).
Step 8. Characterization of covariance tensor Q, uniqueness of blow-downs, and
conclusion on Ξ.
The main claim is that if Γ(t) is a blow-down of Ξ(t) along some sequence R ↑ ∞
(and thus by Steps 5-7 a centered Gaussian white noise) we necessarily have for its
covariance tensor Q(t)
Q(t) =
ˆ
〈Ξ(t, z)⊗ Ξ(t, 0)〉dz
:= lim
R↑∞
ˆ
exp(−| z
R
|2)〈Ξ(t, z)⊗ Ξ(t, 0)〉dz, (120)
where here, limR↑∞ is meant as a continuum limit (ie for all sequences), and we will
argue that it exists. Since the law of a centered Gaussian white noise is determined
by its covariance tensor, we learn from (120) that all blow-downs of Ξ(t) are identical
in law. Evoking the compactness result of Step 2, we thus learn that ΞR(t) converges
for the continuum R ↑ ∞ in the sense of (104) to the centered Gaussian white noise
Γ(t) characterized by its covariance tensor given by (120). We now may conclude: By
Step 3 b) we know that in this situation also ΞR converges for the continuum R ↑ ∞
in the sense of (104) to a Γ, which is the continuum limit t ↑ ∞ of Γ(t) and therefore
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itself a centered and stationary Gaussian white noise and thus characterized by its
covariance tensor Q. In view of (116) and our notion of convergence (104), the
covariance tensors converge:
lim
t↑∞
Q(t) = Q.
It remains to establish the identity (120). We note that by construction of Q(t), cf
(116), we have for any Rd×d-valued Schwartz function ζˆ
ζ : Q(t)ζ = 〈(
ˆ
ζ : Γ(t))2〉.
By assumption, Γ(t) is the blow-down of Ξ(t) along some discrete sequence R ↑
∞. According to Step 3 a), it is also the blow-down of Ξ√t(t) along the same
sequence; the latter being more convenient because we have firm statements on its
uniform boundedness and approximate locality. Hence we have by our definition of
convergence (104) in particularˆ
ζ : Q(t)ζ = lim
R↑∞
〈(
ˆ
ζ : ΞR√
t
(t))2〉. (121)
We recall (ΞR√
t
(t))1(xˆ)=R
d
2 (Ξ√t)R(Rxˆ) (cf Step 2) so that
´
G1(xˆ)Ξ
R√
t
(t, xˆ)dxˆ =
R
d
2 (Ξ√t)R(t). We now choose ζ to be (spatial) Gaussian G1 times fixed tensor
ζ0 ∈ Rd×d, so that we have for the rhs of (121)
〈(
ˆ
ζ : ΞR√
t
(t))2〉 = Rd〈(ζ0 : (Ξ√t)R(t))2〉. (122)
By the semi-group property and stationarity we obtain
Rd〈(ζ0 : (Ξ√t)R(t))2〉 = ζ0 :
ˆ
RdG√2R(z)〈Ξ√t(t, z)⊗ Ξ√t(t, 0)〉ζ0dz. (123)
We recall (109) in form of |Ξ√t(t)−〈Ξ√t(t)|BR〉| . exp(− 1C R√t). By definition of the
conditional expectation in conjunction with the finite range of 〈·〉, 〈Ξ√t(t, z)|BR(z)〉
and 〈Ξ√t(t, 0)|BR(0)〉 are independent provided 2R+1 ≤ |z|. Therefore in this case〈〈Ξ√t(t, z)|BR(z)〉⊗〈Ξ√t(t, 0)|BR(0)〉〉 = 〈Ξ√t(t, z)〉⊗〈Ξ√t(t, 0)〉 = 0, where we used
that Ξ(t) is centered. We recall (108) in form of |Ξ√t(t)|, |〈Ξ√t(t)|BR〉| . 1. All three
relations combine to the estimate |〈Ξ√t(t, z)⊗ Ξ√t(t, 0)〉| . exp(− 1C |z|√t). In view of
RdG√2R(z) = G√2(0) exp(−| zR |2), this is amply enough to ensure the existence of
the continuum limit limR↑∞
´
dzRdG√2R(z) 〈Ξ√t(t, z) ⊗ Ξ√t(t, 0)〉. We now revert
from Ξ√t(t) to Ξ(t) itself: We note that Ξ(t) has finite second moments (because
∇φ(t) has), so that 〈Ξ(t, z)⊗Ξ(t, 0)〉 has a sense; by stationarity and the semi-group
property we have 〈Ξ√t(t, z)⊗Ξ√t(t, 0)〉 =
´
G√2t(z−x)〈Ξ(t, x)⊗Ξ(t, 0)〉dx and thus´
RdG√2R(z)〈Ξ√t(t, z)⊗Ξ√t(t, 0)〉dz =
´
RdG√
2(R2+t)
(z)〈Ξ(t, z)⊗Ξ(t, 0)〉dz. Hence
also the continuum limit limR↑∞
´
dzRdG√2R(z) 〈Ξ(t, z)Ξ(t, 0)〉 exists and coincides
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with the analogous limit for Ξ√t. Recalling R
dG√2R(z) = G√2(0) exp(−| zR |2) this
yields
lim
R↑∞
ˆ
RdG2R(z)〈Ξ√t(t, z)⊗ Ξ√t(t, 0)〉dz = G√2(0)
ˆ
〈Ξ(t, z)⊗ Ξ(t, 0)〉dz
with the definition of
´ 〈Ξ(t, z) ⊗ Ξ(t, 0)〉dz from (120). The combination of this
with (122) and (123) yields for rhs of (121)
lim
R↑∞
〈(
ˆ
ζ : ΞR(t))2〉 = G√2(0)
ˆ
ζ0 : 〈Ξ(t, z)⊗ Ξ(t, 0)〉ζ0dz
for our choice of ζ(xˆ) = G1(xˆ)ζ0. The effect of this choice on the lhs of (121) is´
ζ : Qζdxˆ = ´ G21ζ0 : Qζ0. Noting that by the semi-group property ´ G21 = G√2(0),
we see that (120) holds.
Step 9. Construction of Shom0→∞ := limT↑∞ S
hom
0→T .
We claim that limT↑∞ Shom0→T exists in the sense of operator-norm convergence wrt |||·|||:
There exists an exponent α = α(d) > 0 such that for any centered and stationary
vector field F with bounded second moments we have
|||(Shom0→T − Shom0→∞)F ||| . T−α|||F |||. (124)
Indeed, for a stationary random vector field F with 〈|F |2〉 <∞, almost-surely, the
realizations of F have the property
´
η|F |2dx <∞. For such realizations, Shom0→TF is
deterministically defined as F +
´ T
0
ahom∇vdτ , where v is the (unique by Lemma 1)
solution of the constant-coefficient initial value problem
∂τv −∇ · ahom∇v = 0 for τ > 0, v = ∇ · F for τ = 0. (125)
By (329) in the proof of Lemma 16, we have T‖∇vR(2T )‖ .
ffl √T
0
‖F√R2+r2‖dr for
all times T and averaging radii R. By definition of ||| · ||| this yields T‖∇vR(2T )‖
.
ffl √T
0
1
√
R2+r2
d
2
dr|||F |||, which by rescaling r = Rrˆ and taking the supremum over R
gives T |||∇v(2T )||| . ffl √T
0
1
√
rˆ2+1
d
2
drˆ|||F |||. This implies for some α = α(d) > 0 (in fact
α = 1
2
for d > 2 and any α < 1
2
for d = 2)
|||∇v(T )||| . T−1−α|||F |||. (126)
We learn from this that Shom0→∞ := limT↑ S
hom
0→T is well-defined as operator on the space
of a stationary random vector fields F with |||F ||| < ∞, and that we have operator
convergence as T ↑ ∞ in form of (124).
Step 10. Identification of Shom0→∞ with the Leray projection.
We claim for any centered and stationary random vector field F with finite triple
norm and finite second moments
(1− Shom0→∞)F = 0 provided ∇ · F = 0 distributionally, (127)
Shom0→∞ahomF = 0 provided ∇× F = 0 distributionally, (128)
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where we use (d = 3)-notation. Identity (127) is obvious since ∇ · F = 0 implies
v = 0 for the unique solution of (125) and thus Shom0→TF = F . By Step 9 this
yields as desired Shom0→∞F = F . We now turn to (128) and to this purpose rewrite
(125) as ∂t
´ t
0
vdτ − ∇ · ahom(
´ t
0
∇vdτ + F ) = 0 which we mollify on scale R > 0
and of which we take a partial derivative in direction i = 1, · · · , d to the effect of
∂t
´ t
0
∂ivRdτ −∇ · ahom(∇
´ t
0
∂ivRdτ + ∂iFR) = 0. Making use of ∇× F = 0 in form
of ∂iFR = ∇(Fi)R, we may rewrite this again as homogeneous equation
∂t(
ˆ t
0
∂ivdτ + Fi)R −∇ · ahom∇(
ˆ t
0
∂ivdτ + Fi)R = 0.
By the semi-group estimate (45) in conjunction with stationarity we obtain
〈|∇(
ˆ t
0
∂ivdτ + Fi)R|2〉 . 1
t
〈((Fi)R)2〉 ≤ 1
t
〈(Fi)2〉.
Thanks to (126) we may pass to the limit 〈|∇(´∞
0
∂ivdτ +Fi)R|2〉 = 0, which by er-
godicity yields for the centered random variable (
´∞
0
∂ivdτ+Fi)R that 〈((
´∞
0
∂ivdτ+
Fi)R)
2〉 = 0, and thus ||| ´∞
0
∂ivdτ + Fi||| = 0. Since by definition, Shom0→∞ahomF =
ahom(
´∞
0
∇vdτ + F ), we obtain as desired |||Shom0→∞F ||| = 0.
Step 11. Conclusion for q and ahom∇φ.
For simplicity, we use vectorial notation (ie fixing the vector e) instead of tensorial
notation. To Ξ = (q − ahome) − ahom∇φ or rather its rescaled version ΞR = (q −
ahome)
R − (ahom∇φ)R we apply Step 10 to the effect of
Shom0→∞Ξ
R = (q − ahome)R and (1− Shom0→∞)ΞR = −(ahom∇φ)R.
In order to pass to blow-down limits, we replace Shom0→∞Ξ
R by Shom0→TΞ
R with help of
Step 9, cf (124):
|||Shom0→TΞR − (q − ahome)R|||+ |||(1− Shom0→T )ΞR + (ahom∇φ)R|||
. T−α|||ΞR||| = T−α|||Ξ||| . T−α.
We now appeal to Step 1 to gather
‖ sup
ζ,ζ′
(ˆ
ζ · (Shom0→TΞR − (q − ahome)R)
+
ˆ
ζ ′ · ((1− Shom0→T )ΞR + (ahom∇φ)R)
)
‖ . T−α,
where the supremum is taken over all pairs of Rd-valued Schwartz functions (ζ, ζ ′)
with norm (23) ≤ 1. The advantage of T <∞ is that Shom0→T maps Schwartz functions
into Schwartz functions so that appealing to the dual operator, we may bring the
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above into a form that is amenable to the limit R ↑ ∞:
‖ sup
ζ,ζ′
((ˆ
(Shom0→T )
∗ζ · ΞR −
ˆ
ζ · (q − ahome)R
)
+
(ˆ
(1− Shom0→T )∗ζ ′ · ΞR +
ˆ
ζ ′ · (ahom∇φ)R
))‖ . T−α.
We thus obtain by Step 8 for a blow-down ((q − ahome)∞, (ahom∇φ)∞) along some
sequence R ↑ ∞
(ζ, ζ ′) 7→
ˆ (
ζ · (q − ahome)∞ − ζ ′ · (ahom∇φ)∞
)
is T−α-close in law up to near-Gaussian moments to
(ζ, ζ ′) 7→
ˆ ((
Shom0→T )
∗ζ · Γ + (1− Shom0→T )∗ζ ′ · Γ
)
.
Since the triple norm of Γ is finite (as the limit of centered and stationary random
fields with uniformly bounded triple norm or by a direct computation based on
Gaussianity), we may apply (124) also to Γ; by the same arguments we used for
finite R we have
(ζ, ζ ′) 7→
ˆ (
ζ · (q − ahome)∞ − ζ ′ · (ahom∇φ)∞
)
has the same law as
(ζ, ζ ′) 7→
ˆ (
ζ · Shom0→∞Γ + ζ ′ · (1− Shom0→∞)Γ
)
.
Since in particular all blow-downs coincide in law, and by the compactness argument
of Step 2 applied to (q−ahome, ahom∇φ), the blow-down converges for the continuum
R ↑ ∞.
4.4. Proof of Corollary 2: growth of the extended corrector. We only display
the proof for the corrector φ. The proof for σ is similar starting from the flux, as in
the proof of Corollary 1.
We split the proof into two main steps and control ‖(φ)1(x)−(φ)R(x)‖ and ‖(φ)R(x)−
(φ)R(0)‖ separately.
Step 1. Proof that for all R≫ 1, the stationary field x 7→ (φ)1(x)− (φ)R(x) satisfies
‖φ1 − φR‖ . µd(R) 12 , (129)
for the following stochastic integrability: s = 2 for d > 2, and any 0 < s < 2 for
d = 2. (Note that in this proof, and in this proof only, φR — and similarly φ√T later
on — denotes the convolution of the corrector φ with the Gaussian GR, and not the
modified corrector.) We display the proof of this estimate in the critical dimension
d = 2 only (the proof for d > 2 is simpler, and relies on Remark 2 rather than on
Corollary 1), in which case s < 2.
Substep 1.1. Representation formula.
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For any two dyadic times t≪ T , we claim that
(φ√T − φ√2t)(0)
=
ˆ
∇ζ√t→√T−t ·
(
ahom∇φ(t)− q(t)
)
√
t
+
∑
t<τ<T
ˆ
∇ζ0→√τ ·
(
ahom∇φ− (ahom∇φ(t) + (Shomt→∞ − 1)q(t))
)
√
τ
, (130)
where also τ runs over dyadic times, and ζr→R is characterized for two radii 0 < r <
R <∞ by
−∇ · a′hom∇ζr→R = GR −Gr. (131)
(Recall that ∇φ = ´∞
0
∇udτ , ∇φ(t) = ´ t
0
∇udτ , and q(t) = a ´ t
0
∇udτ+ae.) Indeed,
the potential ζr→R (the integrability of ∇ζr→R will be implicitly established below)
is defined such that
(φR − φr)(0) =
ˆ
∇ζr→R · ahom∇φ. (132)
Recall that 1 − Shomt→∞ is the Helmholtz projection wrt ahom, so that for any test
function ζ
ˆ
∇ζ · (ahom∇φ(t) + (Shomt→∞ − 1)q(t)) =
ˆ
∇ζ · (ahom∇φ(t)− q(t)). (133)
By an approximation argument, (133) extends to smooth decaying functions with
integrable gradient. By (131) we have ζ√2t→
√
T =
∑
t<τ<T ζ
√
τ→√2τ , where also τ runs
over dyadic times. Since (131) is a constant coefficient equation we obtain by the
semi-group property of convolution with Gaussians that ζ√2t→√T = G√t ∗ ζ√t→√T−t
and that ζ√τ→√2τ = G√τ ∗ζ0→√τ . Hence the representation formula (130) from (132)
and (133).
We estimate the first rhs term and the rhs sum of (130) (which is higher order) in
the following two substeps.
Substep 1.2. Proof of
‖
∑
t<τ<T
ˆ
∇ζ0→√τ ·
(
ahom∇φ− (ahom∇φ(t) + (Shomt→∞ − 1)q(t))
)
√
τ
‖∗
. (
1√
t
)
1
p (log
T
t
). (134)
We momentarily set for abbreviation
Ft := ahom∇φ− (ahom∇φ(t) + (Shomt→∞ − 1)q(t)).
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By the triangle inequality for ‖ · ‖∗ in conjunction with stationarity of Ft we have
‖
∑
t<τ<T
ˆ
∇ζ0→√τ · (Ft)√τ‖∗
≤
∑
t<τ<T
ˆ
|∇ζ0→√τ |‖(Ft)√τ‖∗a′hom ≤
∑
t<τ<T
(ˆ |∇ζ0→√τ |) 1√
τ
|||Ft|||,
where we have inserted the definition of ||| · ||| (for d = 2) in the second step. By
scaling for (131) we have ζ0→√τ (x) = ζ0→1(
x√
τ
) (for d = 2), so that we obtain
‖
∑
t<τ<T
ˆ
∇ζ0→√τ · (Ft)√τ‖∗ ≤ (log
T
t
)
(ˆ |∇ζ0→1|)|||Ft|||. (135)
We note that ζ0→1 = K1−K, where K is the fundamental solution of the constant-
coefficient elliptic operator −∇ · a′hom∇ and recall that we allow for systems so that
there is no easy formula. For d = 2, we know however ∇K is smooth outside the
origin, homogeneous of degree −1, and odd. Because of the latter, ∇ζ0→1 decays
like 1|x|3 for |x| ≫ 1, whereas it blows up like 1|x| for |x| ≪ 1, so that
´ |∇ζ0→1| is
finite. Hence (134) follows from (135) and (16) for T =∞ in Theorem 1 in form of
|||ahom∇φ− (ahom∇φ(t) + (Shomt→∞ − 1)q(t))||| . (
1√
t
)
1
p .
Substep 1.3. Proof of
‖
ˆ
∇ζ√t→√T−t ·
(
ahom∇φ(t)− q(t)
)
√
t
‖∗ . (log T
t
)
1
2 . (136)
We’d like to apply Lemma 13 in the form of (79) to F = ahom∇φ(t) − q(t) and
the averaging function G¯ := ∇ζ√t→√T−t. We recall for later use that by (18) in
Corollary 1 and the definition of ||| · |||
sup
r≤√t
(
r√
t
)
d
2‖F‖∗ ≤ ( 1√
t
)
d
2 |||F ||| . ( 1√
t
)
d
2 . (137)
We also note that because of the representation G¯ = K√T−t −K√t in terms of the
fundamental solution K of the constant-coefficient elliptic operator −∇ · a′hom∇, we
see as above that in case of d = 2 we have |∇G¯(x)| . 1|x| in the intermediate range√
t ≤ |x| ≤ √T , whereas we have |∇G¯(x)| . 1√
t
for the near-field |x| ≤ √t, and
|∇G¯(x)| . T|x|3 for the far-field |x| ≥
√
T . This yieldsˆ
|G¯|2 . log T
t
. (138)
We note that according to Lemma 12, F is indeed approximately local on scale
√
t
relative to flux fluctuations, that is, the stationary random field
F¯ :=
 t
0
dτ(
√
τ√
t
)
d
2
 √τ
0
dr(
r√
τ
)
d
2 |(q(τ)− 〈q(τ)〉)r|.
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We record for later use that by definition of ||| · ||| and Corollary 1
‖F¯‖ ≤ ( 1√
t
)
d
2
 t
0
dτ |||q(τ)||| . ( 1√
t
)
d
2 . (139)
Hence we obtain by (79) with T replaced by t
‖G¯ ∗ F√t‖∗ .
√
t
d
2
(ˆ |G¯|2) 12
×
((
sup
r≤√t
(
r√
t
)
d
2‖Fr‖∗
)1− d
2p‖F¯‖ d2p + sup
r≤√t
(
r√
t
)
d
2 ‖Fr‖∗
)
.
By definition of F , G¯, and by the estimates (138), (137), and (139), this yields the
desired estimate (136).
Substep 1.4. Proof of (129).
Inserting (136) and (134) into (130) we obtain
‖(φ√T − φ√t)(0)‖∗ . (log
T
t
)
1
2 + (
1√
t
)
1
p (log
T
t
), (140)
where we may pass from the semi-norm ‖ · ‖∗ to the norm ‖ · ‖, since (φ√T −φ√t)(0)
is a deterministic linear functional of the stationary ∇φ, cf (132), so that 〈∇φ〉 = 0
translates into 〈(φ√T − φ√t)(0)〉 = 0.
Estimate (140) is easily upgraded: Applying (140) to the pairs (T, t) and (t, 1) for
some intermediate time 1 ≪ t ≪ T to be optimized, we obtain by the triangle
inequality
‖(φ√T − φ1)(0)‖ ≤ ‖(φ√T − φ√t)(0)‖+ ‖(φ√t − φ1)(0)‖
. (log
T
t
)
1
2 + (
1√
t
)
1
p (log
T
t
) + log t.
The choice of t = log2p T , which is made such that ( 1√
t
)
1
p (log T
t
) ≤ ( 1√
t
)
1
p (log T ) ≤ 1,
yields
‖(φ√T − φ1)(0)‖ . (log T )
1
2 + log log T . (log T )
1
2 .
This yields (129) for the choice
√
T = R.
Step 2. Conclusion.
On the one hand, by the triangle inequality and by Poincare´’s inequality (for dx
replaced by Gdx), we have for all x ∈ Rd
‖(|φ− φ1(0)|2)
1
2
1 (x)‖ . ‖φ1(x)− φ1(0)‖+ ‖(|∇φ|2)
1
2
1 ‖,
which, by (32) in Corollary 4 and the dominance (146) of the Gaussian average by
the exponential average, turns into
‖(|φ− φ1(0)|2)
1
2
1 (x)‖ . ‖φ1(x)− φ1(0)‖+ 1.
On the other hand, by the triangle inequality,
‖φ1(x)− φ1(0)‖ ≤ ‖φR(x)− φ1(x)‖+ ‖φR(x)− φR(0)‖+ ‖φR(0)− φ1(0)‖.
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The first and last rhs terms are controlled by (129) by stationarity. It remains to
argue that the second rhs term is higher order. This follows from
‖φR(x)− φR(0)‖ . |x|R−1, (141)
which holds with the following stochastic integrability: s = 2 for d > 2, and any
0 < s < 2 for d = 2. The starting point for (141) is the fundamental theorem of
calculus in the formˆ
(φ(y + x)− φ(y))GR(y) = |x|
ˆ 1
0
dτ
x
|x| ·
(ˆ
∇φ(y + τx)GR(y)dy
)
.
By Jensen’s inequality and stationarity of ∇φ, (141) follows from (17) in Corollary 1
for d = 2 and s < 2 and from (19) in Remark 1 for d > 2 and s = 2 (for the choice
α = 1).
4.5. Proof of Corollary 4: decay of the semi-group. The starting point for
the proof is (63) with p = d
2
+ 1 in Lemma 6, which yields
(ˆ
η√2T |T∇u(T )|2
) 1
2
.
 T
T
2
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
+1
ˆ
η2
√
2T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|,
so that by the triangle inequality and (18) in Corollary 1, we have for all s < 2
‖
(ˆ
η√2T |T∇u(T )|2
) 1
2‖ .
 T
T
2
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
+1‖q(t)r‖∗
.
 T
T
2
(
1√
t
)
d
2
+1dt
 √t
0
rdr .
√
T
− d
2 ,
that is, (29).
Likewise, this argument yields (30) replacing (18) by (20) in Remark 2 with Gaussian
integrability and nearly-optimal scaling.
Estimate (31) is an immediate consequence of (29) combined with the stationarity
of |∇u(T, ·)|2: For all T ≫ 1,
〈|∇u(T )|2〉 = 〈
ˆ
η√2T |∇u(T )|2〉
(29)
. T−1−
d
4 .
We conclude with the proof of (32). Starting point is the triangle inequality in the
form of( ˆ
ηR|∇φ|2
) 1
2
=
(ˆ
ηR
∣∣ ˆ ∞
0
∇u∣∣2dτ) 12
≤
(ˆ
ηR
∣∣ ˆ R2
0
∇u∣∣2dτ) 12 + ∞∑
i=1
(ˆ 2i+1R2
2iR2
ˆ
ηR|∇u|2dτ
) 1
2
.
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For the first rhs term, we appeal to the localized semi-group estimate (44) in
Lemma 1, which yields the deterministic estimate
( ˆ
ηR
∣∣ˆ R2
0
∇u∣∣2dτ) 12 . 1.
For the rhs sum, we appeal to the Meyers estimate of Lemma 7, the triangle in-
equality, and (30), to the effect that for s = 2
‖
(ˆ 2i+1R2
2iR2
ˆ
ηR|∇u|2dτ
) 1
2‖
(64)
.
(√2i+1R2
R
)d
2
−ε
‖
(ˆ 2i+1R2
2i−1R2
ˆ
η√2i+1R2 |∇u|2dτ
) 1
2‖
≤
(√2i+1R2
R
)d
2
−ε ˆ 2i+1R2
2i−1R2
‖
(ˆ
η√2i+1R2 |∇u|2
) 1
2‖dτ
(30)
. (2i)
d
4
− ε
2 (2iR2)(2iR2)−1−
d
4
+ ε
4 = R−
d
2
+ ε
2 (2
ε
4 )−i,
which sums to ∼ R− d2+ ε2 , and proves (32).
4.6. Proof of Theorem 3: systematic errors. We split the proof into two steps.
Step 1. Proof of (34).
The starting point is the representation of ∇φκT and ∇φ as
∇φ =
ˆ ∞
0
∇u(τ)dτ, ∇φκT =
ˆ ∞
0
expκ(τ, T )∇u(τ)dτ,
where expκ(·, T ) is defined as the Richardson extrapolation of exp1(τ, T ) := exp(− τT )
wrt T . The extrapolation has the effect that
|1− expκ(τ, T )| . min{(
τ
T
)κ, 1}, | ∂
∂τ
expκ(τ, T )| .
1
T
(
τ
T
)κ−1 for all τ ≥ 0.
(142)
We then split the integral over (0,+∞) into three contributions. We start with the
contribution on the interval (0, 1). By integration by parts,
ˆ 1
0
(1− expκ(τ, T ))∇u(τ)dτ =
ˆ 1
0
∂
∂τ
expκ(τ, T )
ˆ τ
0
∇u(t)dtdτ
+ (1− expκ(1, T ))
ˆ 1
0
∇u(t)dt.
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By Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality in the first time integral and in probability, and by
stationarity of
´ 1
0
∇u(t)dt,
〈(ˆ 1
0
(1− expκ(τ, T ))∇u(τ)dτ
)2〉
.
ˆ 1
0
| ∂
∂τ
expκ(τ, T )|2dτ ×
ˆ 1
0
〈 ˆ
η√τ |
ˆ τ
0
∇u(t)dt|2〉dτ
+ |1− expκ(1, T )|2〈
ˆ
η|
ˆ 1
0
∇u(t)dt|2〉.
Hence, (44) in Lemma 1 and (142) combine to
〈( ˆ 1
0
(1− expκ(τ, T ))∇u(τ)dτ
)2〉
. T−2κ,
which is of higher order than the rhs of (34). We turn now to the contributions on
the intervals (1, T ) and (T,∞), for which the estimate of the decay of the semi-group
(31) in Lemma 4 and (142) for κ > d
4
yield
〈(ˆ ∞
1
(1− expκ(τ, T ))∇u(τ)dτ
)2〉 1
2 .
ˆ T
1
(
τ
T
)κτ−1−
d
4dτ +
ˆ ∞
T
τ−1−
d
4dτ
. T−
d
4 .
This proves (34).
Step 2. Proof of (35).
This estimate is a direct consequence of (34). By definitions (33) of aκhT , and the
following definition of ahom,
ej · ahomei = ej · 〈a(∇φi + ei)〉 = 〈(∇φ′j + ej) · a(∇φi + ei)〉,
where φi is solution of (2) for e = ei (and φj the solution of (2) for e = ej and a
replaced by its pointwise transpose a′) we have
ej · (aκhT − ahom)ei = 〈(∇φ′κTj −∇φ′j) · a(∇φκT i + ei)〉 − 〈(∇φ′j + ej) · a(∇φi−∇φκT i)〉.
Since
〈(∇φ′j + ej) · a(∇φi −∇φκT i)〉 = 〈(∇φi −∇φκT i) · a′(∇φ′j + ej)〉,
the weak form of the corrector equation for φ′j in probability and for φi then yields
(whence the choice of the adjoint corrector in the definition of aκhT )
〈(∇φi −∇φκT i) · a′(∇φ′j + ej)〉 = 0 = 〈(∇φ′j −∇φ′κTj) · a(∇φi + ei)〉,
and we conclude
ej · (aκhT − ahom)ei = 〈(∇φ′κTj −∇φ′j) · a(∇φκT i −∇φi)〉,
so that the claim follows from (34) (used for both a and a′).
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4.7. Proof of Corollary 5: spectral exponents. For µ˜ ≥ 1, there is nothing to
prove and we assume T = 1
µ˜
≥ 1. The starting point is the spectral theorem which
allows one to rewrite the definition of φκT i in the form
φκT i = gκ(L, T )d,
where g1(µ, T ) = (T
−1 + µ)−1, and gκ is the Richardson extrapolation of g1 wrt T .
Set g0(µ) =
1
µ
. Then, by the spectral theorem,
〈∇(φκT i − φi) · a∇(φκT i − φi)〉 = 〈(φκT i − φi)L(φκT i − φi)〉
=
ˆ ∞
0
µ(gκ(µ, T )− g0(µ))2〈dP (dµ)d〉.
On the one hand, for κ > d
4
, Theorem 3 yields
〈∇(φκT i − φi) · a∇(φκT i − φi)〉 ≤ 〈|∇(φκT i − φi)|2〉 . T−
d
2 .
On the other hand, by induction on κ (see for instance [21, Proof of Lemma 2.5,
Step 2]) we have
|gκ(µ, T )− g0(µ)| & T
−κ
µ(T−1 + µ)κ
,
which we use in the form: For all µ ≤ 1
T
,
µ(gκ(µ, T )− g0(µ))2 & T
−2κ
µ(T−1 + µ)2κ
.
The combination of these two estimates directly yields the claim, recalling that
T−1 = µ˜,
ˆ 1
T
0
〈dP (dµ)d〉 . T−1
ˆ 1
T
0
T−2κ
µ(T−1 + µ)2κ
〈dP (dµ)d〉
. T−1
ˆ 1
T
0
µ(gκ(µ, T )− g0(µ))2〈dP (dµ)d〉
. T−1−
d
2 .
4.8. Proof of Corollary 6: stochastic integrability of the minimal radius.
Starting point is Lemma 9, and we split the proof of the corollary into three steps.
Step 1. Deterministic estimates on the quantities appearing on the rhs of (68).
For the random stationary field
FT := |( φT√
T
,
σT√
T
, (qT − 〈qT 〉)√T )|2 (143)
we claim the following uniform bound on the spatially averaged version (FT )√T
(FT )√T . 1, (144)
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and the following approximate locality on the same quantity in an absolute (and
exponential) sense:
( 
B√T
|(FT )√T (a)− (FT )√T (a˜)|2
) 1
2
. exp(− 1
C
R√
T
)
provided a = a˜ outside of BR and R ≥
√
T . (145)
We first address the uniform bound (144) which by the estimate on the Gauss-
ian/exponential kernels GL . ηL in form of
F ≥ 0 =⇒ FL .
ˆ
ηLF, (146)
which we refer to as the dominance of the Gaussian average by the exponential
average, follows from a uniform bound on
´
η√T |( φT√T , σT√T , qT )|2 (since 〈qT 〉 = ahT
is bounded by (54)), which in turn is a consequence of the localized elliptic energy
estimates (46) for equations (48) and (50)ˆ
η√T |(
φT√
T
,∇φT )|2 . 1 and
ˆ
η√T |(
σT√
T
,∇σT )|2 . 1. (147)
We now address the approximate locality (145). By Jensen’s inequality and the
dominance of the Gaussian by the exponential average we have 
B√
T
|(FT )√T (a)− (FT )√T (a˜)|
.
ˆ
η√T
∣∣(| φT√
T
|2 − | φ˜T√
T
|2, | σT√
T
|2 − | σ˜T√
T
|2, |qT − 〈qT 〉|2 − |q˜T − 〈qT 〉|2)
∣∣,
where (φT , φ˜T ) stands for (φT (a), φT (a˜)) and the analogue notational convention for
σT and qT . By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in conjunction with (147), the lhs of
the above is estimated by the square root of
.
ˆ
η√T
∣∣(φT − φ˜T√
T
,
σT − σ˜T√
T
, qT − q˜T )
∣∣2.
In order to establish that this term is estimated by the rhs of (145), we note that
φT − φ˜T satisfies the equation
1
T
(φT − φ˜T )−∇ · a˜∇(φT − φ˜T ) = ∇ · (a− a˜)(∇φT + e),
so that we obtain by the localized elliptic energy estimate (46)ˆ
η√T
∣∣(φT − φ˜T√
T
,∇(φT − φ˜T ))
∣∣2 .
ˆ
η√T |(a− a˜)(∇φT + e)|2.
Because of qT − q˜T = a˜∇(φT − φ˜T ) + (a− a˜)(∇φT + e), this yieldsˆ
η√T
∣∣(φT − φ˜T√
T
, qT − q˜T )
∣∣2 .
ˆ
η√T |(a− a˜)(∇φT + e)|2.
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Giving up a bit of the exponential cut-off on the rhs in form of the identity η√T (x)
= exp(− |x|
2
√
T
)η2
√
T (x), using that exp(− |x|2√T )|a − a˜|2 ≤ exp(− R2√T ) under our as-
sumption on the relation of a and a˜, and appealing to the uniform bound (147) in
the slightly averaged form of
´
η2
√
T |∇φT + e|2 . 1 yieldsˆ
η√T
∣∣(φT − φ˜T√
T
, qT − q˜T )
∣∣2 . exp(− R
2
√
T
). (148)
We note that σT − σ˜T satisfies, in convenient 3-d notation,
1
T
(σT − σ˜T )−△(σT − σ˜T ) = ∇× (qT − q˜T ),
so that by the localized energy estimate in form ofˆ
η√T |
σT − σ˜T√
T
|2 .
ˆ
η√T |qT − q˜T |2,
we see that (148) may be upgraded to (145).
Step 2. Stochastic estimates on the quantities appearing on the rhs of (68).
We claim that the random variable defined by the dyadic sum
F :=
∑
R≥r
(
R
r
)β
ˆ
ηRFT (149)
satisfies
〈I(F > δ)〉 . exp(− 1
C
δd+2rd) for all δ ≫ 1√
t
. (150)
Equipped with the deterministic estimates on the building blocks FT from Step 1,
we now may embark on their stochastic estimate. We start with the fluctuations and
to this purpose apply Lemma 13 with the generic F replaced by (FT )√T . Because
of the absolute approximate locality (145), we may choose F¯ = 1. Because of the
uniform bound (144), the outcome (78) of Lemma 13 simplifies to
‖((FT )√T )R‖∗ . (
√
T
R
)
d
2 for R ≥
√
T .
By the semi-group property of convolution with Gaussians and the monotonicity of
R 7→ ‖FR‖∗, this yields
‖(FT )R‖∗ . (
√
T
R
)
d
2 for R ≥
√
T .
By the dominance of Gaussian averages by exponential averages, stationarity, and
Jensen’s inequality, this implies
‖
ˆ
ηRFT ‖∗ . (
√
T
R
)
d
2 for R &
√
T . (151)
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We now turn to the expectation of FT and claim the following (suboptimal) bound
〈
ˆ
ηRFT 〉 . 1√
T
. (152)
We recall our bounds on the augmented corrector (φ, σ) and its flux q, in their
optimal form in terms of scaling, which here we just need on the level of their second
stochastic moments and of the modified corrector (φT , σT ) and its flux qT (actually,
we don’t even need the optimal scaling), cf Remark 3 and (18) in Corollary 1. They
yield for T ≫ 1
〈|(φT , σT )|2〉 . µd(T ) and 〈|(qT − 〈qT 〉)√T |2〉 .
1√
T
d
.
The first estimate limits the final result, which we use in the suboptimal form of
〈FT 〉 . 1√
T
,
from which (152) follows by stationarity.
We now consider the “aggregated” random variable F defined in (149). We recall
that the scales (r,
√
t) and (R,
√
T ) are subject to the constraints of Lemma 9, so
that in particular R &
√
T . By (152) we obtain for its expectation
〈F 〉 .
∑
R≥r
(
R
r
)β
1√
T
;
by (151) in conjunction with the triangle inequality we obtain for its fluctuations
‖F‖∗ .
∑
R≥r
(
R
r
)β(
√
T
R
)
d
2 ,
since (67) ensures that r ≥ √t propagates to R & √T . We now substitute √T
according to
√
T
(67)∼ (R
r
)α
√
t. Provided we choose the exponents α ∈ [0, 1] and
β > 0 such that
β < α and β < (1− α)d
2
— which can be easily done: α = 1
2
and β = 1
4
is such a choice — the two estimates
above turn into
〈F 〉 . 1√
t
and ‖F‖∗ . (
√
t
r
)
d
2 .
By definition of ‖·‖ for s = 2, the second estimate implies by Chebychef’s inequality
for all δ > 0 〈I(F − 〈F 〉 > δ)〉 . exp(− 1
C
( r√
t
)dδ2), which in conjunction with the
first estimate can be rewritten as 〈I(F > δ)〉 . exp(− 1
C
( r√
t
)dδ2) provided δ ≫ 1√
t
,
which in turn yields (150).
Step 3. Conclusion.
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Since r∗ is the minimal dyadic value greater or equal to one for which
1
r2
 
Br
|(φ, σ)−
 
Br
(φ, σ)|2 ≤ δ for all r ≥ r∗, (153)
it is enough to show
〈I(r∗ = r)〉 . exp(− 1
C
rd) for any dyadic r ≫ 1, (154)
Indeed, specifying (154) to
〈I(r∗ = r)〉 ≤ C0 exp(− 1
C0
rd) for any dyadic r ≥ C
1
d
0 (155)
for some specific constant C0 with the above dependence, we recover (40) in form of
〈exp( 1
2C0
rd∗)〉 =
∑
r≥1,dyadic
exp(
1
2C0
rd)〈I(r∗ = r)〉
(155)
≤
∑
r≥C
1
d
0 ,dyadic
C0 exp(− 1
2C0
rd) +
∑
r<C
1
d
0 ,dyadic
exp(
1
2
).
Let us fix such a dyadic r ≥ 1 for (154). By definition (153) of the minimal radius
r∗, the event r∗ = r entails the event
r∗ ≤ r and 1
(r/2)2
 
Br/2
|(φ, σ)−
 
Br/2
(φ, σ)|2 > δ,
which because of
ffl
Br/2
· ≤ 2d ffl
BR
· implies
r∗ ≤ r and 1
r2
 
Br
|(φ, σ)−
 
Br
(φ, σ)|2 ≥ 2−(d+2)δ.
In view of Lemma 9, this event entails the event
sup
R≥r, dyadic
(
R
r
)β
ˆ
ηRFT & δ,
where we use the abbreviation (143). This in turn implies that
F & δ
in the notation introduced in (149). Therefore (150) yields (155).
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5. Proofs of the deterministic auxiliary results
5.1. Proof of Proposition 1: deterministic propagator estimate. By the
triangle inequality,
(
R√
T
)
d
2 |(q(T )− ShomT
2
→Tq(
T
2
))R| ≤ ( R√
T
)
d
2 |(ST
2
→T − ShT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))R|
+ (
R√
T
)
d
2 |(ShT
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))R|.
By Lemmas 10 and 6, we may bound the second rhs term by
(
R√
T
)
d
2 |(ShT
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))R|
. |ahT − ahom|
 T
2
T
4
dt
 √T
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η2
√
T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|,
and |ahT − ahom| by Lemma 11.
Hence, it remains to prove that for some p≫ 1 we have
(
R√
T
)
d
2 |(ST
2
→T − ShT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))R|
. δ
1
p
 T
2
T
4
dt
 √T
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η2
√
T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r| (156)
provided δ ≪ 1 is such that
(ˆ
η√T
∣∣∣( φT√
T
,
σT√
T
, gT )
∣∣∣2) 12 ≤ 2δ, (157)
which, by Lemma 8, holds if we have for some t0 ≤ δ2T
(
〈|(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |〉+
ˆ
η√T |(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |
)
≤ δp
for (some generic) p ≫ 1. On the one hand, (60) in Lemma 5, combined with (63)
in Lemma 6, takes the form
( R√
T
)d
2
∣∣∣((ST
2
→T − ShT
2
→T )(q(
T
2
))
)
R
∣∣∣
. δ
1
p
√
T
R
 T
2
T
4
dt
 √T
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η2
√
T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r| (158)
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provided (157) holds. In order to establish (156), we combine this inequality with
the following alternative estimate
( R√
T
)d
2
∣∣∣((ST
2
→T − ShT
2
→T )(q(
T
2
))
)
R
∣∣∣
.
( R√
T
) 1
p
 T
2
T
8
dt
 √T
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η2
√
T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|, (159)
for some p ≫ 1 depending only on λ and d, and which follows from the Meyers
estimate of Lemma 7 as we argue below. Let us directly draw the conclusion. Since
min{δ 1p
√
T
R
,
( R√
T
) 1
p} ≤ δ 1p(p+1)
the combination of (158) and (159) yields (156) for some generic p≫ 1.
We conclude with the proof of (159). As noted at the beginning of the proof of
Lemma 3, we have the representation
q(T )− ShT
2
→Tq(
T
2
) = a
ˆ T
T
2
∇udτ − ah
ˆ T
T
2
∇uhdτ,
where uh is the solution of the initial value problem
∂τuh −∇ · ahT∇uh = 0 for τ > T2 , uh = u for τ = T2 .
Hence we have by the triangle inequality
|(q(T )− ShT
2
→Tq(
T
2
))R| ≤
ˆ T
T
2
|(a∇u)R|dτ +
ˆ T
T
2
|(∇u˜)R|dτ,
where u˜ solves the homogeneous equation ∂τ u˜ − ∇ · a˜∇u˜ = 0 with the space-time
varying coefficient field a˜ given by
a˜(τ) = ahT for τ >
T
2
, a˜(τ) = a for τ < T
2
. (160)
By the dominance of the Gaussian kernel by the exponential kernel (and Cauchy-
Schwarz’ inequality, the Meyers estimate in form of Lemma 7 applies to both u
and u˜, each a solution of a homogeneous parabolic equation with uniformly elliptic
(space-time-varying) coefficient fields, and entails the equi-integrability of the square
gradient in form ofˆ T
T
2
|(a∇u˜)R|dτ
.
√
T
(ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
ηR|∇u˜|2dτ
) 1
2 .
√
T (
√
T
R
)
d
2
− 1
p
(ˆ T
T
4
ˆ
η√T |∇u˜|2dτ
) 1
2 ,
where p denotes a large generic exponent that now depends also on λ > 0 next to d;
and the analogue estimate for u. Hence we obtain by the localized energy estimate
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(47) in Lemma 2 for (160)
(
R√
T
)
d
2
− 1
p |(q(T )− ShT
2
→T q(
T
2
))R| .
√
T
( ˆ
η√T |u(T4 )|2
) 1
2 . (161)
Combined with (63) in Lemma 6, this yields the desired estimate (159).
For future reference, note that this argument also yields
R
d
2
ˆ T
T
2
(|(a∇u)R|+ |(∇u)R|)dτ
.
( R√
T
) 1
p
 T
2
T
8
dt
 √T
0
dr
ˆ
η2
√
T r
d
2 |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|. (162)
5.2. Proof of Lemma 2: localized elliptic and parabolic energy estimates.
W.l.o.g. we take T = 1.
Step 1. Proof of (46).
Consider v solution of v−∇ · a∇v = f +∇ · g. We test this equation with ηRv with
scale R to be specified below and obtainˆ
(ηRv
2 +∇(ηRv) · a∇v) =
ˆ
(ηRvf −∇(ηRv) · g).
Using Leibniz’ rule and the bounds (1) on a, this yieldsˆ
ηR(v
2 + |∇v|2) .
ˆ
|∇ηR||v|(|∇v|+ |g|) + ηR(|v||f |+ |∇v||g|). (163)
Because of |∇ηR| ≤ 1RηR for our exponential averaging function, we may absorb the
first rhs term into the lhs for R≫ 1 to the effect ofˆ
ηR(v
2 + |∇v|2) .
ˆ
ηR
(|v|(|f |+ |g|) + |∇v||g|),
which with help of Young’s inequality turns intoˆ
ηR(v
2 + |∇v|2) .
ˆ
ηR(|f |2 + |g|2) for R ≥ R0
for some R0 ≤ C, that is, (46).
Step 2. Proof of (47).
Proceeding as in Step 1, we obtain
d
dt
ˆ
ηR
1
2
v2 =
ˆ
ηRv∂tv
≤
ˆ
ηR(−λ|∇v|2 + 1
R
|v||∇v|+ |v||f |+ |∇v||g|+ 1
R
|v||g|).
For R≫ 1, this yields for some C(λ) ≥ 2,
d
dt
ˆ
ηR
1
2
v2 ≤
ˆ
ηR(− 1
C
|∇v|2 + Cv2 + C(f 2 + |g|2)). (164)
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We then multiply by exp(−Ct), absorb the second rhs term in the derivative of the
lhs, and integrate in time from 0 to t for all t ≤ 1 to get
sup
t≤1
exp(−Ct)
ˆ
ηR
1
2
v(t)2 +
1
C
ˆ 1
0
exp(−Cτ)
ˆ
ηR|∇v|2dτ
≤ C
ˆ 1
0
exp(−Cτ)
ˆ
(f 2 + |g|2)dτ +
ˆ
ηR
1
2
|v0|2,
which yields the claim.
5.3. Proof of Lemma 1: localized semi-group estimates. We split the proof
into three steps.
Step 1. Reductions.
By scaling, it is again enough to consider
√
T = 1 and R ≥ 1. Let U(t) := ´ t
0
vdτ .
We split estimate (44) into four parts:
sup
t≤1
ˆ
ηR|U |2 .
ˆ
ηR|q0|2, (165)
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
ηR|∇U |2dt .
ˆ
ηR|q0|2, (166)
sup
t∈[ 1
2
,1]
ˆ
ηR|∇v|2 .
ˆ 1
0
t
ˆ
ηRv
2dt, (167)
ˆ 1
0
t
ˆ
ηRv
2dt .
ˆ
ηR|q0|2, (168)
and shall obtain (45) as a by-product of the proof of (167). In order to deduce (44)
from (165)–(168), we need to upgrade the time-averaged estimates (166) & (168) into
pointwise-in-time estimates. For (168) we appeal to (164) in the proof of Lemma 2
which implies that t 7→ exp(−Ct) ´ ηRv2(t) is non-increasing, and therefore allows
one to upgrade (168) to
´
ηRv
2(T ) .
´
ηR|q0|2 for all R ≥ 1. For (166) we first
argue that ˆ
ηR|∂t∇U |2.
ˆ
ηR|q0|2 (169)
which follows from the identity
´
ηR|∂t∇U |2 =
´
ηR|∇v|2 combined with (167)
& (168). The desired estimate
´
ηR|∇U |2(T ) .
´
ηR|q0|2 then follows from this
Lispchitz-type estimate (169) and the time-averaged estimate (166).
The proof of (165) & (166) is elementary and deferred to the end of this step. The
proof of (167) & (168) is more subtle. For future reference, we state and prove a
slightly more general version of (167) & (45) in Step 2, from which we deduce (168)
in Step 3 by duality. Let us now prove (165) & (166). Since U is a solution of
∂tU −∇ · a∇U = ∇ · q0,
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the estimate (164) with f = 0, cf proof of Lemma 2, takes the form for R ≥ 1
d
dt
exp(−Ct)
ˆ
ηR|U |2 + 1
C
exp(−Ct)
ˆ
ηR|∇U |2 ≤ C exp(−Ct)
ˆ
ηR|q0|2. (170)
In view of U(t = 0) = 0, this yields
sup
t≤1
ˆ
ηR|U |2 +
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
ηR|∇U |2dt .
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
ηR|q0|2dt =
ˆ
ηR|q0|2, (171)
that is, (165) & (166).
Step 2. Localized parabolic higher-order energy estimates: For all τ ∈ (0, 1), β ≥ 0,
and R ≥ 1, ˆ
ηR|∇w|2(τ) . 1
τ
ˆ
ηRw
2(
τ
2
), (172)
ˆ
ηR|∇w|2(1) .
ˆ 1
2
0
(2t)β
ˆ
ηRw
2(t)dt, (173)
for any solution of the homogeneous equation ∂tw − ∇ · a∇w = 0. Estimate (172)
implies (45), whereas estimate (173) implies (167) by rescaling of time.
The argument for (172) & (173) would be straightforward for symmetric a in which
case one computes d
dt
1
2
´
η∇w · a∇w to find that this energy is non-increasing up to
lower-order terms, ie terms that involve ∇ηR. In the general case, one has to pass
via d
dt
1
2
´
ηRw
2 and d
dt
1
2
´
ηR(∇ · a∇w)2, and their interpolation, instead. Indeed, we
have from the equation ∂tw −∇ · a∇w = 0, integration by parts, and Leibniz’ rule
d
dt
1
2
ˆ
ηRw
2 = −
ˆ
(ηR∇w · a∇w + w∇ηR · a∇w), (174)
and thus by the bounds (1) on a, the property |∇ηR| ≤ ηR for our exponential
localization function with R ≥ 1, and Young’s inequality
d
dt
ˆ
ηRw
2 ≤ −
ˆ
ηR(λ|∇w|2 − 1
λ
w2). (175)
Since a does not depend on time, ∂t commutes with the parabolic operator ∂t−∇·a∇
so that V := ∇ · a∇w = ∂tw is also a solution of the homogeneous equation to
which we may apply (175). For a parameter δ > 0 still to be chosen, this yields in
combination
d
dt
(
δt2
ˆ
ηRV
2 +
ˆ
ηRw
2
)
(176)
≤ −λ(δt2
ˆ
ηR|∇V |2 +
ˆ
ηR|∇w|2
)
+ 2δt
ˆ
ηRV
2 +
1
λ
(
δt2
ˆ
ηRV
2 +
ˆ
ηRw
2
)
.
In order to absorb
´
ηRV
2 into
´
ηR|∇V |2 and
´
ηR|∇w|2, we appeal to the following
interpolation estimateˆ
ηRV
2 ≤ 2(
ˆ
ηR|∇V |2
ˆ
ηR|∇w|2
) 1
2 +
ˆ
ηR|∇w|2, (177)
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which follows from integration by parts and Leibniz’ rule in form of
´
ηRV
2 =
− ´ (ηR∇V · a∇w + V∇ηR · a∇w), the upper bound (1) on a and the choice of ηR,
which yield
´
ηRV
2 ≤ ´ ηR(|∇V ||∇w| + |V ||∇w|), and the inequalities of Cauchy-
Schwarz and Young. By choosing δ ≪ 1, we learn from applying once more Young’s
inequality to the rhs of (177) that (176) turns into the differential inequality
d
dt
(
δt2
ˆ
ηRV
2 +
ˆ
ηRw
2
) ≤ 1
λ
(
δt2
ˆ
ηRV
2 +
ˆ
ηRw
2
)
. (178)
We now integrate (178) rewritten in form of d
dt
(
exp(− t
λ
)
(
δt2
´
ηRV
2+
´
ηRw
2
)) ≤ 0
over t ∈ (0, τ) to obtain
(
τ 2
ˆ
ηRV
2(τ) +
ˆ
ηRw
2(τ)
)
.
ˆ
ηRw
2(0). (179)
We use once more an interpolation inequality, this time
λτ
ˆ
ηR|∇w|2(τ) ≤ 2
(
τ 2
ˆ
ηRV
2(τ)
ˆ
ηRw
2(τ)
) 1
2 +
τ
λ
ˆ
ηRw
2(τ), (180)
which follows from the lower bound on a in (1) in form of λ
´
ηR|∇w|2 ≤
´
ηR∇w ·
a∇w, integration by parts and Leibniz’ rule in form of ´ ηR∇w ·a∇w = − ´ ηRwV −´
w∇ηR · a∇w, the upper bound on a in (1), |∇ηR| ≤ ηR, and the inequalities of
Cauchy-Schwarz and Young. Applying once more Young’s inequality to (180) and
inserting the result into (179) yields for all τ ∈ (0, 1),
τ
ˆ
ηR|∇w|2(τ) .
ˆ
ηRw
2(0). (181)
By a rescaling in space and time we may use this with the time interval (0, τ)
replaced by ( τ
2
, τ), which yields (172). In combination with (175), we obtain (173).
Indeed, (175) in form of d
dt
(
exp(− t
λ
)
´
ηRw
2
) ≤ 0 implies that, for all β ≥ 0,´
ηRw
2(1
2
) .
´ 1
2
0
(2t)β
´
ηRw
2dt, from which the claim follows.
Step 3. Proof of (168).
The starting point is (173) in the simple form of
ˆ
ηR|∇w|2|t=1 .
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
ηRw
2dt (182)
for any solution of the homogeneous equation ∂tw − ∇ · a∇w = 0 and any R ≥ 1.
Since the only property used on the cut-off is the inequality |∇ηR| ≤ ηR, (182) also
holds with ηR replaced by
1
ηR
for any R ≥ 1:
ˆ
1
ηR
|∇w|2|t=1 .
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
1
ηR
w2dt.
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If in addition, the initial data are given by w(t = 0) = w0, we obtain from (175)
with ηR replaced by
1
ηR
that
´ 1
0
´
1
ηR
w2dt .
´
1
ηR
w20 so that the above turns intoˆ
1
ηR
|∇w|2|t=1 .
ˆ
1
ηR
w20.
By parabolic rescaling, this yields t
´
1
η√tρ
|∇w(t)|2 . ´ 1
η√tρ
w20. For t ≤ 1 we may
choose ρ = R√
t
≥ 1 to the effect of
t
ˆ
1
ηR
|∇w(t)|2 .
ˆ
1
ηR
w20. (183)
Clearly, (183) also holds with a replaced by its transpose a∗; note that transposition
exactly preserves (1). If now we have a solution of the inhomogeneous ∂tW − ∇ ·
a∗∇W = f with homogeneous initial data W|t=0 = 0, we may write W in terms of
the semi-group s∗(t) for −∇·a∗∇ asW|t=1 =
´ 1
0
s∗(1− t)f(t)dt, so that (183), which
amounts to the semi-group estimate t
´
1
η
|∇s∗(t)w0|2 .
´
1
η
w20, entailsˆ
1
η
|∇W |2|t=1 .
ˆ
1
1− t
ˆ
1
η
|f |2dt.
The dualization (by t  1 − t) of this estimate yields for our solution v of the
homogeneous equation ∂tv − ∇ · a∇v = 0 with inhomogeneous initial data u(t =
0) = ∇ · q0 that ˆ
t
ˆ
η|v|2dt .
ˆ
η|q0|2,
which turns into (168).
5.4. Proof of Lemma 3: semi-group property. Let the (spatial) vector field q0
be given and set q1 := St0→t1q0. Let the space-time scalar field vi, where i = 0, 1,
denote the solution of the initial value problem
∂τvi −∇ · a∇vi = 0 for τ > ti, vi = ∇ · qi for τ = ti. (184)
By definition of St0→t1 , we have
q1 = q0 +
ˆ t1
t0
a∇v0dτ. (185)
Based on this we now argue that
v1 = v0 for τ > t1. (186)
Indeed, applying
´ t1
t0
dτ to (184) for i = 0, we obtain v0(t1)−∇·q0−∇·
´ t1
t0
a∇v0dτ =
0, which we rewrite as v0(t1) = ∇·(q0+
´ t1
t0
a∇v0dτ) (185)= ∇·q1. Hence by uniqueness
for the initial value (184) for i = 1, we obtain (186). Equipped with (186), we are in
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the position to conclude: By definition of St1→t2 we have St1→t2q1 = q1+
´ t2
t1
a∇v1dτ ,
into which we plug (185):
St1→t2q1 = q0 +
ˆ t1
t0
a∇v0dτ +
ˆ t2
t1
a∇v1dτ (186)= q0 +
ˆ t2
t0
a∇v0dτ = St0→t2q0.
5.5. Proof of Lemma 4: formulas. We split the proof into four steps.
Step 1. Proof of (52)
We apply
´∞
0
dτ exp(− τ
T
) to the parabolic equation (5) & (6) to the effect of
0 =
1
T
ˆ ∞
0
dτ exp(− τ
T
)u(τ)−∇ · (ae)−∇ · a∇
ˆ ∞
0
dτ exp(− τ
T
)u(τ).
From the uniqueness of the solution of (48) (cf estimate (46) in Lemma 2), we then
learn that
φT =
ˆ ∞
0
dτ exp(− τ
T
)u(τ). (187)
Applying a(∇ + e), we obtain
qT = a
(ˆ ∞
0
dτ exp(− τ
T
)∇u(τ) + e
)
= a
(ˆ ∞
0
dt
T
exp(− t
T
)
ˆ t
0
dτ∇u(τ) +
ˆ ∞
0
dt
T
exp(− t
T
)e
)
,
so that (52) follows from the definition q(t) = a(
´ t
0
∇udτ + e).
Step 2. Proof of (53)
By (49), (53) takes the form
qT i = 〈qT i〉+∇ · σT i + gT i. (188)
We fix and drop the indices T i. Taking the divergence of (50), ie taking the derivative
wrt xk and summing over k = 1, · · · , d yields
1
T
(∇ · σ)j −△(∇ · σ)j = ∂j∇ · q −△qj.
Inserting (48) yields the identity of vector fields
∇ · σ − T△∇ · σ = ∇φ− T△q.
Adding (51) yields
(id− T△)(∇ · σ + g) = q − 〈q〉 − T△q,
which implies (188) and thus (53) by invertibility of id− T△ on bounded fields.
Step 3. Proof of (54) & (55).
For ξ ∈ Rd we define φTξ := ξiφT i, so that from (48) we obtain by linearity 1T φTξ −∇ · a(∇φTξ + ξ) = 0. Since by uniqueness the solution φTξ(a, x) is shift-covariant or
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stationary in the sense of φTξ(a, x+z) = φTξ(a(·+z), x), we get from the stationarity
of 〈·〉
1
T
〈φ2Tξ〉+ 〈∇φTξ · a(∇φTξ + ξ)〉 = 0,
which implies in particular
〈(∇φTξ + ξ) · a(∇φTξ + ξ)〉 ≤ ξ · 〈a(∇φTξ + ξ)〉 (49),(48)= ξ · ahT ξ. (189)
On the one hand, (189) yields the lower bound in (54). Indeed, using Jensen’s
inequality for 〈·〉 and stationarity of φξ in form of 〈∇φTξ〉 = ∇〈φTξ〉 = 0, we have
ξ · ahT ξ
(189),(1)
≥ λ〈|∇φTξ + ξ|2〉 ≥ λ|〈∇φTξ〉+ ξ|2 = λ|ξ|2.
On the other hand, we obtain from (189), followed by (1) and Jensen’s inequality
ξ ·ahT ξ ≥ 〈(∇φTξ+ξ) ·a(∇φTξ+ξ)〉 ≥ 〈|a(∇φTξ+ξ)|2〉 ≥ |〈a(∇φTξ+ξ)〉|2 = |ahT ξ|2,
which is the upper bound in (54).
By qualitative stochastic homogenization, ahom = limT↑∞ ahT , so that (55) follows
from (54).
Step 4. Proof of (56), (57), and (58).
Identity (56) follows immediately from the definition of w.
We now give the argument for (57), and eventually (58); for notational simplicity
we omit the index T . By definition of w, we obtain by Leibniz’ rule
∇w = ∇u− ∂ivh(ei +∇φi)− φi∇∂ivh. (190)
We obtain (57) by applying a to this identity and using (48) & (53)
a∇w = a∇u− ∂ivh(ahT ei +∇ · σi + gi)− φia∇∂ivh
= a∇u− ahT∇vh − ∂ivh∇ · σi − ∂ivhgi − φia∇∂ivh
= a∇u− ahT∇vh −∇ · (∂ivhσi)− ∂ivhgi − (φia− σi)∇∂ivh.
Applying −∇ · a to (190) yields by definition (48) of qi
−∇ · a∇w = −∇ · a∇u+ (∇∂ivh) · qi + ∂ivh∇ · qi +∇ · (φia∇∂ivh).
We now make use of (53) and (48) to obtain
−∇ · a∇w = −∇ · a∇u+ (∇∂ivh) · (ahT ei+∇ · σi+ gi) + ∂ivh 1
T
φi+∇ · (φia∇∂ivh).
Since ahT is constant, (∇∂iv) · ahT ei = ∇ · ahT∇v. In addition, we appeal to the
general formula (∇ζ) · (∇ · σ) = −∇ · (σ∇ζ) (which is a consequence of the skew-
symmetry of σ in combination with the symmetry of ∇2ζ) to obtain
−∇·a∇w = −∇·a∇u+∇·ahT∇vh−∇·(σi∇∂ivh)+gi·∇∂ivh+∂ivh 1
T
φi+∇·(φia∇∂ivh).
Taking the sum of this with ∂τw=∂τu− ∂τv−φi∂i∂τv and appealing to the defining
equations for v and vh, we obtain (58).
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5.6. Proof of Lemma 5: estimate of intermediate homogenization error.
We split the proof into three steps.
Step 1. Preliminaries.
By definition of the semi-groups, we have
(ST
2
→T − ShT
2
→T )q(
T
2
) =
ˆ T
T
2
(a∇u− ahT∇uh)dτ,
where
∂τu−∇ · a∇u = 0, τ > T2 , (191)
∂τuh −∇ · ahT∇uh = 0, τ > T2 , uh(T2 ) = u(T2 ). (192)
W.l.o.g. we may assume T = 1, and drop the index T .
Step 2. Proof of
R
d
2
+1
(ˆ 1
1
2
|(a∇u− ah∇uh)R|2
) 1
2
. δ
[(ˆ 1
1
2
sup
x
η|(∇,∇2,∇3)uh|2dτ
) 1
2
+
(
sup
x
η|∇uh(12)|2
) 1
2
]
. (193)
For future reference, we shall prove this estimate for any uh, u satisfying (191) &
(192) with T = 1 and uh(
1
2
) = u(1
2
) (not necessarily given by ∇ · q(1
2
)).
By (58) in Lemma 4, w = u− uh satisfies
τ >
1
2
: ∂τw −∇ · a∇w = ∇ · ((φia− σi)∇∂ivh + ∂ivhgi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: g
−φi∂τ∂ivh︸ ︷︷ ︸
:= f
,
τ = 1
2
: w = −φi∂iuh,
so that energy estimate (47) in Lemma 2 combined with η 1
2
∼ η2 and |∇∂τuh| .
|∇3uh| yields(ˆ 1
1
2
ˆ
η 1
2
|∇w|2dτ
) 1
2
.
( ˆ
η 1
2
|w|τ= 1
2
|2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ 1
1
2
ˆ
η 1
2
|(f, g)|2dτ
) 1
2
.
( ˆ
η|(φ, σ, g)|2
) 1
2
[(ˆ 1
1
2
sup
x
η|(∇,∇2,∇3)uh|2dτ
) 1
2
+
(
sup
x
η|∇uh(12)|2
) 1
2
]
. (194)
We then appeal to (57) in Lemma 4 in form of
a∇u− ah∇uh = a∇w + (φia− σi)∇∂iuh + ∂iuhgi︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: f
+∇ · (∂ivhσi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=: g
.
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On the one hand, since R ≤ √T = 1, GR . G2Rη1 so that by Cauchy-Schwarz’
inequality
|fR| .
(ˆ
G22R
) 1
2
(ˆ
η2|f |2
) 1
2 ∼ 1
R
d
2
(ˆ
η 1
2
|f |2
) 1
2
.
On the other hand, by the semi-group property, (∇ · g)√2δ = (∇ · gδ)δ. Since the
gradient of a Gaussian is estimated by the Gaussian with twice the variance, cf
|∇Gδ(z)| = | zδGR(z)| . G√2δ(z), this implies |(∇ · g)√2δ| . 1δ |(g)δ|√2δ, and thus
by Jensen’s inequality |∇ · g√2δ|2 . 1δ2 |(g)δ|2√2δ. Hence, arguing as above, and us-
ing Jensen’s inequality in form of |gδ|2 ≤ |g|2δ followed by (209) from the proof of
Lemma 6 below, we obtain
|(∇ · g)√2δ| .
1
δ
|gδ|√2δ .
1
δ
( ˆ
G2
2
√
2δ
) 1
2
(ˆ
η2|gδ|2
) 1
2
(209)
.
1
δ
d
2
+1
(ˆ
η2|g|2
) 1
2
.
(195)
Wiith R =
√
2δ, these last two estimates combine to
|(a∇u− ah∇uh)R|
.
1
R
d
2
(ˆ
η 1
2
|f |2
) 1
2
+
1
R
d
2
+1
(ˆ
η 1
2
|g|2
) 1
2
.
1
R
d
2
+1
[(
η 1
2
|∇w|2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ
η|(φ, σ, g)|2
) 1
2
(
sup
x
η|(∇,∇2)uh|2
) 1
2
]
.
We integrate in time the square of this inequality, insert (194), and recall the defi-
nition of δ to obtain (193).
Step 3. Post-processing and proof that for all ρ ≤ 1,
R
d
2
+1
(ˆ 1
1
2
|(a∇u− ah∇uh)R|2
) 1
2
. (
1
ρ
d
2
+2
δ + ρ)
( ˆ
η|∇u(1
2
)|2
) 1
2
, (196)
which implies the claim (60) by optimization in ρ.
In order to prove (196) we split the initial data into high and low pass:
u0 := u(
1
2
) = u>0 + u
<
0 , with u
<
0 = (u0)ρ, u
>
0 = u0 − (u0)ρ,
where we recall that (u0)ρ is the convolution of u0 with the ρ-rescaled Gaussian. We
then solve
∂τu
</> −∇ · a∇u</> = 0 for τ > 1
2
, ∂τu
</>
h −∇ · ah∇u</>h = 0 for τ > 12 ,
u</> = u
</>
0 for τ =
1
2
, u
</>
h = u
</>
0 for τ =
1
2
,
so that (by uniqueness), u = u> + u< and uh = u
>
h + u
<
h , and thus a∇u− ah∇uh =
(a∇u> − ah∇u>h ) + (a∇u< − ah∇u<h ).
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We use a coarse estimate based on Lemma 2 for the high-pass. Since we may bound
the Gaussian kernel by the exponential cut-off, we have
R
d
2
(ˆ 1
1
2
|(a∇u> − ah∇u>h )R|2dτ
) 1
2
.
(ˆ 1
1
2
ˆ
η|a∇u> − ah∇u>h |2dτ
) 1
2
≤
(ˆ 1
1
2
ˆ
η|∇u>|2dτ
) 1
2
+
(ˆ 1
1
2
ˆ
η|∇u>h |2dτ
) 1
2
.
By (47) in Lemma 2 followed by a convolution estimate, this turns into
R
d
2
(ˆ 1
1
2
|(a∇u> − ah∇u>h )R|2dτ
) 1
2
(47)
.
(ˆ
η|u0 − (u0)ρ|2
) 1
2
. ρ
( ˆ
η|∇u0|2
) 1
2
.
(197)
For the low-pass, we use Step 2 in form of
R
d
2
+1
(ˆ 1
1
2
|(a∇u< − ah∇u<h )R|2
) 1
2
. δ
[(ˆ 1
1
2
sup
x
η|(∇,∇2,∇3)u<h |2dτ
) 1
2
+
(
sup
x
η|∇u<h (12)|2
) 1
2
]
, (198)
together with regularity theory for the constant-coefficients equation. On the one
hand, by Sobolev embedding applied to η∇u<h ,
(
sup
x
η|(∇,∇2,∇3)u<h |2
) 1
2
.
[ d
2
]+2∑
m=0
(ˆ
η|∇m∇u<h |2
) 1
2
.
On the other hand, since ∇m commutes with the constant-coefficient operator, we
obtain by the localized energy estimate (47) in Lemma 2
( ˆ 1
1
2
sup
x
η|(∇,∇2,∇3)u<h |2dτ
) 1
2
+
(
sup
x
η|∇u<h (12)|2
) 1
2
.
[ d
2
]+2∑
m=0
(ˆ
η|∇m∇u<0 |2
) 1
2
.
Recalling that u<0 = (u0)ρ for some ρ ≤ 1 (the convolution with the ρ-rescaled
Gaussian), we have by an elementary inverse estimate(ˆ
η|∇m∇u<0 |2
) 1
2
.
1
ρm
(ˆ
η|∇u0|2
) 1
2
.
Since ρ ≤ 1 and by definition of u0, we may therefore upgrade (198) to
R
d
2
+1
(ˆ 1
1
2
|(a∇u< − ah∇u<h )R|2
) 1
2
. δ
1
ρ
d
2
+2
(ˆ
η|∇u(1
2
)|2
) 1
2
.
Combined with (197), this yields the desired estimate (196).
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5.7. Proof of Lemma 6: control of strong norms by averages. By scaling
we may wlog assume T = 1. The proof of (62) is based on the localized parabolic
estimates of Lemma 1, an interpolation estimate (cf Step 1), and an ODE argument
(cf Step 2). We deduce (63) from (62) in Step 3. We shall also make use of some
elementary statements to relate Gaussian and exponential kernels, that we defer to
Step 4.
Step 1. Interpolation estimate. For an arbitrary function v we have(ˆ
ηv2
) 1
2
.
[(ˆ
η|∇v|2
) 1
2
]1− 1d
2+p+2
[ˆ 1
0
drrp
ˆ
η2|vr|
] 1
d
2+p+2
+
ˆ 1
0
drrp
ˆ
η2|vr|. (199)
Here comes the argument: For r ≪ 1 we split u into a low pass and a high pass
according to the convolution with the r-rescaled Gaussian. This yieldsˆ
ηv2 .
ˆ
η(v − v√2r)2 +
ˆ
η(v√2r)
2. (200)
The first rhs term is a regularization error. Since the exponential localization func-
tion η dominates the Gaussian convolution kernel, it satisfiesˆ
η(v − v√2r)2 . r2
ˆ
η|∇v|2. (201)
Indeed, if Gδ denotes the Gaussian kernel of scale δ, we have
(vδ − v)(x) =
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
∇v(x+ sz) · zGδ(z)dzds;
since |zGδ(z)| . δG2δ(z), this yields |vδ − v| . δ
´ 1
0
|∇v|2δsds, and thus by Jensen’s
inequality |vδ − v|2 . δ2
´ 1
0
|∇v|22δsds and therefore by the symmetry of the convo-
lution operator (and estimate (209) from Step 4)
ˆ
η|v − vδ|2 . δ2
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
η|∇v|22δsds
(209)
. δ2
ˆ
η|∇v|2,
which is (201) for δ =
√
2r.
We turn to the second rhs term and seek to replace the L2-norm by an L1-norm (at
the expense of decreasing the convolution scale and increasing the averaging scale)
in the sense of (ˆ
η(v√2r)
2
) 1
2
.
1
r
d
2
ˆ
η2|vr|. (202)
Starting from the semi-group property and Jensen’s inequality in form of |v√2r| =
|(vr)r| ≤ |ur|r we obtain since the Gaussian convolution kernel is dominated by the
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exponential localization function of the same scale
|v√2r| .
ˆ
ηr|vr| . 1
rd
ˆ
η2|vr|.
Evoking translation invariance to replace the origin by a general point y, this implies
by the specific properties of the exponential localization function
η2(y)|(v√2r)(y)| .
1
rd
ˆ
η2(y)η2(x− y)|vr(x)|dx . 1
rd
ˆ
η2(x)|vr(x)|dx,
so that using η . η22 we obtain(ˆ
η(v√2r)
2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
η2|v√2r|
) 1
2
( 1
rd
ˆ
η2|vr|
) 1
2 ,
which turns into (202) by appealing once more to |v√2r| ≤ |vr|r and to (209) (cf
Step 4).
Inserting (201) and (202) into (200) yields for all r ≪ 1
(ˆ
ηv2
) 1
2
. r
(ˆ
η|∇v|2
) 1
2
+
1
r
d
2
ˆ
η2|vr|. (203)
By the monotonicity property (212) and estimate (209) (see Step 4) we have
´
η2|vr| .´
η2|vr′| for any r′ ≤ r . 1 and thusˆ
η2|vr| . 1
rp+1
ˆ r
0
dr′r′p
ˆ
η2|vr′|.
Inserting this into (203) yields the interpolation inequality in its additive form
(ˆ
ηv2
) 1
2
. r
(ˆ
η|∇v|2
) 1
2
+
1
r
d
2
+p+1
ˆ 1
0
dr′r′p
ˆ
η2|vr′|,
from which we obtain the desired form (199) by optimization in r ≪ 1.
Step 2. Proof of (62) by an ODE argument.
Let us momentarily introduce the abbreviations
E1(t) :=
ˆ
η∇v · a∇v, E0(t) :=
ˆ
ηv2, E−1(t) := (
ˆ 1
0
rp
ˆ
η|vr|dr)2,
and note that E1(t) ∼
´
η|∇v|2 by the bounds (1) on a, so that the results of the
previous step turn into the differential relations
d
dt
[exp(−Ct)E0] + 1
C
exp(−Ct)E1 ≤ 0, d
dt
[exp(−Ct)E1] ≤ 0 (204)
and the “algebraic” relation
E0 ≤ C(E1−θ1 Eθ−1 + E−1), (205)
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where we have set θ := 1d
2
+p+2
∈ (0, 1). From (204), we infer by integration by parts
for any exponent α > 0
E0(t = 1) +
ˆ 1
0
t1+αE1dt .
ˆ 1
0
tαE0dt and E1(t = 1) .
ˆ 1
0
t1+αE1dt; (206)
note that for t ∈ [0, 1], exp(−Ct) ∼ 1 so that we may safely neglect this factor in
(204). From (205) we infer by Ho¨lder’s inequality for α = 1−θ
θˆ 1
0
tαE0dt .
(ˆ 1
0
t1+αE1dt
)1−θ( ˆ 1
0
E−1dt
)θ
+
ˆ 1
0
E−1dt. (207)
Inserting (206) into (207), we in a first stage obtain thanks to θ > 0 by Young’s in-
equality
´ 1
0
tαE0dt .
´ 1
0
E−1dt which then may be upgraded by using both estimates
in (206) to the desired result (62) in form of E0(t = 1) + E1(t = 1) .
´ 1
0
E−1dt.
Step 3. Proof of (63).
We apply (62) to u, and need to post-process the rhs
 T
2
T
4
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)p+1
ˆ
η2
√
T |ur(t)|.
Since t 7→ ´ η√t|ur| is decreasing with increasing convolution scale, as a consequence
of Jensen’s inequality and (209) below, we have
 T
2
T
4
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)p+1
ˆ
η2
√
T |ur(τ)| .
 T
2
T
4
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)p+1
ˆ
η√t|ur(t)|. (208)
Finally, by the semi-group property of Lemma 3 in form of u(t) = ∇ · (q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)
(note that ∇ · 〈q(t)〉 = 0 by stationarity of q(t)) and using |(∇f)r| = |(∇f 1√
2
r) 1√
2
r|
. 1
r
|f 1√
2
r|r as well as
´
η√tfr
(209)
.
´
η√tf for r .
√
t, we obtain
ˆ
η√t|ur(t)| .
1
r
ˆ
η√t|(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|.
This yields (63) by (62) and (208).
Step 4. Some auxiliary statements.
In the course of our proofs, we need some statements (to relate different Gaussian
and exponential kernels) which hold for a function f = f(x) ≥ 0 and two scales
r ≤ 1
2
R:
(holds even for r . R)
ˆ
ηRfr ∼
ˆ
ηRf, (209)
(
R
r
)
d
2
ˆ
η2R(y)
(ˆ
ηr(x− y)f 2(x)dx
) 1
2dy &
(ˆ
ηRf
2
) 1
2 , (210)
ˆ
ηR(y)
ˆ
ηr(x− y)f(x)dxdy ∼
ˆ
ηRf. (211)
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We shall also make use of the following monotonicity in the convolution scale, based
on the semi-group property f√t′ = (f
√
t)
√
t′−t for t
′ ≥ t of convolution with Gaussian
yielding by Jensen’s inequality
|f√t′ |2 ≤ |f√t|2√t′−t. (212)
To prove (209)–(211), we may assume R = 1. Clearly, (209) is equivalent to (η1)r ∼
η1, that is,
1
rd
ˆ
exp(−1
2
|y
r
|2) exp(|x| − |x− y|)dy ∼ 1,
by the triangle inequality we have exp(|x| − |x− y|) ∈ [exp(−|y|), exp(|y|)], so that
the statement follows from
´
exp(−1
2
|y
r
|2 ± |y|)dy ∼ rd, which can be seen from
applying Young’s inequality on −1
2
|y
r
|2 ± |y|. The approximate identity (211) is
equivalent to
´
η1(y)ηr(x − y)dy =
´
ηr(y)η1(x − y)dy ∼ η1(x). Since η1(x−y)η1(x) =
exp(−|x − y| + |x|) ∈ [exp(−|y|), exp(|y|)] this follows from r ≤ 1
2
. For (210) we
start with η1(y)
´
ηr(x− y)f 2(x)dx ≤ (1r )d
´
η1(x)f
2(x)dx, a consequence of
η1(y)ηr(x− y) = 1
rd
exp(−|y| − |x− y
r
|) ≤ 1
rd
exp(−|x|) = 1
rd
η1(x),
of which we take the square root: 2dη2(y)
( ´
ηr(x− y)f 2(x)dx
) 1
2 ≤ (1
r
)
d
2
( ´
η1f
2
) 1
2 .
We combine this with (211) in form of
ˆ
η1f
2 .
ˆ
η1(y)
ˆ
ηr(x− y)f 2(x)dxdy =
ˆ
2dη2(y)η2(y)
ˆ
ηr(x− y)f 2(x)dxdy
≤ (1
r
)
d
2
(ˆ
η1f
2
) 1
2
ˆ
η2(y)
(ˆ
ηr(x− y)f 2(x)dx
) 1
2dy.
Dividing by
( ´
η1f
2
) 1
2 yields (210).
5.8. Proof of Lemma 7: quantified equi-integrability. We proceed into steps.
Step 1. Reduction.
By scale and translation invariance, it is enough to show for a solution of
∂tv −∇ · a∇v = 0 for t < 0 (213)
that
(ˆ 0
− 1
4
ˆ
ηR|∇v|2dxdt
) 1
2 . (
1
R
)
d
2
−ε(ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2dxdt
) 1
2 for R ≤ 1. (214)
Step 2. Meyers estimate.
Estimate (214) relies on the parabolic Meyers estimate, which states that for the
inhomogeneous equation
∂tw −∇ · a∇w = ∇ · g
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on the entire time-space R× Rd with compactly supported v and g, there exists an
exponent p = p(d, λ) > 2 (possible very close to 2) such that we have the Caldero´n-
Zygmund type estimate(ˆ ˆ |∇w|pdxdt) 1p . (
ˆ ˆ
|g|pdxdt) 1p . (215)
We need to post-process this estimate in the following way: For
∂tw −∇ · a∇w = f +∇ · g (216)
with compactly supported w, f and g, we claim( ˆ ˆ |∇w|pdxdt) 1p . (
ˆ (ˆ |f |qdx) pq dt) 1q + (
ˆ ˆ
|g|pdxdt) 1p , (217)
where the exponent q is determined by scaling q := dp
d+p
. In fact, we will use (217)
in the non-scale invariant form of( ˆ ˆ |∇w|pdxdt) 1p . sup
t
((ˆ
f 2dx
) 1
2 +
(ˆ |g|pdx) 1p),
provided supp(w, f, g) ⊂ [−1, 0]× {|x| ≤ 1}, (218)
where we used that wlog we may assume p ≤ 2d
d−2 so that q ≤ 2. Here comes
the argument for (217): By the scale and translation invariance of the estimate,
we may wlog assume that all functions involved in (216) have compact support in
[−1, 0] × {|x| ≤ 1}. Hence f must have vanishing space-time average. In other
words, introducing the spatial average f¯(t) :=
´
fdx we have
´
f¯dt = 0. On the
one hand, therefore there exists F¯ = F¯ (t) supported in t ∈ [−1, 0] and such that
dF¯
dt
= f¯ . By suppf ⊂ [−1, 0]× {|x| ≤ 1}, we clearly have
(ˆ |F¯ |pdt) 1p ≤ sup
t
|F¯ | .
ˆ ˆ
|f |dxdt . (
ˆ (ˆ |f |qdx)pq dt) 1p . (219)
On the one hand, F¯ allows us to rewrite (216) as ∂t(w − χF¯ )−∇ · a∇(w − χF¯ ) =
f − χf¯ + ∇ · (g + F¯ a∇χ), where χ = χ(x) is a cut-off function for {|x| ≤ 1} in
{|x| ≤ 2} with ´ χdx = 1 (that is, χ ≥ 0, χ & 1 on {|x| ≤ 1} and χ = 0 on
{|x| > 2}). Fixing the time t, this allows us to solve the Neumann problem
−△W = f − f¯χ for |x| < 2, −x · ∇W = 0 for |x| = 2
on the ball {|x| ≤ 2}. By maximal regularity for this Neumann problem and
Sobolev’s inequality (using p = dq
d−q ) we have( ˆ
|x|≤2
|∇W |p) 1p . (
ˆ
|x|≤2
|f − f¯χ|qdx) 1q . (
ˆ
|f |qdx) 1q . (220)
Note that by the Neumann boundary condition, when extending −∇W trivially
outside of {|x| ≤ 2} to a vector field δg it still solves ∇ · δg = f − f¯χ, now in all
space. Also the estimate (220) turns into(ˆ ˆ |δg|pdxdt) 1p . (
ˆ (ˆ |f |qdx) pq dt) 1p . (221)
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Hence with the abbreviations w˜ := w − F¯ χ and g˜ := g + F¯ a∇χ + δg, we obtain
∂tw˜−∇·a∇w˜ = ∇·g˜, so that an application of (215) yields by the triangle inequality,
by the smoothness and compact support of χ, and by the bound (1) on a,
( ˆ ˆ |∇w|pdxdt) 1p . (
ˆ
|F¯ |pdt) 1p + (
ˆ ˆ
|g|pdxdt) 1p + (
ˆ ˆ
|δg|pdxdt) 1p .
Inserting (219) and (221) into this yields (217).
Step 3. Localized semi-group estimates.
We now turn to a solution of (213) and claim that there exists a constant c such
that
sup
t∈(− 1
2
,0)
(( ˆ
|x|≤ 1
2
|∇v|2dx) 12 + (
ˆ
|x|≤ 1
2
|v − c|pdx) 1p) . (
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2
) 1
2 . (222)
We start with the first estimate in (222). Since equation (174) in the proof of
Lemma 1 holds with w replaced by w−´ ηRw, estimates (175), (181), and ultimately
(173) hold with w replaced by w − ´ ηRw as well. In the case of v, this takes the
form
sup
t∈(− 1
2
,0)
(ˆ
η1|∇v|2dx
) 1
2 .
(ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1(v −
ˆ
η1v)
2
) 1
2 .
By the Poincare´ inequality for dx replaced by η1dx (cf [10, Lemma 2.1]), this yields
sup
t∈(− 1
2
,0)
(ˆ
|x|≤ 1
2
|∇v|2dx) 12 . (
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2
) 1
2 .
We now turn to the second estimate in (222). We select a smooth function χ = χ(x)
supported in {|x| ≤ 1
2
} with ´ χdx = 1. Denoting by u¯ = u¯(t) the average of u as
defined by v¯ =
´
χvdx we have by the Poincare´-Sobolev inequality
( ˆ
|x|≤ 1
2
|v − v¯|pdx) 1p . (
ˆ
|x|≤ 1
2
|∇v|2dx) 12 ,
where we use again that p ≤ 2d
d−2 . Hence in view of the first estimate in (222), it
remains to show
inf
c
sup
t∈(− 1
2
,0)
|v¯ − c| . (
ˆ 0
− 1
2
|dv¯
dt
|2dt) 12 . (
ˆ 0
− 1
2
ˆ
|x|≤ 1
2
|∇v|2dxdt) 12 .
The latter follows from the equation which gives dv¯
dt
=
´ ∇χ ·a∇vdx via the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality.
Step 4. Conclusion.
We now may conclude and to this purpose consider w = χ(v− c) where χ = χ(t, x)
is a cut-off function for [−1
4
, 0]×{|x| ≤ 1
4
} in [−1
2
, 0]×{|x| ≤ 1
2
} and c is the constant
in (222). We note that by (213), w satisfies (216) with f = (v − c)∂tχ −∇χ · a∇v
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and g = −(v − c)a∇χ, and that w, f , and g have support in (−1
2
, 0) × {|x| ≤ 1
2
}.
Hence by an application of (218) we obtain
(ˆ 0
− 1
4
ˆ
|x|≤ 1
4
|∇v|pdxdt) 1p . sup
t∈(− 1
2
,0)
((ˆ
|x|≤ 1
2
|∇v|2dx) 12 + (
ˆ
|v − c|pdx) 1p).
Inserting (222) now yields the “reverse Ho¨lder” inequality
(ˆ 0
− 1
4
ˆ
|x|≤ 1
4
|∇v|pdxdt) 1p . (
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2dxdt
) 1
2 .
In combination with Ho¨lder’s inequality in form of
(ˆ 0
− 1
4
ˆ
|x|≤r
|∇v|2dxdt) 12 . rd( 12− 1p )(
ˆ 0
− 1
4
ˆ
|x|≤r
|∇v|pdxdt) 1p ,
we obtain (ˆ 0
− 1
4
ˆ
|x|≤r
|∇v|2dxdt) 12 . rε(
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2dxdt
) 1
2 (223)
with ε = ε(d, λ) := d(1
2
− 1
p
) > 0 for r ≤ 1
4
and also for r ≤ 1 (since the estimate is
trivial for r ∈ [1
4
, 1]).
It remains to introduce the exponential averaging functions ηR. For given R ≤ 12
we appeal to the co-area formula in form of
´
ηR|∇v|2dx = 1Rd
´
exp(− |x|
R
)|∇v|2dx
= 1
Rd
´∞
0
exp(− r
R
)
´
|x|=r |∇v|2dxdr = 1Rd+1
´∞
0
exp(− r
R
)
´
|x|≤r |∇v|2dxdr. From split-
ting the last integral into r ≤ 1 and r ≥ 1 and using (223) on the first part we
obtain ˆ 0
− 1
4
ˆ
ηR|∇v|2dxdt . 1
Rd+1
ˆ 1
0
exp(− r
R
)r2εdr
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2dxdt
+
1
Rd+1
ˆ ∞
1
exp(− r
R
)
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
|x|≤r
|∇v|2dxdtdr. (224)
For the first rhs term we use 1
Rd+1
´ 1
0
exp(− r
R
)r2εdr ≤ 1
Rd+1
´∞
0
exp(− r
R
)r2εdr ∼ 1
Rd−2ε
so that
1
Rd+1
ˆ 1
0
exp(− r
R
)r2εdr
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2dxdt . 1
Rd−2ε
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2dxdt. (225)
For the second rhs term in (224) we note that for R ≤ 1
2
and r ≥ 1 we have exp(− r
R
)
. R1+2ε exp(−r) (since in this range exp(− r
R
) exp(r) = exp(−( 1
R
−1)r) ≤ exp(− 1
2R
))
so that we have for the second term
1
Rd+1
ˆ ∞
1
exp(− r
R
)
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
|x|≤r
|∇v|2dxdtdr
.
1
Rd−2ε
ˆ ∞
0
exp(−r)
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
|x|≤r
|∇v|2dxdtdr,
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which by the co-area formula yields
1
Rd+1
ˆ ∞
1
exp(− r
R
)
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
|x|≤r
|∇v|2dxdtdr . 1
Rd−2ε
ˆ 0
−1
ˆ
η1|∇v|2dxdt.
Inserting this and (225) into (224) yields (214) for R ≤ 1
2
. The range 1
2
≤ R ≤ 1 is
trivial.
5.9. Proof of Lemma 8: strong smallness of the extended corrector. In
order to avoid indices, we use (d = 3)-notation when it comes to the vector potential
σT , that is, we write
1
T
σT −△σT = ∇× qT instead of (50).
Step 1. We claim that for all t ≤ T and 0 < δ ≤ 1(ˆ
η√T |
φt√
t
|2
) 1
2
.
1
δ
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2
) 1
2
+ δ, (226)
(ˆ
η√T |
σt√
t
|2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2
) 1
2
+ δ, (227)
(ˆ
η√T |gt|2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉 − ∇φt)δ√t|2
) 1
2
+ δ. (228)
It is enough to prove these estimates for
√
T =
√
t: We replace the origin by y
and then apply
´
η√T (y) · dy, using η√T ∗ η√t . η√T (for
√
t ≪ √T , cf (211)) for
our exponential localization function. By scale invariance, it is enough to establish
them for t = 1, we shall thus write (φ, σ, g) and η instead of (φt, σt, gt) and η√t,
respectively. For all functions (φ, σ, g) we start from the splittingˆ
η|(φ, σ, g)|2 .
ˆ
η|(φ, σ, g)δ|2 +
ˆ
η|(φ, σ, g)− (φ, σ, g)δ|2. (229)
By (201) in the proof of Lemma 6, we have for the second termˆ
η|(φ, σ, g)− (φ, σ, g)δ|2 . δ2
ˆ
η|∇(φ, σ, g)|2. (230)
Thanks to the massive term in the equations (48), (50), (51) for φ, σ, and g, we
may localize the elliptic energy estimates (see (46) in Lemma 2 for t = 1)ˆ
η|(∇φ, q)|2 .
ˆ
η|ae|2 . 1, (231)
and ˆ
η|∇σ|2 .
ˆ
η|q|2,
ˆ
η|∇g|2 .
ˆ
η|(∇φ, q − 〈q〉)|2,
which together with |〈q〉| ≤ 〈|q|2〉 . 1, which follows from (231) by stationarity,
yield ˆ
η|(∇φ,∇σ,∇g, q − 〈q〉)|2 . 1.
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It remains to estimate the first term in (229). This is easy for (σ, g): Since these
satisfy constant-coefficient equations we have σδ −△σδ = ∇× (q − 〈q〉)δ and gδ −
△gδ = (q − 〈q〉 − ∇φ)δ, so that by the same localized elliptic energy estimateˆ
η|σδ|2 .
ˆ
η|(q − 〈q〉)δ|2,
ˆ
η|gδ|2 .
ˆ
η|(q − 〈q〉 − ∇φ)δ|2.
For φ we note that φ = ∇ · (q − 〈q〉), cf (48), and thus also φ√2δ = (∇ · (q − 〈q〉)δ)δ
by the semi-group property of convolution with the Gaussian. Since the gradient
of a Gaussian is estimated by the Gaussian with twice the variance, cf |∇Gκ(z)| =
| z
κ
Gκ(z)| . G√2κ(z), this implies |φ√2δ| . 1δ |(q − 〈q〉)δ|√2δ, and thus by Jensen’s
inequality |φ√2δ|2 . 1δ2 |(q − 〈q〉)δ|2√2δ. Hence we have
ˆ
η|φ√2δ|2 .
1
δ2
ˆ
η√2δ|(q − 〈q〉)δ|2
(209)
.
1
δ2
ˆ
η|(q − 〈q〉)δ|2.
It remains to replace δ by
√
2δ in (229) when it comes to φ.
Step 2. We claim that for t ≤ T
(ˆ
η√T |(
φT − φt√
T
,
σT − σt√
T
,∇φT −∇φt, qT − qt)|2
) 1
2
.
( ˆ
η√T |(
φt√
t
,
σt√
t
, (qt − 〈qt〉)√t)|2
) 1
2
. (232)
We note that by equation (48), u := φT − φt satisfies 1T u − ∇ · a∇u = (1t − 1T )φt.
Using (48) in form of 1
t
φt = ∇ · (qt − 〈qt〉), we split the rhs according to φt =
(φt− φt,√t) + t∇ · (qt − 〈qt〉)√t. We now perform a localized elliptic energy estimate
which means testing with η√Tu; thanks to the massive term we obtain as in the
argument for (46)
ˆ
η√T |(
u√
T
,∇u)|2 . (1− t
T
)
ˆ
η√Tu
1
t
(φt − φt,√t) +
ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)√t|2. (233)
For the contribution of the first rhs term we use symmetry of the convolution oper-
ator
(1− t
T
)
ˆ
η√Tu
1
t
(φt − φt,√t) = (1−
t
T
)
ˆ (
η√Tu− (η√Tu)√t
)1
t
φt.
Denoting by G√t the Gaussian convolution kernel on scale
√
t, we have
(
η√Tu− (η√Tu)√t
)
(x)
=
ˆ 1
0
ˆ (
η√T∇u+ u∇η√T
)
(x+ sz) · zG√t(z)dzds
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and thus by |zG√t(z)| .
√
tG2
√
t(z), |∇η√T | . 1√T η√T , and Jensen’s inequality∣∣η√Tu− (η√Tu)2√t∣∣(x)
.
√
t
ˆ 1
0
ˆ (
η√T |(
u√
T
,∇u)|)(x+ sz)G2√t(z)dzds
=
√
t
ˆ 1
0
(
η√T |(
u√
T
,∇u)|)
2
√
ts
(x)ds
and thus by Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality, the symmetry of the convolution operator
·2√ts (that we use twice), and Jensen’s inequality∣∣(1− t
T
)
ˆ
η√Tu
1
t
(φt − φt,√t)
∣∣
.
ˆ 1
0
ˆ (
η√T |(
u√
T
,∇u)|)
2
√
ts
| φt√
t
|ds
.
(ˆ
η√T |(
u√
T
,∇u)|2
) 1
2
(ˆ 1
0
ˆ
(η√T )2
√
ts(
φt√
t
)2ds
) 1
2
(209)
.
(ˆ
η√T |(
u√
T
,∇u)|2
) 1
2
(ˆ
η√T (
φt√
t
)2
) 1
2
.
Equipped with this estimate we return to (233) and obtain for φT−φt and |qT−qt| ≤
|∇(φT − φt)| as desired(ˆ
η√T |(
φT − φt√
T
,∇φT −∇φt, qT − qt)|2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
η√T (
φt√
t
)2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)√t|2
) 1
2
. (234)
We now turn to the contribution of σ. As for φ, we note that by (50), u := σT − σt
satisfies 1
T
u − △u = (1 − t
T
)1
t
σt + ∇ × (qT − qt) and split the first rhs term into
1
t
σt =
1
t
(σt − σt,√t) + 1tσt,√t. Applying the convolution ·√t to 1tσt − △σt = ∇ × qt
leads to
1
t
σt,
√
t −△σt,√t = ∇× (qt − 〈qt〉)√t. (235)
Hence we write
1
T
u−△u (236)
= (1− t
T
)
(1
t
(σt − σt,√t) +△σt,√t +∇× (qt − 〈qt〉)√t
)
+∇× (qT − qt).
By (46) in Lemma 2 we may exponentially localize the energy estimate for (235) on
scale
√
t, and a fortiori on scale
√
T(ˆ
η√T |(
σt,
√
t√
t
,∇σt,√t)|2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)√t|2
) 1
2
. (237)
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Likewise, the localized elliptic energy estimate (46) applied to (236) takes the form
(without using Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality on the first rhs term):ˆ
η√T |(
u√
T
,∇u)|2
. (1− t
T
)
ˆ
η√Tu
1
t
(σt − σt,√t) +
ˆ
η√T |(∇σt,√t, (qt − 〈qt〉)√t, qT − qt)|2.
Treating the first rhs term as in case of φ, we obtain(ˆ
η√T |
σT − σt√
T
|2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
η√T |(
σt√
t
,∇σt,√t, (qt − 〈qt〉)√t, qT − qt)|2
) 1
2
. (238)
The combination of (234), and (237) inserted into (238) yields (232).
Step 3. We claim that provided t ≤ T and 0 < δ < 1(ˆ
η√T |(
φT√
T
,
σT√
T
, gT )|2
) 1
2
(239)
.
1
δ
((ˆ
η√T |(∇φt, qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2
) 1
2
+ 〈|(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2〉
1
2
)
+ δ.
For the estimate on (φT , σT ), we use (232) in conjunction with the triangle inequality(ˆ
η√T |(
φT√
T
,
σT√
T
,∇φT −∇φt, qT − qt)|2
) 1
2
.
( ˆ
η√T |(
φt√
t
,
σt√
t
, (qt − 〈qt〉)√t|2
) 1
2
,
and insert (226) & (227):(ˆ
η√T |(
φT√
T
,
σT√
T
,∇φT −∇φt, qT − qt)|2
) 1
2
.
1
δ
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2
) 1
2
+ δ, (240)
where we made use of the monotonicity (212) in the convolution scale, based on
the semi-group property q√t′ = (q
√
t)
√
t′−t for t
′ ≥ t of convolution with Gaussian
yielding by Jensen’s inequality |q√t′ |2 ≤ |q√t|2√t′−t and thus by (209)ˆ
η√T |q√t′ |2 .
ˆ
η√T |q√t|2. (241)
For later use we note that because of stationarity of the fields qT−qt and (qt−〈qt〉)δ√t,
taking the square expectation of (240) implies in particular
|〈qT 〉 − 〈qt〉| ≤ 〈|qT − qt|2〉 12 . 1
δ
〈|(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2〉
1
2 + δ. (242)
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We now turn to the estimate of gT . We use (228) for t = T and obtain by the
triangle inequality
(ˆ
η√T |gT |2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
η√T |(qT − qt,∇φT −∇φt, qt − 〈qt〉,∇φt)δ√T |2
) 1
2
+|〈qT 〉 − 〈qt〉|+ δ.
By the monotonicity (241) in the convolution scale, we may get rid of the convolution
on the first two arguments of the first rhs term, which yields
(ˆ
η√T |gT |2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
η√T |(qT − qt,∇φT −∇φt)|2
) 1
2
+
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉,∇φt)δ√t|2
) 1
2
+ |〈qT 〉 − 〈qt〉|+ δ.
Inserting (240) and (242) into this yields (239).
Step 4. Post-processing.
We first note that we may get rid of the ∇φt-term on the rhs of (239): Indeed, by
(48) we have ∇φt = t∇∇· (qt−〈qt〉) and thus (∇φt)√2δ√t = t(∇∇· (qt−〈qt〉)δ√t)δ√t,
yielding |(∇φt)√2δ√t| . 1δ2 |(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2δ√t and therefore |(∇φt)√2δ√t|2 . 1δ4 |(qt −
〈qt〉)δ√t)|22δt (cf argument for (195) in the proof of Lemma 5). Since (η√T )2δ√t
(209)
.
η√T this implies as desired(ˆ
η√T |(∇φt)√2δ√t|2
) 1
2
.
1
δ2
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2
) 1
2
. (243)
Next we argue thatˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2 .
1
δ
d
2
ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|, (244)
which amounts to showing
sup |(qt − 〈qt〉)r| . (
√
t
r
)
d
2 (245)
for r ≤ √t, and which entails by stationarity
〈|(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2〉 .
1
δ
d
2
〈|(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|〉. (246)
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In order to establish (245), we note that by Ho¨lder’s inequality and since the expo-
nential localization function dominates the Gaussian kernel of the same scale
|(qt)r| .
(ˆ
ηr|qt|2
) 1
2
. (
√
t
r
)
d
2
(ˆ
η√t|qt|2
) 1
2
. (
√
t
r
)
d
2 , (247)
where the last estimate follows from the uniform bound (46) from Lemma 2 applied
to (48) in form of (
´
η√t|qt|2)
1
2 . 1. Taking the expectation of (247), we obtain by
stationarity |〈qt〉| = |〈(qt)r〉| ≤ 〈|(qt)r|〉 . (
√
t
r
)
d
2 so that also |(qt − 〈qt〉)r| . (
√
t
r
)
d
2 .
Since this holds with the origin replaced by any point, we obtain (245).
The estimates (243), (244) & (246) combine to the following estimate on the rhs of
(239)
1
δ
(ˆ
η√T |(∇φt, qt − 〈qt〉)√2δt|2 + 〈|(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|2〉
) 1
2
.
1
δ
d
4
+3
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δt|+ 〈|(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|〉
) 1
2
.
1
δ
d
2
+7
(ˆ
η√T |(qt − 〈qt〉)δt|+ 〈|(qt − 〈qt〉)δ√t|〉
)
+ δ,
where we used Young’s inequality in the last step.
5.10. Proof of Lemma 9: control of the corrector by the modified correc-
tor. We split the proof into three steps and start with a reduction argument.
Step 1. Reduction.
We shall prove the following stronger version of (68), which amounts to an estimate
of the systematic error (φ− φT , σ − σT ):
sup
R≥r, dyadic
(
R
r
)γ
 
BR
|∇(φ− φT , σ − σT )|2
. sup
R≥r, dyadic
(
R
r
)γ
ˆ
ηR
( 1
T
|(φT , σT )|2 + |(qT )√T − 〈qT 〉|2
)
. (248)
Estimate (248) implies (68), since by the triangle inequality, Poincare´’s inequality,
ηR & R
−d1BR, and
√
T . R,
1
R2
 ∣∣∣(φ, σ)−
 
BR
(φ, σ)
∣∣∣2
.
1
R2
 
BR
∣∣∣(φ− φT , σ − σT )−
 
BR
(φ− φT , σ − σT )
∣∣∣2 + 1
R2
ˆ
ηR|(φT , σT )|2
.
 
BR
|∇(φ− φT , σ − σT )|2 +
ˆ
ηR
1
T
|(φT , σT )|2.
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We establish (248) by a Campanato iteration based on γ > 0, reducing it to the
one-step but iterable estimate 
Br
(
|∇(φ− φt)|2 + ( r
R
)d|∇(σ − σt)|2
)
.
 
BR
(
|∇(φ− φT )|2 + ( r
R
)d|∇(σ − σT )|2
)
+
ˆ
ηR
( 1
T
|(φT , σT )|2 + (T
t
+ (
R
r
)d)
1
t
|(φt, σt)|2 + (R
r
)d|(qt)√t − 〈qt〉|2
)
,(249)
which amounts to passing from the pair of radius/cut-off (r,
√
t) to the pair (R,
√
T ),
where on the latter we only assume
r∗ ≤ r ≪ R,
√
t .
√
T ,
√
t . r,
√
T . R. (250)
We split the rest of the proofs into two steps: the proof of the one-step estimate
(249) and the Campanato iteration proper.
Step 2. Proof of (249).
We split the one-step estimate (249) into a part for φ, namely
 
Br
|∇(φ− φt)|2 .
 
BR
|∇(φ− φT )|2
+
ˆ
ηR
( 1
T
φ2T + (
T
t
+ (
R
r
)d)
1
t
φ2t + (
R
r
)d|(qt)√t − 〈q(t)〉|2
)
(251)
and a subordinate part for σ:
 
Br
|∇(σ − σt)|2 .
 
BR
|∇(σ − σT )|2 + (R
r
)d|∇(φ− φT )|2
+
ˆ
ηR
( 1
T
|(φT , σT )|2 + (T
t
+ (
R
r
)d)
1
t
|(φt, σt)|2 + (R
r
)d|(qt)√t − 〈q(t)〉|2
)
. (252)
Clearly (249) follows from adding ( r
R
)d × (252) to (251).
Substep 2.1. Proof of (251).
We note that according to (2) and (48), φ− φt satisfies −∇ · a∇(φ− φt) = 1tφt. In
preparation to the energy estimate, Hence we may split φ − φt = u + w on BR by
solving the following two auxiliary boundary value problems on that ball:
−∇ · a∇u = 0 in BR, u = φ− φt on ∂BR, (253)
−∇ · a∇w = 1
t
φt in BR, w = 0 on ∂BR. (254)
By the energy estimate for (253) (i. e. testing with u−(φ−φt) and using the uniform
ellipticity) we have ˆ
BR
|∇u|2 .
ˆ
BR
|∇(φ− φt)|2. (255)
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In preparation for the energy estimate for (254), we split the r. h. s. according to
low and high pass.
1
t
φt =
1
t
(φt)√t +
1
t
(φt − (φt)√t)
(48)
= ∇ · ((qt)√t − 〈qt〉) +
1
t
(φt − (φt)√t).
Hence from testing (254) with w we obtain
λ
ˆ
BR
|∇w|2 ≤ −
ˆ
BR
∇w · ((qt)√t − 〈qt〉) +
ˆ
BR
w
1
t
(φt − (φt)√t). (256)
Extending w trivially (and continuously) onto the entire Rd, we see that the second
term may be reformulated as
|
ˆ
BR
w
1
t
(φt − (φt)√t)| = |
ˆ
(w − (w)√t)
1
t
φt|.
We insert the weight function x 7→ exp( |x|
R
) to the effect
|
ˆ
BR
w
1
t
(φt − (φt)√t)| ≤
(ˆ
exp(
|x|
R
)|w − (w)√t|2(x)dx
) 1
2
× (
ˆ
exp(−|x|
R
)(
1
t
φt)
2dx
) 1
2 .
As we quickly argue below, since w is supported in BR,
√
t . r ≪ R so that √t ≤ R,
and the convolution with the Gaussian has scale
√
t, we may bound the first rhs
term by ˆ
exp(
|x|
R
)|w − (w)√t|2(x)dx . t
ˆ
|∇w|2.
We prove this estimate in its rescaled form
√
t ≤ R = 1 for a function v. By Jensen’s
inequality (used twice in a row) and the fundamental theorem of calculus,ˆ
exp(|x|)|v(x)− v√t(x)|2dx
≤
ˆ
dzG(z)
ˆ
exp(|x|)|v(x)− v(x−√tz)|2dx
≤ t
ˆ
dz|z|2G(z)
ˆ 1
0
ds
ˆ
exp(|x|)|∇v(x− s√tz)|2dx
= t
ˆ ˆ 1
0
ˆ
|z|2G(z) exp(|y + s√tz|)dzds|∇v(y)|2dy
≤ t
ˆ ˆ
|z|2G(z) exp(|z|)dz exp(|y|)|∇v(y)|2dy
. t
ˆ
|∇v(y)|2dy,
where we used that exp(|y|) ≤ e on the support of ∇v and that exp(s√t|z|) ≤
exp(|z|).
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The combination of these last two estimates yields
|
ˆ
BR
w
1
t
(φt − (φt)√t)| .
(
t
ˆ
|∇w|2
ˆ
exp(−|x|
R
)(
1
t
φt)
2dx
) 1
2 .
Inserting this into (256), we see thatˆ
BR
|∇w|2 . Rd
ˆ (
ηR|(qt)√t − 〈qt〉|2 + ηR
1
t
φ2t
)
. (257)
We now use the mean-value property on the a-harmonic function u in BR (cf [19,
Lemma 2]), which is admissible because of r∗ ≤ r ≤ R) and a trivial estimate on w: 
Br
|∇u|2 .
 
BR
|∇u|2 and
 
Br
|∇w|2 ≤ (R
r
)d
 
BR
|∇w|2.
The combination of this with (255) & (257) yields 
Br
|∇(φ−φt)|2 .
 
BR
|∇(φ−φt)|2+
ˆ
ηR(
R
r
)d|(qt)√t−〈qt〉|2+
ˆ
ηR(
R
r
)d
1
t
φ2t . (258)
We now turn to the estimate of φT − φt, which by (48) satisfies 1T (φT − φt) − ∇ ·
a∇(φT − φt) = (1t − 1T )φt. Hence by the Caccioppoli estimate, that is, by testing
with χ2(φT − φt) where χ is a cut-off function for BR in B2R, we obtain at firstˆ
χ2
1
T
(φT − φt)2
+ ∇(χ2(φT − φt)) · a∇(φT − φt) = (1− t
T
)
ˆ
χ2(φT − φt)1
t
φt
and then, by Young’s inequality to absorb the r. h. s. into the massive l. h. s. term
and the usual argument for the elliptic term: 
BR
|∇(φT − φt)|2 .
 
B2R
1
R2
(φT − φt)2 + (T
t
)
1
t
φ2t
1
R2
. 1
T
. 1
t
.
 
B2R
1
T
φ2T + (
T
t
)
1
t
φ2t . (259)
Together with (258), this yields by the triangle inequality 
Br
|∇(φ− φt)|2
.
 
BR
|∇(φ− φT )|2 +
ˆ
ηR(
R
r
)d|(qt)√t − 〈qt〉|2
+
ˆ
η2R
( 1
T
φ2T + (
T
t
+ (
R
r
)d)
1
t
φ2t
)
.
 
B2R
|∇(φ− φT )|2 +
ˆ
η2R
( 1
T
φ2T + (
T
t
+ (
R
r
)d)
1
t
φ2t + (
R
r
)d|(qt)√t − 〈qt〉|2
)
,
which yields (251) by replacing 2R with R.
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Substep 2.2. Proof of (258).
We note that according to (4) and (50), σ−σt satisfies −△(σ−σt) = ∇×(q−qt)+ 1tσt.
On BR, we split σ − σt = u+ w according to
−△u = 0 in BR, u = σ − σt on ∂BR, (260)
−△w = ∇× (q − qt) + 1
t
σt in BR, w = 0 on ∂BR. (261)
By the mean value inequality and the variational characterization for the harmonic
u defined through (260) we have (incidentally as clean inequalities)
 
Br
|∇u|2 ≤
 
BR
|∇u|2 ≤
 
BR
|∇(σ − σt)|2. (262)
Also for w defined through (261) we proceed as before: Writing the second part of
the r. h. s. as
1
t
σt =
1
t
(σt)√t +
1
t
(σt − (σt)√t)
(50)
= △(σt)√t +∇× ((qt)√t − 〈qt〉) +
1
t
(σt − (σt)√t),
we obtain from the energy estimate
ˆ
BR
|∇w|2 .
ˆ
BR
|q − qt|2 + |∇(σt)√t|2 + |(qt)√t − 〈qt〉|2 +Rd
ˆ
η2R
1
t
|σt|2,
where only the term with ∇(σt)√t is of a new type, but can be easily controlled
through the inverse estimate
ˆ
BR
|∇(σt)√t|2 . Rd
ˆ
η2R
1
t
|σt|2
and thus is contained in one of the existing terms. Together with |q − qt| ≤ |∇(φ−
φt)|, and
√
t≪ R we obtain
ˆ
BR
|∇w|2 .
ˆ
BR
|∇(φ− φt)|2 +Rd
ˆ
η2R
(|(qt)√t − 〈qt〉|2 + 1t |σt|2
)
.
In combination with the trivial estimate
ffl
Br
|∇w|2 ≤ (R
r
)d
ffl
BR
|∇w|2 and (262) we
obtain by the triangle inequality
 
Br
|∇(σ − σt)|2 .
 
BR
|∇(σ − σt)|2 + (R
r
)d|∇(φ− φt)|2
+
ˆ
η2R(
R
r
)d
(1
t
|σt|2 + |(qt)√t − 〈qt〉|2
)
. (263)
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We now consider σT − σt which in view of (50) satisfies 1T (σT − σt)−△(σT − σt) =
∇× a∇(φT − φt) + (1t − 1T )σt. We thus obtain from the Caccioppoli estimate 
BR
1
T
|σT − σt|2 + |∇(σT − σt)|2
.
 
B2R
1
R2
|σT − σt|2 + |∇(φT − φt)|2 + T
t2
|σt|2
1
R2
. 1
T
. 1
t
.
 
B2R
|∇(φT − φt)|2 + 1
T
|σT |2 + (T
t
)
1
t
|σt|2
(259) with R 2R
.
 
B4R
1
T
|(φT , σT )|2 + (T
t
)
1
t
|(φt, σt)|2.
Combined (via the triangle inequality) with (263) and once more (259), this gives
(252) in form of 
Br
|∇(σ − σt)|2
.
 
BR
|∇(σ − σT )|2 + (R
r
)d|∇(φ− φT )|2
+
ˆ
η2R
( 1
T
|(φT , σT )|2 + (T
t
+ (
R
r
)d)
1
t
|(φt, σt)|2 + (R
r
)d|(qt)√t − 〈qt〉|2
)
.
Step 3. Campanato iteration.
We now address the argument that leads from the one-step estimate (249) to (248).
In line with (67), we define for some dyadic θ ≪ 1 to be selected later
(R0, T0) = (r, t) and (Rn, Tn) = (θ
−1Rn−1, θ
−αTn−1). (264)
For any n ∈ N we now apply (249) to (r, t) = (Rn−1, Tn−1) and (R, T ) = (Rn, Tn)
yielding 
BRn−1
|∇(φ− φTn−1)|2 + θd|∇(σ − σTn−1)|2
≤ C0
( 
BRn
|∇(φ− φTn)|2 + θd|∇(σ − σT )|2
)
+ C0
ˆ
ηRn
(
θ−d|(qTn−1)√Tn−1 − 〈qTn−1〉|
2
+
1
Tn
|(φTn , σTn)|2 + θ−d
1
Tn−1
|(φTn−1 , σTn−1)|2
)
, (265)
where C0 < ∞ is a constant only depending on d and λ whose value we’d like to
retain for a moment. It is convenient to introduce
Λ := sup
n=0,1,···
(
Rn
r
)γ
 
BRn
|∇(φ− φTn)|2 + θd|∇(σ − σTn)|2,
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and for simplicity we shall assume that it is finite: Clearly, this assumption requires
an approximation argument, a possible approximation argument being to replace
(φ, σ) by (φT¯ , σT¯ ) and to stop increasing Tn once T¯ is reached; the estimate of
this proposition will then hold uniformly in T¯ , so that the desired statement is
obtained in the limit T¯ ↑ ∞ almost-surely, using the qualitative theory in form of
(φT¯ , σT¯ ) → (φ, σ) following from mere ergodicity and stationarity of the ensemble
〈·〉. We may rewrite (265) as
(
Rn−1
r
)γ
 
BRn−1
|∇(φ− φTn−1)|2 + θd|∇(σ − σTn−1)|2
≤ C0θγ
(
Λ + (
Rn
r
)γ
ˆ
ηRn
( 1
Tn
|(φTn, σTn)|2 +
θ−d
Tn−1
|(φTn−1 , σTn−1)|2
+ θ−d|(qTn−1)√Tn−1 − 〈qTn−1〉|
2
))
.
Now choosing θ = θ(d, λ, γ) > 0 so small that C0θ
γ ≤ 1
2
and taking the supremum
over n ∈ N we obtain
Λ . sup
n∈N
(
Rn
r
)γ
ˆ
ηRn
( 1
Tn
|(φTn, σTn)|2 +
1
Tn−1
|(φTn−1 , σTn−1)|2
+|(qTn−1)√Tn−1 − 〈qTn−1〉|
2
)
∼ sup
n∈N
(
Rn
r
)γ
ˆ
ηRn
( 1
Tn−1
|(φTn−1 , σTn−1)|2 + |(qTn−1)√Tn−1 − 〈qTn−1〉|
2
)
.
Since Tn−1 ∼ Tn = (Rnr )αt by (264), we obtain (248) with scales related by (67).
5.11. Proof of Lemma 10: approximation of homogenized semi-group. By
definition of the propagators ShT
2
→T and S
hom
T
2
→T , cf (7) with S replaced by S
hom and
(59), combined with ∇ · q(T
2
) = u(T
2
), we have
(ShT
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
) =
ˆ T
T
2
(ahT∇uhdτ − ahom∇uhom)dτ, (266)
where uh and uhom are the solutions of the following initial value problem with
constant coefficients
∂τuh −∇ · ahT∇uh = 0 for τ > T2 , uh = u for τ = T2 ,
∂τuhom −∇ · ahom∇uhom = 0 for τ > T2 , uhom = u for τ = T2 , (267)
so that their difference w := uh − uhom satisfies
∂τw −∇ · ahT∇w = −∇ · (ahT − ahom)∇uhom for τ > T2 , (268)
w = 0 for τ = T
2
.
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By the localized energy estimates of Lemma 2 for (268) and (267) we have
(ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
η√T |∇w|2dτ
) 1
2 . |ahT − ahom|
(ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
η√T |∇uhom|2dτ
) 1
2 ,
(ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
η√T |∇uhom|2dτ
) 1
2 .
(ˆ
η√T |u(T2 )|2
) 1
2 ,
so that, inserting the second energy estimate into the first, which we upgrade to
(ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
η√T |ah∇uh − ahom∇uhom|2dτ
) 1
2
. |ahT − ahom|
(ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
η√T |∇uhom|2dτ
) 1
2 ,
we obtain(ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
η√T |ah∇uh − ahom∇uhom|2dτ
) 1
2 . |ahT − ahom|
(ˆ
η√T |u(T2 )|2
) 1
2 .
By Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality in time and space (followed by the dominance of the
Gaussian kernel by the exponential cut-off) in form of
(
R√
T
)
d
2 |(
ˆ T
T
2
(ah∇uh − ahom∇uhom)dτ)R|
.
√
T
( ˆ T
T
2
ˆ
η√T |ah∇uh − ahom∇uhom|2dτ
) 1
2
and the representation (266), the claim (69) follows from Lemma 6.
5.12. Proof of Lemma 11: systematic error. In view of the relation qT =´∞
0
q(t) exp(− t
T
)dt
T
, which entails qT−q =
´∞
0
(q(t)−q) exp(− t
T
)dt
T
, and the definition
q(t) = a(
´∞
0
∇u(τ)dτ + e), we obtain the formula
qT − q =
ˆ ∞
0
(1− exp(− τ
T
))a∇u(τ)dτ.
By the definition (ahT − ahom)e = 〈qT − q〉, we arrive at
(ahT − ahom)e =
ˆ ∞
0
(1− exp(− τ
T
))〈a∇u(τ)〉dτ,
which we will use in form of the inequality
|(ahT − ahom)e| ≤
ˆ ∞
0
(1− exp(− τ
T
))〈|∇u(τ)|〉dτ. (269)
We now appeal to (63) in Lemma 6 in form
τ
ˆ
η√2τ |∇u(τ)| .
 τ
τ
2
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η2
√
2τ |(q(t)− 〈q(t))r|,
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which by stationarity turns into
τ〈|∇u(τ)|〉 . 1
τ
ˆ τ
τ
2
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2 〈|(q(t)− 〈q(t))r|〉
We now insert this into (269) to the effect of
|(ahT − ahom)e|
.
ˆ ∞
0
dt
ˆ t
t
2
dτ
t2
(1− exp(−2τ
T
))
 √τ
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2 〈|(q(τ)− 〈q(τ))r|〉
.
ˆ ∞
0
dt
t
min{ t
T
, 1}
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2 〈|(q(t)− 〈q(t))r|〉.
6. Proofs of the stochastic auxiliary results
6.1. Proof of Proposition 2: stochastic propagator estimate. We split the
proof into two steps.
Step 1. Proof of
|||(ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
)||| . sup
R≤√T
R
d
2 ‖((ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))R‖∗
+
(
sup
R≤√T
R
d
2‖((ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))R‖∗
) 1
2
×
(
sup
t≤T,R≤√t
R
d
2‖(q(t))R‖∗
) 1
2
(270)
for all T ≥ 1, s ≤ 2.
By Lemma 12, the fields F = q(T ), ShomT
2
→T q(
T
2
), ShT
2
→Tq(
T
2
) are local on scale
√
T ≥ 1
relative to
F¯ :=
 T
0
dt
( √t√
T
) d
2
 √t
0
dr
( r√
t
) d
2 |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|,
so that by (75),
(ˆ
B√T
|F (a)− F (a˜)|2
) 1
2
.
(√T
R
)p ˆ
ηR(F¯ (a) + F¯ (a˜))
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for all a, a˜ ∈ Ω such that a = a˜ on B2R := {|x| < 2R} and R ≥
√
T , for any p <∞.
Hence, by (78) in Lemma 13, we have for all s ≤ 2,
sup
R≥√T
( R√
T
)d
2‖((ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))R‖∗
. sup
r≤√T
( r√
T
) d
2‖((ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))r‖∗
+
(
sup
r≤√T
( r√
T
) d
2‖((ST
2
→T − ShomT
2
→T )q(
T
2
))r‖∗
) 1
2
×
(
sup
t≤T
( √t√
T
)d
2
sup
r≤√t
( r√
t
)d
2 ‖(q(t))r‖∗
) 1
2
.
The corresponding inequality being obvious in the range R ≤ √T on the lhs, this
yields (270) for all T ≥ 1 and s ≤ 2.
If δ was deterministic in Proposition 1, the desired estimate (72) would follow from
(270) and from taking the ‖ · ‖∗-norm of (42). However, δ is random in view of
(43), and we shall need to appeal to Lemma 14 — which we compel us to restrict
to s < 2.
Step 2. Proof of (72).
Fix T ≥ 1, R ≤ √T , δ ≤ 1, √t0 ≤ δ
√
T and introduce the following abbreviations
for the random variables under consideration
F := (
R√
T
)
d
2 |(q(T )− ShomT
2
→T q(
T
2
))R|,
F0 :=
ˆ
η√T |(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |,
F1 := C
 T
2
T
8
dt
 √t
0
dr(
r√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
η√T |(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|.
According to Proposition 1 we have for δ ≪ 1 (and provided C ≫ 1)
F0 + 〈F0〉 ≤ 3δp =⇒ |F | ≤ (δ + ∂a)
1
p |F1|, (271)
where ∂a := |ahT − ahom| is deterministic and where we recall that p denotes here a
large generic exponent only depending on d and λ > 0. By Lemma 14, (271) implies
on this abstract level for all s < 2
〈F0〉 ≤ δp =⇒ ‖F‖s ≤ (δ + ∂a)
1
p‖F1‖s +
(‖F0‖∗,2
δp
) 2
s‖F‖∞. (272)
We are in the position to conclude the proof of the proposition. By (82) in Lemma 15
we have ‖F‖∞ . 1. Since F0 (209)∼
´
η√T |(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |√T we have by stationarity
‖F0‖∗,2 . ‖|(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |√T‖∗,2 so that by the approximate locality (84) and the
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uniform bound (83) in Lemma 15 we obtain by Lemma 13 ‖F0‖∗,2 . (
√
t0
δ
√
T
)
d
2 . Finally,
we clearly have
‖F1‖s ≤ C sup
T
4
≤t≤T
2
sup
r≤√t
(
r√
t
)
d
2‖(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r‖s
and obviously ‖F‖s = ( R√T )
d
2‖(q(T )− ShomT
2
→Tq(
T
2
))R‖s. Hence, taking the supremum
over R ≤ √T yields provided 〈F0〉 ≤ δp
sup
R≤√T
R
d
2‖(q(T )− ShomT
2
→Tq(
T
2
))R‖s . (δ + ∂a)
1
p sup
t≤√T
|||q(t)|||+
( 1√
T
) d
2
( 2
s
−1)(t0 d4
δp
) 2
s
,
(273)
up to redefining p. The desired estimate (72) then follows from the combination of
(270) and (273).
6.2. Proof of Lemma 12: relative approximate locality. We shall prove a
stronger statement and replace the lhs of (75) and (76) by
( ´
BR
|F (a)− F (a˜)|2
) 1
2
.
We split the proof into two steps. For the proof of the approximate locality relative
to 1, we refer to the proof of Lemma 15.
Step 1. A stronger version of the parabolic Caccioppoli estimate.
For some radius R ≥ 1 consider a solution w of
∂τw −∇ · a¯∇w = 0 for τ > 0
w = 0 for τ = 0
}
in (0, 1)×B2R, (274)
where a¯ is a λ-uniform elliptic coefficient field, which may depend on space and time.
Then we have for any exponent p <∞(ˆ 1
0
ˆ
BR
|∇w|2dt
) 1
2
.
1
Rp
ˆ 1
0
tp
( ˆ
B2R\BR
w2
) 1
2
dt. (275)
This estimate expresses the fact that a solution w of the homogeneous equation
with homogeneous initial data in (0, 1) × BR depends only sub-algebraically on
(0, 1)× (B2R \BR), and even less so on (0, t)× (B2R \BR) for t≪ 1.
Provided the function χ = χ(x) is supported in B2R we obtain from (274) that
d
dt
1
2
´
χ2w2 = − ´ ∇(χ2w)·a∇w. Together with Leibniz’ rule∇(χ2w)·a∇w = χ2∇w·
a∇w + 2χw∇χ · a∇w, the bounds (1) on a yielding ∇(χ2w) · a∇w ≥ λχ2|∇w|2 −
2|χ||w||∇χ||∇w| ≥ 1
C
χ2|∇w|2 − C|∇χ|2w2 we obtain the differential inequality
d
dt
ˆ
χ2w2 +
1
C
ˆ
χ2|∇w|2 ≤ C
ˆ
|∇χ|2w2.
Replacing χ by χp˜ where χ is a cut-off for BR in B2R, this turns into
d
dt
ˆ
χ2p˜w2 +
1
C
ˆ
χ2p˜|∇w|2 ≤ C
R2
ˆ
B2R\BR
χ2(p˜−1)w2.
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Applying Ho¨lder’s inequality on the rhs term this yields
d
dt
ˆ
χ2p˜w2 +
1
C
ˆ
χ2p˜|∇w|2 ≤ C
R2
(ˆ
χ2p˜w2
)1− 1
p˜
(ˆ
B2R\BR
w2
) 1
p˜ , (276)
so that neglecting the second lhs term we obtain
d
dt
(ˆ
χ2p˜w2
) 1
p˜ .
1
R2
(ˆ
B2R\BR
w2
) 1
p˜ .
Integrating this in time while making use of the homogeneous initial data, cf (274),
this yields
sup
t≤1
ˆ
χ2p˜w2 .
( 1
R2
ˆ 1
0
(ˆ
B2R\BR
w2
) 1
p˜dt
)p˜
. (277)
A direct integration of (276) in time givesˆ 1
0
ˆ
χ2p˜|∇w|2dt . ( sup
t≤1
ˆ
χ2p˜w2
)1− 1
p˜
1
R2
ˆ 1
0
( ˆ
B2R\BR
w2
) 1
p˜dt,
into which we plug (277) to obtain by choice of χˆ 1
0
ˆ
BR
|∇w|2dt ≤
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
χ2p˜|∇w|2dt .
( 1
R2
ˆ 1
0
(ˆ
B2R\BR
w2
) 1
p˜dt
)p˜
.
Applying Ho¨lder’s inequality in time on the rhs, this yields for all p ≥ 0 in case of
p˜ > 2
(ˆ 1
0
ˆ
BR
|∇w|2dt) 12 . 1
Rp˜
(ˆ 1
0
(
1
tp
)
2
p˜−2dt
) p˜−2
2
ˆ 1
0
tp
(ˆ
B2R\BR
w2
) 1
2dt.
For p < p˜−2
2
, the first rhs integral is finite. Since in this case we have in particular
p ≤ p˜, we may replace 1
Rp˜
by 1
Rp
to obtain (275).
Step 2. Conclusion.
By scaling, we may assume T = 1. By the triangle inequality, it is enough to show
that the four components ∇φ(1), Sh1
2
→1q(
1
2
), Shom1
2
→1q(
1
2
), and q(1) are approximately
local on scale 1 wrt to the same F¯ . For simplicity, we focus on F := Sh1
2
→1q(
1
2
)
(10)
=
Sh1
2
→1S0→ 12ae and note that by the same argument used in establishing the semi-
group property for a propagator in the proof of Theorem 1, it may be written as
follows
F = ae +
ˆ 1
0
a¯∇u¯dτ,
where u¯ solves the initial value problem
∂τ u¯−∇ · a¯∇u¯ = 0 for τ ≥ 0, u¯ = ∇ · (a¯e) for τ = 0,
and the space-time-dependent coefficient field a¯ is defined via
a¯(τ) = a for τ < 1
2
, a¯(τ) = ah1 for τ >
1
2
.
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Hence if we are given two (spatial) coefficient fields a and a˜ which agree on B2R, also
a¯ and ¯˜a agree on B2R, so that w := u¯− ¯˜u satisfies on (0, 1)×B2R the homogeneous
equation (274). Moreover, we have F − F˜ = ´ 1
0
a¯∇wdτ on B2R and thus |F − F˜ | ≤( ´ 1
0
|∇w|2dτ) 12 . Hence, (275) implies
( ˆ
BR
|F − F˜ |2
) 1
2
.
1
Rp
(ˆ 1
0
tp
(ˆ
B2R\BR
u¯2
) 1
2dt+
ˆ 1
0
tp
( ˆ
B2R\BR
¯˜u2
) 1
2dt
)
, (278)
where we used the triangle inequality on the rhs. In order to obtain (75) (with a
redefined p) it thus remains to compare
1
Rp
ˆ 1
0
tp
( ˆ
B2R
u2
) 1
2
dt
vs
1
Rp
ˆ 1
0
dt tp
 √t
0
dr
ˆ
ηR(
r√
t
)p|(q(t)− 〈q(t)〉)r|, (279)
for generic a, which we now do using arguments from the proof of Lemma 6.
We first note that for R ≥ 1 ≥ √t we have using that η4R . ηR
( ˆ
B2R
u2
) 1
2
. R
d
2
( ˆ
η2Ru
2
) 1
2
(210)
. R
d
2 (
R√
t
)
d
2
ˆ
ηR(y)
(ˆ
η√t(· − y)u2
) 1
2dy, (280)
where the functions are evaluated at time t. We then appeal to Lemma 7, that is
(63) with T
2
replaced by t:
( ˆ
η√tu
2(t)
) 1
2 .
 t
t
2
dτ
1√
τ
 √τ
0
dr
ˆ
η√τ (
r√
τ
)p−1|(q(τ)− 〈q(τ)〉)r|.
We then insert the latter, translated by y, into (280) and make use of (211)
(ˆ
B2R
u(t)2
) 1
2
. Rd
 t
t
2
dτ
1
√
τ
d
2
+1
 √τ
0
dr
ˆ
ηR(
r√
τ
)p−1|(q(τ)− 〈q(τ)〉)r|.
We finally apply 1
Rp
´ 1
0
dttp to obtain (279) in form
1
Rp
ˆ 1
0
dt tp
(ˆ
B2R
u(t)2
) 1
2
.
1
Rp−d
 1
0
dτ τ p−
1
2
(d
2
+1)
 √τ
0
dr
ˆ
ηR(
r√
τ
)p−1|(q(τ)− 〈q(τ)〉)r|. (281)
Together with (278), this yields (75) with p replaced by min{p−d, p− 1
2
(d
2
+1), p−1}.
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6.3. Proof of Lemma 13: CLT cancellations. We split the proof into six steps.
Step 1. A property of centered random variables.
For a centered F we have for all s∗ ≥ 2
log〈exp(νF )〉 ≤ |ν|s∗ for all |ν| ≥ 1
=⇒ log〈exp(νF )〉 . ν2 + |ν|s∗ for all ν. (282)
To this purpose we note that
d
dν
log〈exp(νF )〉 = 〈F exp(νF )〉〈exp(νF )〉 ,
d2
dν2
log〈exp(νF )〉 = 〈F
2 exp(νF )〉
〈exp(νF )〉 −
(〈F exp(νF )〉
〈exp(νF )〉
)2
.
Since F is centered, we infer from Jensen’s inequality that 〈exp(νF )〉 ≥ exp(ν〈F 〉) =
1 and from the first formula that
log〈exp(νF )〉|ν=0 = 0, d
dν |ν=0
log〈exp(νF )〉 = 0.
From the second formula, the lower bound 〈exp(νF )〉 ≥ 1, and Jensen’s inequality,
we deduce that
0 ≤ d
2
dν2
log〈exp(νF )〉 ≤ 〈F 2(exp(F ) + exp(−F ))〉 for |ν| ≤ 1.
By the real variable inequality q2(exp(q) + exp(−q)) ≤ (exp(q) + exp(−q))2 =
exp(2q) + exp(−2q) + 2, this implies 〈F 2(exp(F ) + exp(−F ))〉 ≤ 〈exp(2F )〉 +
〈exp(−2F )〉 + 2 ≤ 2(exp(22 + 2s∗) + 1) by the assumption in (282). Hence the
second derivative of log〈exp(νF )〉 in ν ∈ [−1, 1] is bounded, while the function
vanishes to first order in the origin. This establishes the conclusion in (282).
Step 2. An equivalent norm based on the characteristic function: We claim that for
all 1 < s ≤ 2,
‖F‖∗ ∼ inf
{
M > 0 | ∀ ν ∈ R log〈exp(νF − 〈F 〉
M
)〉 ≤ max{1
2
ν2,
1
s∗
|ν|s∗}},
where 1
s
+ 1
s∗
= 1.
We start with showing that the lhs is controlled by the rhs. By homogeneity, we
may assume that 〈F 〉 = 0 and that
log〈exp(νF )〉 ≤ max{1
2
ν2,
1
s∗
|ν|s∗} for all ν ∈ R,
which, thanks to exp |F | ≤ exp(F ) + exp(−F ), implies
〈exp(ν|F |)〉 ≤ 2 exp(max{1
2
ν2,
1
s∗
|ν|s∗}) for all ν ∈ R.
Thus, by Chebyshev’ inequality, we have for any threshold N ∈ [0,∞)
〈I(|F | ≥ N)〉 ≤ 2 exp(max{1
2
ν2,
1
s∗
|ν|s∗} − νN) for all ν ∈ R,
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which yields by optimization in ν:
〈I(|F | ≥ N)〉 ≤ 2 exp(−min{1
s
N s,
1
2
N2}).
From this we obtain for any M ∈ (0,∞)
〈exp(( |F |
M
)s)〉 =
ˆ ∞
0
〈I(|F | ≥ N)〉 d
dN
exp((N
M
)s)dN
.
1
Ms
ˆ ∞
1
N s−1 exp(−(1
s
− 1
Ms
)N s)dN +
1
Ms
exp(
1
Ms
).
Clearly this expression is smaller than 1 for M ≫ 1, which proves the first part of
the claim.
We turn now to the proof that the lhs controls the rhs. By homogeneity we may
wlog assume that 〈F 〉 = 0 and that
log〈exp(|F |s)〉 ≤ 1.
For any M ∈ (0,∞) we have by Young’s inequality for some k ≥ 1 to be fixed later
|ν F
M
| ≤ 1
sks
|F |s + (1− 1
sks
)
ks∗
s∗(1− 1sks )
( |ν|
M
)s∗
and thus by convexity of F 7→ log〈expF 〉
log〈exp |ν F
M
|〉 ≤ 1
sks
log〈exp |F |s〉+ k
s∗
s∗
( |ν|
M
)s∗
≤ 1
sks
+
ks∗
s∗
( |ν|
M
)s∗ for all ν ∈ R.
In particular, for k ≫ 1 and then M ≫ 1,
log〈exp |ν F
M
|〉 ≪ 1
s∗
|ν|s∗ for all |ν| ≥ 1.
It remains to argue that because of 〈F 〉 = 0, we have
sup
|ν|≤1
1
ν2
log〈exp(ν F
M
)〉 . log〈exp | F
M
|〉,
which follows from Step 1. The combination then yields as desired for M ≫ 1
log〈exp(ν F
M
)〉 ≤ max{1
2
ν2,
1
s∗
|ν|s∗} for all ν ∈ R.
Step 3. CLT for exactly local random variables. For a random variable F that is
exactly local on a scale r ≥ 1 in the sense that
F (a˜) = F (a) provided a˜ = a on Br (283)
we claim that for all s ≤ 2 and all convolution kernels G¯,
‖G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F‖∗ . r d2
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2‖F‖∗, (284)
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where G 1
2
is our Gaussian kernel (this is only needed for a neat treatment of the case
s < 2), where we identify F = F (a) with its spatial extension F (x, a) = F (a(·+x)).
By scaling, it is enough to assume that r = 1, 〈F 〉 = 0, and ‖F‖ = 1, in which case,
by Step 2, we reformulate the claim as: For all M > 0 and ν ∈ R
log〈exp(ν F
M
)〉 ≤ max{1
2
ν2,
1
s∗
|ν|s∗}
=⇒ log〈exp(ν
G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F
(
´
G¯2)
1
2M
)〉 . max{1
2
ν2,
1
s∗
|ν|s∗} (285)
for a random function F that is exactly local on scale one. Set G′(x) := G¯ ∗
G 1
2
(−x). In order to establish (285), we write F ′ = F ′(0) = ´
Rd
(G′F )(x)dx as
convex combination of a sum of independent random variables:
F ′ =
 
[0,3)d
∑
z∈Zd
3d(G′F )(3z + x)dx.
Note that for fixed x, the points in the lattice {3z + x}z∈Zd have distance at least
3 and thus the numbers {F (3z + x)}z∈Zd and therefore {3d(G′F )(3z + x)}z∈Zd are
independent since F is one-local and 〈·〉 has range unity. Together with the convexity
of F 7→ log〈expF 〉 this implies
log〈exp(ν F
′
M
)〉 ≤
 
[0,3)d
log
〈
exp
(
ν
∑
z∈Zd
3d
(G′F )(3z + x)
M
)〉
dx
=
 
[0,3)d
∑
z∈Zd
log〈exp(ν3d (G
′F )(3z + x)
M
)〉dx.
By the assumption in (285) with ν replaced by 3dG′(3z + x)ν in conjunction with
stationarity of 〈·〉, this yields
log〈exp(ν F
′
M
)〉 .
 
[0,3)d
∑
z∈Zd
G′2(3z + x)ν2dx+
 
[0,3)d
∑
z∈Zd
G′s∗(3z + x)νs∗dx
. ν2
ˆ
Rd
G′2 + νs∗
ˆ
Rd
G′s∗
. max{1
2
(ν(
ˆ
G′2)
1
2 )2,
1
s∗
(|ν|(
ˆ
G′s∗)
1
s∗ )s∗}.
By Young’s inequality on G′(x) = G¯ ∗G 1
2
(−x) with exponents 1
2
+ s∗+2
2s∗
= 1
s∗
+ 1,
( ˆ
G′s∗
) 1
s∗ ≤
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
(ˆ
G
2s∗
s∗+2
1
2
) s∗+2
2s∗
.
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
,
so that the above turns into the conclusion in (285) in form of
log〈exp(ν
G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F
M
)〉. max{1
2
(ν(
ˆ
G¯2)
1
2 )2,
1
s∗
(|ν|(
ˆ
G¯2)
1
2 )s∗}.
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Step 4. Change of averaging kernel.
Let G′ denote a Schwartz function different from our Gaussian G, let F ′r denote
the averaging wrt to this variable, that is, F ′r(a) =
´
dzG′r(z)F (a(· − z)) where
G′r(z) =
1
rd
G( z
r
). Then we claim that for all s ≤ 2,
sup
r≤1
r
d
2‖F ′r‖∗ ∼ sup
r≤1
r
d
2‖Fr‖∗. (286)
In fact, the exponent d
2
could be replaced by any finite exponent p0. For future
reference, we note that by scaling, r ≤ 1 can be replaced by r ≤ R for any R > 0 in
(286), so that (by taking the supremum over R > 0), (286) also implies
sup
R>0
R
d
2‖F ′R‖∗ ∼ sup
R>0
R
d
2‖FR‖∗. (287)
Let ψ and ψ′ be two Schwartz functions of unit integral; let ψr := 1rdψ(
·
r
) and ψ′r
denote the rescalings to some scale r. For a given integrable random variable F with
vanishing expectation let us momentarily denote by Fr(a) =
´
ψr(−z)F (a(z + ·))dz
and F ′r the corresponding convolutions. We claim that for any p <∞ and all ν ∈ R
sup
r≤1
log〈exp(νrpFr)〉 ≤ ν2 + |ν|s∗ =⇒ log〈exp(νF ′1)〉 . ν2 + |ν|s∗ . (288)
Let us argue that this yields (286). Indeed, by scaling, (288) takes the form for all
R > 0,
sup
r≤R
log〈exp(νrpFr)〉 ≤ ν2 + |ν|s∗ =⇒ log〈exp(νRpF ′R)〉 . ν2 + |ν|s∗ ,
Taking the supremum over R ≤ 1 on both sides yields
sup
r≤1
log〈exp(νrpFr)〉 ≤ ν2 + |ν|s∗ =⇒ sup
R≤1
log〈exp(νRpF ′R)〉 . ν2 + |ν|s∗ ,
from which (286) follows by exchanging the roles of G and G′.
In order to prove (288), we start by arguing that we may assume in addition that ψ
has vanishing spatial moments of order 1, · · · , p− 1, that is,ˆ
xαψdx =
{
1 for α = 0
0 for 0 < |α| < p
}
, (289)
where for every multi-index α ∈ {0, 1, · · · }d we use the standard notation xα :=
xα11 · · ·xαdd and |α| := α1+ · · ·+αd. In order to establish this, we need to show that
for a Schwartz kernel ψ, there exists a (necessarily un-signed) Schwartz kernel ψ′ so
that (289) holds and such that for all ν ∈ R
sup
r≤1
log〈exp(νrpFr)〉 ≤ ν2 + |ν|s∗ =⇒ sup
r≤1
log〈exp(νrpF ′r)〉 . ν2 + |ν|s∗ . (290)
In fact, we shall construct a Schwartz function ω such that
ψ′ = ω ∗ ψ (291)
satisfies (289). We first argue that the form (291) implies (290). Indeed, (291)
transfers to the rescaled level ψ′r = ωr ∗ ψr, which in turn implies in terms of
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the random variable F that the two averaged versions are related by F ′r(a) =´
ωr(−z)Fr(a(z + ·))dz, which entails
|F ′r(a)| ≤
ˆ |ωr(−z)|
m
m|Fr(a(z + ·))|dz where m :=
ˆ
|ω|,
that is, |F ′r| is a convex combination of translates of m|Fr|. Hence by convexity of
g 7→ log〈exp(g)〉 and stationarity of 〈·〉 we obtain
log〈exp |νrpF ′r|〉 ≤ log〈exp |mνrpFr|〉.
Using log〈exp |F |〉 ≤ max{log〈exp(F )〉, log〈exp(−F )〉}+log 2, we see that we obtain
from the lhs of (290)
log〈exp |νrpF ′r|〉 ≤ (mν)2 + (m|ν|)s∗ + log 2. (292)
Since 〈F 〉 = 0 translates by stationarity of 〈·〉 to 〈F ′r〉 = 0, Step 1 allows to upgrade
this to the rhs of (290).
We now turn to the construction of ψ′ of the form (291) with (289). The basis for
the construction is the following identityˆ
xβ∂αψdx =
{
0 for |β| ≤ |α|, β 6= α
(−1)|α|α! for β = α
}
,
which follows from integration by parts, and where we use the standard notation
of ∂α = ∂α11 · · ·∂αdd and α! = α1! · · ·αd!. Because of its triangular structure (in the
sense of matrices indexed by α, β) we learn from this identity that the linear map
(ωβ)|β|<p 7→
(ˆ
xα
∑
|β|<p
ωβ∂
βψdx
)
|α|<p
is invertible. Since for any α, β we have limr↓0
´
xα∂β(ψr ∗ψ)dx =
´
xα∂βψdx, there
exists a convolution scale r > 0 such that
(ωβ)|β|<p 7→
(ˆ
xα
∑
|β|<p
ωβ∂
β(ψr ∗ ψ)dx
)
|α|<p
still is invertible. In particular, there exists a set of coefficients (ωβ)|β|<p such thatˆ
xα
∑
|β|<p
ωβ∂
β(ψr ∗ ψ)dx =
{
1 for α = 0
0 for 0 < |α| < p
}
.
Since
∑
|β|<p ωβ∂
β(ψr ∗ ψ) = ω ∗ ψ with ω :=
∑
|β|<p ωβ∂
βψr being a Schwartz
function, we obtain the desired structure (291). This closes the argument that we
may wlog assume (289) while proving (288).
We will now establish (288) under the assumption (289) in the weaker form of: For
all ν ∈ R,
sup
r≤1
log〈exp(νrp˜Fr)〉 ≤ ν2 + |ν|s∗ =⇒ log〈exp(νF ′1)〉 . ν2 + |ν|s∗ (293)
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for any p˜ < p
s∗
; it is only seemingly weaker since p in (289) was arbitrary. For this
purpose we will establish the following representation of ψ′ in terms of {ψr}r≤1: For
any ratio θ ≪ 1 (to be fixed in the sequel) there exist weight functions {ωn}n=0,1,···
such that
ψ′ =
∞∑
n=0
ωn ∗ ψrn with rn := θ−n and
ˆ
|ωn| . (C0θp)n, (294)
where C0 <∞ depends only on ψ, thus in particular not on θ. Let us first argue how
(294) implies (293), very much like we argued above how (291) implies (292): Using
(294) we estimate |F ′1| as a convex combination of translates of {|mFrn |}n=0,1,···:
|F ′1(a)| ≤
1
m
∞∑
n=0
ˆ
|ωn(−z)||mFrn(a(z + ·))|dz where m :=
∞∑
n=0
ˆ
|ωn|.
Hence we obtain
log〈exp |νF ′1|〉 ≤
1
m
∞∑
n=0
mn log〈exp |mνFrn |〉 where mn :=
ˆ
|ωn|.
Inserting the lhs of (293) this yields for any ν ∈ R
log〈exp |νF ′1|〉 ≤
1
m
∞∑
n=0
mn((
mν
rp˜n
)2 + (
m|ν|
rp˜n
)s∗).
Inserting the estimate (294), which provided θ ≪ 1 yields in particular m . 1, this
turns into
log〈exp |νF ′1|〉 .
∞∑
n=0
(C0θ
p)n((
ν
θp˜n
)2 + (
|ν|
θp˜n
)s∗).
Since by assumption 2p˜ ≤ s∗p˜ < p, we may choose θ so small that this series
converges to the effect of log〈exp |νF ′1|〉 . ν2 + |ν|s∗, that is the statement on the
rhs of (293).
We finally turn to the argument for the representation (294), which relies on the
two estimates for an arbitrary Schwartz function ωˆ
|ω − ψr ∗ ω| ≤ C0rp
ˆ
|∇pω|, (295)
ˆ
|∇p(ω − ψr ∗ ω)| ≤ C0
ˆ
|∇pω| (296)
with some constant C0 = C0(ψ). Indeed, equipped with (295) & (296) we define the
weight functions {ωn}n=0,1,··· recursively via
ω0 = ψ
′ and ωn+1 = ωn − ψrn+1 ∗ ωn, (297)
where rn = θ
n in line with (294). From (296) we learn at first that
´ |∇pωn| ≤
Cn0
´ |∇ψ′| . Cn0 and then from (295) thatˆ
|ωn+1| . C0rpn+1Cn0 = (C0θp)n+1, (298)
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which is the desired estimate in (294). From (298) we learn that provided θ ≪ 1 we
have in particular
´ |ωn| → 0 as n ↑ ∞ so that the recursive definition (297) in form
of ψ′ = ω0 = ω0 ∗ ψr0 + ω1 = ω0 ∗ ψr0 + ω1 ∗ ψr1 + ω2 = · · · yields the representation
in (294), as an identity in L1(Rd).
We close this step by giving the argument for (295) & (296). Estimate (296) is an
immediate consequence of the triangle inequality, ∇p(ψr∗ω) = ψr∗∇pω, and the con-
volution estimate
´ |ψr ∗∇pω| ≤ ´ |ψ| ´ |∇pω|, so that the constant is given by C1 =
1+
´ |ψ|. For estimate (295) we need the moment condition (289) — it allows to write
(ψr ∗ω−ω)(x) =
´
ψr(−z)
(
ω(x+z)−∑|α|<p(∂αω)(x)zα)dz. Together with Taylor’s
representation u(x+z)−∑|α|<p(∂αω)(x)zα = ´ 10 (1−s)p−1∑|α|=p(∂αω)(x+sz)zαds
and Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality in form of |∑|α|=p(∂αω)(x + sz)zα| ≤ |∇pω(x +
sz)||z|p (provided |∇pω|2 is defined as the sum of the squares of all partial deriva-
tives of order p) we obtain the pointwise inequality
|(ω − ψr ∗ ω)(x)| ≤
ˆ 1
0
(1− s)p−1
ˆ
|z|p|ψr(−z)||∇pω(x+ sz)|dzds,
which yields by Fubini
´ |ω − ψr ∗ ω|dx ≤ ( ´ 10 (1 − s)p−1ds) ( ´ |z|p|ψr(−z)|dz)( ´ |∇pω|dx). This gives (295) with constant C2 = 1p! ´ |zˆ|p|ψ(zˆ)|dzˆ given by the
p-th moment of |ψ|. It remains to choose C0 = max{C1, C2}.
Step 5. Reduction of statement from random stationary fields to simple random
variables.
We claim that it is enough to establish the following: For any random variable F
that is local (on scale 1) relative to the family of random variables {F¯R}R≥1 in the
sense of
|F (a˜)− F (a)| ≤ ( 1
R
)p0(F¯R(a) + F¯R(a˜)) (299)
provided a˜ = a on B2R and R ≥ 1
we have for all s ≤ 2 and all convolution kernels G¯,
‖G¯ ∗ F 1
2
‖∗ = ‖G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F‖∗ .
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
(
‖F‖1−
2d
p0∗
(
sup
R≥1
‖F¯R‖) 2dp0 + ‖F‖∗), (300)
with the usual understanding that we identify F = F (a) with its stationary spatial
extension F (a, x) = F (a(·+x)). First of all, by scaling it is enough to establish (79)
for
√
T = 1, that is,
‖G¯ ∗G1 ∗ F‖∗ .
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
((
sup
r≤1
r
d
2‖Fr‖∗
)1− 2d
p0 ‖F¯‖ 2dp0 + sup
r≤1
r
d
2‖Fr‖∗
)
. (301)
(To obtain estimate (78), it suffices to replace G1 in (301) by G 1
2
, and use the semi-
group property.) We have to show that (300) for any family of random variables
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(F, F¯R) with (299) implies (301) for any pair of stationary random fields (F, F¯ ) with
( 
B1
|F (a˜)− F (a)|2
) 1
2 ≤ ( 1
R
)p0
ˆ
ηR(F¯ (a) + F¯ (a˜)) (302)
provided a˜ = a on B2R and R ≥ 1.
To this purpose, we select a Schwartz kernel G′ ≥ 0 supported in B1. For r ≤ 1
we claim that the family of random variables (r
d
2F ′r, F¯
R :=
´
ηRF¯ ) satisfies (299).
Indeed, the passage from (302) to (299) is obvious on the rhs, and follows because
of R ≥ 1 ≥ r from r d2 |F ′r(a˜) − F ′r(a)| ≤ (
´
G′2)
1
2
( ´
B1
|F (a˜) − F (a)|2
) 1
2
for the lhs,
where we crucially use that G′ is supported in B1. For the family (r
d
2F ′r,
´
ηRF¯ ),
(300) takes the form
‖r d2 G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F ′r‖∗ .
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
(
‖r d2F ′r‖
1− 2d
p0∗
(
sup
R≥1
‖
ˆ
ηRF¯‖
) 2d
p0 + ‖r d2F ′r‖∗
)
,
which by the commutation of convolution in form of G¯ ∗ G 1
2
∗ F ′r = (G¯ ∗ G 1
2
∗ F )′r
and Jensen’s inequality in form of ‖ ´ ηRF¯‖ ≤ ‖F¯‖ turns into
r
d
2‖(G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F )′r‖∗ .
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
((
r
d
2‖F ′r‖∗
)1− 2d
p0 ‖F¯‖ 2dp0 + r d2‖F ′r‖∗
)
.
We take the supremum of this estimate in r ≤ 1 and apply Step 4, in form of (286),
to G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F and F :
sup
r≤1
r
d
2‖(G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F )r‖∗ .
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
((
sup
r≤1
r
d
2‖Fr‖∗)1−
2d
p0 ‖F¯‖ 2dp0 + sup
r≤1
r
d
2‖Fr‖∗
)
.
For our Gaussian convolution, we have the semi-group property Gr ∗G 1
2
∗ (G¯ ∗F ) =
G√ 1
4
+r2
∗ (G¯ ∗ F ) so that we have for the lhs (by evaluating at r =
√
3
2
)
sup
r≤1
r
d
2‖(G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F )r‖∗ & ‖(G¯ ∗ F )1‖∗ = ‖G¯ ∗G1 ∗ F‖∗.
This yields the desired estimate (301).
Step 6. Proof of (300) by a martingale argument.
We denote by 〈·|Br〉 the conditional expectation wrt to the σ-sub algebra generated
by the measurable functions F = F (a) on Ω that depend on a only through a|Br ;
it can be considered as the L2(〈·〉)-orthogonal projection on these functions, see for
instance [16, Section 4.1]. Since Ω is a compact topological space when endowed
with the notion of H-convergence, the conditional expectation has the following
regularity property [16, Section 4.1.c]: For 〈·〉-a.e. a ∈ Ω, 〈·|Br〉(a) is a probability
measure on Ω. It is easy to check from the characterizing property of 〈·|Br〉 that we
have 〈〈(F (a˜)− F (a))2|Br〉a˜〉a = 0 for any continuous function F = F (a) on Ω that
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depends on a only through a|Br . By the definition of the topology of H-convergence,
this implies
a˜ = a Lebesgue-a.e. in Br for 〈·|Br〉(a)-a.e. a˜ for 〈·〉-a.e. a.
Let now F be such that ‖F‖ <∞ for some s ≤ 2. In terms of conditional expecta-
tions, we may rewrite (299) as
|F − 〈F |B2R〉| ≤ ( 1
R
)p0(F¯R + 〈F¯R|B2R〉) for R ≥ 1. (303)
For a radius r ≥ 1 to be optimized at the end, we introduce
F 0 := 〈F |Br〉 − 〈F 〉 and F n := 〈F |B2nr〉 − 〈F |B2n−1r〉 for n ∈ N,
so that we have the representation
F − 〈F 〉 =
∞∑
n=0
F n, (304)
where the almost-sure convergence of the telescopic sum follows from (303) in con-
junction with the bounds 〈F 2〉 12 . ‖F‖ < ∞ and supR≥1 ‖F¯R‖ < ∞, that we may
assume to hold wlog.
On the one hand, we have by (303) for n ∈ N
|F n| ≤ ( 1
2n−1r
)p0(F¯ 2
nr + 〈F¯ 2nr|B2nr〉+ F¯ 2n−1r + 〈F¯ 2n−1r|B2n−1r〉)
and thus by the triangle inequality
‖F n‖∗ = ‖F n‖ ≤ ( 1
2n−1r
)p04 sup
R≥1
‖F¯R‖, (305)
where the first identity follows from 〈F n〉 = 0. We also note that
‖F 0‖∗ ≤ ‖F‖∗. (306)
On the other hand, we have in the sense of (283) for all n ∈ N
F n is exactly local on scale 2n+1r
and thus by Step 3, cf (284),
‖G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F n‖∗ . (2nr) d2
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2‖F n‖∗. (307)
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We now obtain from the triangle inequality
‖G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F‖∗
(304)
≤
∞∑
n=0
‖G¯ ∗G 1
2
∗ F n‖∗
(307)
.
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
∞∑
n=0
(2nr)
d
2‖F n‖∗
(305),(306)
.
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
(
r
d
2‖F‖∗ +
∞∑
n=1
(2nr)
d
2
−p0 sup
R≥1
‖F¯R‖
)
p0>
d
2∼
(ˆ
G¯2
) 1
2
(
r
d
2‖F‖∗ + r d2−p0 sup
R≥1
‖F¯R‖
)
.
The optimization in r ≥ 1 now yields (300).
6.4. Proof of Lemma 14: CLT-scaling and stochastic integrability. Note
that 〈F0〉 ≤ δp entails
|F | = I(F0 − 〈F0〉 ≤ δp)|F |+ I(F0 − 〈F0〉 > δp)|F |
(80)
≤ (δ + h) 1p |F1|+ ‖F‖∞I(F0 − 〈F0〉 > δp).
By the triangle inequality this yields
‖F‖s ≤ (δ + h)
1
p ‖F1‖s + ‖F‖∞‖I(F0 − 〈F0〉 > δp)‖s.
It remains to note that for some event B we have by definition of the norm applied to
a characteristic function ‖I(B)‖s = inf{M > 0 | 〈I(B)〉(exp( 1Ms )−1)+1 ≤ e} so that
we obtain the exact relationship ‖I(B)‖s = ‖I(B)‖
2
s
2 . Finally, we have Chebychef’s
inequality in form of ‖I(F0 − 〈F0〉 > δp)‖2 ≤ ‖F0‖∗,2δp .
6.5. Proof of Lemma 15: uniform bounds. We split the proof into three steps.
Step 1. Proof of uniform bound (85) and locality (86) for (∇φ(T ), q(T ))√T .
By scaling, we may restrict to T = 1. Since for all r ≤ 1, Gr ≤ (1r )
d
2G . (1
r
)
d
2 η
(where η is the exponential kernel), (85) will follow by Jensen’s inequality once we
establish ( ˆ
η|(
ˆ 1
0
∇udτ, q(1))|2) 12 . 1. (308)
We apply the localized energy estimate (47) to φ(t) :=
´ t
0
udτ , which is characterized
by the initial value problem
∂tφ−∇ · a∇φ = ∇ · ae, φ(t = 0) = 0.
Applied to v = φ, f = v0 = 0, g = ae, and R = 2
√
T = 2 (recall we assumed with a
slight abuse that (47) holds for all ηr with r ≥ 1), we learn thatˆ 1
0
ˆ
η2|(∇φ, q = a(∇φ+ e))|2dt .
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
η2|ae|2dt ∼ 1. (309)
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We shall upgrade this estimate to (308) at the end of this step, and turn our attention
to the locality statement (86), which takes the form
|(∇φ)1− (∇φ˜)1|, |(q−〈q〉)1− (q˜−〈q〉)1| . exp(−R
C
) provided a = a˜ on BR, (310)
with the notation q = q(a), q˜ = q(a˜), φ = φ(a), and φ˜ = φ(a˜). We compare
φ = φ(a, t, x) to φ˜ := φ(a˜, t, x) and note that the difference satisfies
∂t(φ− φ˜)−∇ · a˜∇(φ− φ˜) = ∇ ·
(
(a− a˜)(∇φ+ e)), (φ− φ˜)(t = 0) = 0,
so that once more by (47)ˆ 1
0
ˆ
η|(∇(φ− φ˜), q − q˜)|2dt .
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
η|a− a˜|2|q|2dt . sup
BcR
η2
ˆ 1
0
ˆ
η2|q|2dt,
where in the second estimate, we used η ∼ η22 and our assumption in form of
supp(a− a˜) ⊂ BcR. We now insert (309) and obtain as intermediate resultˆ 1
0
ˆ
η|(∇(φ− φ˜), q − q˜)|2dt . exp(−R
2
). (311)
In order to upgrade the time-averaged estimates (311) & (309) to the pointwise-in-
time estimates, we need the following a priori estimateˆ
η|∂t∇φ|2 =
ˆ
η|∇u|2 . 1 for t ∈ [1
2
, 1], (312)
which follows from the semi-group estimate (44) in Lemma 1.
We upgrade (311): From the latter in form ofˆ 1
1
2
ˆ
η|∇(φ− φ˜)|2dt . exp(−R
2
)
and (312) in form of
sup
t∈( 1
2
,1)
ˆ
η|∂t∇(φ− φ˜)|2 . 1
we obtain via the elementary interpolation inequalityˆ
η|g|2|t=1 .
1
γ
ˆ 1
1−γ
ˆ
η|g|2dt+ γ2 sup
t∈(1−γ,1)
ˆ
η|∂tg|2 for γ ≪ 1
which we use for g = ∇(φ− φ˜), thatˆ
η|∇(φ− φ˜)|2|t=1 .
1
γ
exp(−R
2
) + γ2.
The choice of γ = exp(−R
6
) yieldsˆ
η|(∇φ−∇φ˜, q − q˜)|2|t=1 ∼
ˆ
η|∇(φ− φ˜)|2|t=1 . exp(−
R
3
).
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Using again that G . η, |(∇φ)1− (∇φ˜)1|, |(q−〈q〉)1− (q˜−〈q〉)1| .
( ´
η|(∇φ−∇φ˜,
q− q˜)|2) 12 , this yields (86) in its rescaled version (310). The upgrade of (309) to (85)
is similar.
Step 2. Proof of the uniform bound (82) on the homogenization error.
As in Step 1, we may wlog assume T = 1, and by the relation between the Gaussian
and exponential kernels, it is enough to prove that
( ˆ
η|(S 1
2
→1 − Shom1
2
→1)q(
1
2
)|2) 12 . 1. (313)
Let v be the solution of the initial value problem
∂tv −∇ · ahom∇v = 0 for t > 12 , v(12) = u(12) = ∇ · q(12),
to the effect that (S 1
2
→1 − Shom1
2
→1)q(
1
2
) =
´ 1
1
2
a∇udτ − ´ 11
2
ahom∇vdτ .
We apply (47) to V (t) :=
´ t
1
2
(v − u)dτ , which is characterized by the initial value
problem
∂tV −∇ · ahom∇V = ∇ · (a− ahom)∇u for t > 12 , V (12) = 0,
so that by (44) for u,
ˆ 1
1
2
ˆ
η|∇V |2dt
(47)
.
ˆ 1
1
2
ˆ
η|∇u|2dt (44)∼ 1.
As in Step 1, we may upgrade this time-averaged estimate to the pointwise-in-time
estimate ˆ
η|∇V (1)|2 . 1. (314)
We are in the position to conclude the proof of (313). By the triangle inequality,
(ˆ
η|(S 1
2
→1 − Shom1
2
→1)q(
1
2
)|2) 12 ≤ (
ˆ
η|(a− ahom)
ˆ 1
1
2
∇udτ |2) 12
+
( ˆ
η|ahom
ˆ 1
1
2
(∇v −∇u)dτ |2) 12 ,
so that (313) follows from (308) (with [0, 1] replaced by [1
2
, 1]), (314), and the upper
bounds (1) & (55) on a and ahom.
Step 3. Proof of uniform bound (83) and locality (84) for |(qt0 − 〈qt0〉)δ√t0 |.
By scaling, we may wlog assume t0 = 1 and will thus drop the index t0 = 1 when
writing q = qt0=1, ητ = ητ
√
t, so that the locality in form of (76) follows from the
stronger pointwise statement
||q − 〈q〉|τ(a)− |q − 〈q〉|τ(a˜)| . τ− d2 exp(−R
C
) provided a = a˜ on BR. (315)
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From the defining equation φ−∇· a(∇φ+ e) = 0 we obtain by the localized elliptic
energy estimate (46) for all r ≥ 1
ˆ
ηr(φ
2 + |∇φ|2) . 1 (316)
which, noting that ητ ≤ τ−dη, turns into
ˆ
ητ (φ
2 + |∇φ|2)
(316)
. τ−d. (317)
From (317) we thus obtain by Jensen’s inequality
|
ˆ
Gτq| ≤
(ˆ
Gτ |q|2
) 1
2
.
(ˆ
ητ |q|2
)
. τ−
d
2 ,
which settles the uniform bound (83) (since the estimate is deterministic and the
origin plays no role).
As in Step 1, we now compare φ = φ(a) with φ˜ := φ(a˜); from the difference of the
equations
(φ− φ˜)−∇ · a˜∇(φ− φ˜) = ∇ · (a− a˜)(∇φ+ e)
we get from the localized elliptic energy estimate (46) (and the same post-precessing
as above to go from η to ητ ) that
´
η|∇(φ − φ˜)|2 . ´ η|(a − a˜)(∇φ + e)|2. Since
q − q˜ = a˜∇(φ− φ˜) + (a− a˜)(∇φ+ e) this yields in particular
ˆ
ητ |q− q˜|2 . τ−d
ˆ
η|q− q˜|2 . τ−d
ˆ
η|(a− a˜)(∇φ+ e)|2 . τ−d
ˆ
BcR
η|q|2, (318)
where we used the assumption a = a˜ on BR.
We now post-process (318) in two ways: On the one hand, we use as in Step 1 that
we have η ∼ η22 so that by (316)ˆ
BcR
η|q|2 . (sup
BcR
η2)
ˆ
η2|q|2 . exp(−R
C
). (319)
On the other hand, we have |fτ |2.
´
ητ |f |2, so that by the triangle inequality
||q − 〈q〉|τ − |q˜ − 〈q〉|τ |2 .
ˆ
ητ ||q − 〈q〉| − |q˜ − 〈q〉||2
≤
ˆ
ητ |q − q˜|2. (320)
Inserting (319) and (320) into (318) yields (315).
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6.6. Proof of Lemma 16: homogenized semi-group and CLT-norm ||| · |||.
We start by claiming that it is enough to show
‖(Sht→T q)R‖∗ .
ˆ ∞
R
2
dr
r
‖qr‖∗, (321)
and the same estimate with the propagator Sh based on the spatially constant coef-
ficients ah (which however vary in time) replaced by the semi-group S
hom based on
the constant coefficients ahom. Indeed, multiplying (321) by R
d
2 yields by definition
of |||q|||
R
d
2 ‖(Sht→Tq)R‖∗ . R
d
2
ˆ ∞
R
2
dr
r
d
2
+1
(
r
d
2‖qr‖∗
)
. |||q|||,
so that the claim follows from taking the supremum over R in the lhs.
In order to establish (321) we note that by the definition of the propagator Sht→T ,
we have
Sht→T q = q +
ˆ T
t
ah∇vdτ, (322)
where v is the solution of the initial value problem
∂τv −∇ · ah∇v = 0 for τ ≥ t, v = ∇ · q for τ = t, (323)
where q is a given field. By the triangle inequality, the representation (322) yields
‖(Sht→T q)R‖∗ ≤ ‖qR‖∗ +
ˆ ∞
t
‖ah∇v‖∗dτ ≤ ‖qR‖∗ + 2
ˆ ∞
t
‖∇v‖dτ, (324)
where the second inequality follows from the fact that ah is constant in space (al-
though time-dependent), |ah| ≤ 1, and ‖ · ‖∗ ≤ 2‖ · ‖.
We first turn to the estimate of ‖∇v(τ)‖ for 0 < τ − t ≤ R2. By Sobolev’s estimate
applied to ηR∇v(τ) we obtain in particular
|∇v(τ)| .
[ d
2
]+1∑
m=0
Rm
(ˆ
ηR|∇m∇v(τ)|2
) 1
2 . (325)
Since ∇∇m commutes with the spatially-constant coefficient equation (323), we
obtain by the localized energy estimate (47)
( ˆ
ηR|∇m∇v(τ)|2
) 1
2 .
( ˆ
ηR|∇m∇v(t)|2
) 1
2 .
Since also convolution (with our Gaussian) commutes with equation (323), we may
apply the two previous estimates to vR to the effect of
|∇vR(τ)| .
[ d
2
]+1∑
m=0
Rm
(ˆ
ηR|∇m∇∇ · (q − 〈q〉)R|2
) 1
2 .
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In combination with the inverse estimates(ˆ
ηR|∇m∇∇ · (q − 〈q〉)R|2
) 1
2 .
1
Rm+2
(ˆ
ηR|(q − 〈q〉) 7
8
R|2R
) 1
2
.
1
Rm+2
ˆ
ηR|(q − 〈q〉) 3
4
R|
this yields
|∇vR(τ)| . 1
R2
ˆ
ηR|(q − 〈q〉) 3
4
R|
and thus by the triangle inequality, stationarity, and the monotonicity of R 7→ ‖FR‖∗
‖∇vR(τ)‖ . 1
R2
‖q 3
4
R‖ .
1
R2
ˆ 3R
4
R
2
dr
r
‖qr‖∗,
so that ˆ t+R2
t
‖∇vR(τ)‖dτ .
ˆ ∞
R
2
dr
r
‖qr‖∗. (326)
For the range T := τ − t ≥ R2 we have to capture more cancellations: They are
provided by (62) in Lemma 6 which yields
(ˆ t+2T
t+T
ˆ
η√T |∇v(τ)|2dτ
) 1
2
.
 t+T
t
dτ
 √T
0
dr(
r√
T
)
d
2
+1
(ˆ
η√T |vr(τ)|2
) 1
2 . (327)
We first turn to the rhs and note that by the localized energy estimate followed by
an inverse estimate for r ≤ √T
( ˆ
η√T |vr(τ)|2
) 1
2 .
(ˆ
η√T |∇ · qr|2
) 1
2 .
1
r
(
√
T
r
)
d
2
ˆ
η√T |(q − 〈q〉) r2 |,
so that (327) turns into
(ˆ t+2T
t+T
ˆ
η√T |∇v(τ)|2dτ
) 1
2 .
1√
T
 √T
0
dr
ˆ
η√T |(q − 〈q〉)r|. (328)
We now turn to the lhs of this estimate. By the localized energy estimate for (323),
which also holds for spatial derivatives, we have
√
T
m+1(ˆ
η√T |∇m∇v(t+ 2T )|2
) 1
2 .
( ˆ t+2T
t+T
ˆ
η√T |∇v(τ)|2dτ
) 1
2 .
Together with the Sobolev estimate (325) (with R replaced by
√
T ) this yields
√
T |∇v(t+ 2T )| . (
ˆ t+2T
t+T
ˆ
η√T |∇v(τ)|2dτ
) 1
2 .
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Inserting this into (328) yields the deterministic estimate
T |∇v(t+ 2T )| .
 √T
0
dr
ˆ
η√T |(q − 〈q〉)r|,
which we apply to v replaced by vR, obtaining by the semi-group property of con-
volution with a Gaussian
T |∇vR(t+ 2T )| .
 √T
0
dr
ˆ
η√T |(q − 〈q〉)√R2+r2|. (329)
By the triangle inequality and stationarity, this implies the stochastic estimate
T‖∇vR(t+ 2T )‖ .
 √T
0
dr‖q√R2+r2‖∗ =
ˆ √T
0
dr
r
r√
T
‖q√R2+r2‖∗,
which by the change of variables rˆ =
√
R2 + r2 (with dr
r
= drˆ
rˆ
) turns into
T‖∇vR(t+ 2T )‖ .
ˆ √T+R2
R
drˆ
rˆ
r√
T
‖qrˆ‖∗.
Integrating in 2T ∈ (R2,∞) yieldsˆ ∞
t+R2
‖∇vR(τ)‖dτ .
ˆ ∞
R
drˆ
rˆ
ˆ ∞
r2
dT
T
r√
T
‖qrˆ‖∗ ∼
ˆ ∞
R
drˆ
rˆ
‖qrˆ‖∗. (330)
The combination of (326) and (330) givesˆ ∞
t
‖∇vR(τ)‖dτ .
ˆ ∞
R
2
dr
r
‖qr‖∗. (331)
In combination with ‖qR‖∗ .
´ R
R
2
dr
r
‖qr‖∗ (once more by monotonicity in R), this
shows that (324) implies (321).
6.7. Proof of Lemma 17: suboptimal estimate of the CLT-norms. We only
treat q(T ), and first address the case T ≥ 1. Applying ‖ · ‖∗ to (85) in Lemma 15,
we obtain
(
r√
T
)
d
2 ‖(q(T ))r‖∗ . 1 for r ≤
√
T . (332)
In case T ≥ 1, by (86), we may apply Lemma 13 (with F = q(T ) and F¯ = 1).
Inserting (332) into (78), we obtain
(
R√
T
)
d
2 ‖(q(T ))R‖∗ . 1 for R ≥
√
T .
The combination of these two estimates yields (88) in case T ≥ 1.
We now turn to the case T ≤ 1. By the monotonicity of r 7→ ‖(q(T ))r‖∗, used in
the range of
√
T ≤ r ≤ 1, we see that (332) implies
r
d
2‖(q(T ))r‖∗ . 1 for r ≤ 1.
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Since by (86), q(T ) is in particular approximately local on scale 1 (relative to 1), we
may again apply Lemma 13, this time for scale 1 (the smallest scale on which we
have finite range), so that the above upgrades to
R
d
2‖(q(T ))R‖∗ . 1 for R ≥ 1.
Again, the combination of the last two estimates yields (88) in case of T ≤ 1.
6.8. Proof of Lemma 18: anchoring lemma. We split the proof into four steps.
In this proof, and in this proof only, we denote by ‖ · ‖ the L2(Rd)-norm.
Step 1. Rescaling: We have
〈|(q(T )− 〈q(T )〉)δ√T |2〉 = 〈|(q(1)− 〈q(1)〉√T )δ|2〉√T , (333)
where the measure 〈·〉√T denotes the push-forward of 〈·〉 under the map a 7→ aˆ, where
aˆ(xˆ) = a(
√
T xˆ) is the coefficient field rescaled by
√
T . Here comes the argument:
This transformation of the coefficient field is based on the spatial change of variables
x =
√
T xˆ, which we complement with the temporal change of variables t = T tˆ, so
that we have for the elliptic operator T (∂t − ∇ · a∇) = (∂tˆ − ∇ˆ · aˆ∇ˆ). In view
of the transformation of the initial condition
√
T∇ · (ae) = ∇ˆ(aˆe), the solution of
the parabolic initial value problem (5)-(6) transforms according to
√
Tu = uˆ, which
leads to T∇u = ∇ˆuˆ and thus ´ T
0
∇udt = ´ 1
0
∇ˆuˆdtˆ as well as q(T ) = qˆ(1). This
establishes (333).
Step 2. Continuity wrt to H-convergence.
For any δ > 0, the expression
(ˆ 1
0
∇udτ, q(1) = a(
ˆ 1
0
∇udτ + e))
δ
,
seen as a function of the λ-uniform coefficient field a, is continuous wrt to H-
convergence. We recall that the topology defining H-convergence is the coarsest
topology on the space Ω of λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields a = a(x) for which
the following functionals F are continuous: For any ball B ⊂ Rd, any two vector
fields h, h˜ ∈ L2(B) we consider F = ´ h˜ · (∇u, a∇u), where u is the Lax-Milgram
solution of −∇ · a∇u = ∇ · h in B that vanishes outside of B.
Here comes the argument: We will argue step by step that certain classes of func-
tion(al)s are continuous wrt to H-convergence. We start by replacing the elliptic
equation −∇ · a∇u = ∇ · h by the resolvent equation
− zu −∇ · a∇u = ∇ · h (334)
for any z ∈ C in the concave sector {(Rz)+ < λ|z|}, where Rz denotes the real part
of z, and (Rz)+ the positive part of Rz. We then replace the ball B by the whole
space Rd, localizing the topology with help of our exponential weight function η,
which requires restricting to a version of the sector shifted to the left. We then use
the standard complex-variable argument to pass from the resolvent in this shifted
sector to the semi-group, which in turn yields the result.
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Passing to the resolvent equation primarily requires the following estimate for (334)
(ˆ |∇u|2) 12 ≤ |z|+ (Rz)+
λ|z| − (Rz)+
(ˆ |h|2) 12 , (335)
an elementary estimate at the origin of the notion of sectorial operators. Here
comes the argument for (335): Testing (334) with the complex conjugate u¯ yields
the identity
− z
ˆ
|u|2 +
ˆ
∇u¯ · a∇u =
ˆ
∇u¯ · h. (336)
Of this equation we take the real part; noting that because a is real the first in-
equality in (1) implies ∇u¯ · a∇u ≥ λ|∇u|2, we obtain with help of Cauchy-Schwarz’
inequality on the rhs of (336) the estimate
− (Rz)‖u‖2 + λ‖∇u‖2 ≤ ‖∇u‖‖h‖, (337)
where we temporarily introduced the notation ‖ · ‖ for the L2-norm of functions and
vector fields (note that it does not matter whether we take L2(B) or L2(Rd) since
all functions and fields can be assumed to vanish outside B). We also may use (336)
to estimate the first lhs term as follows, using the upper bound |aξ| ≤ |ξ| provided
by (1):
|z|‖u‖2 ≤ ‖∇u‖2 + ‖∇u‖‖h‖. (338)
Rewriting (337) as λ‖∇u‖2 ≤ ‖∇u‖‖h‖+ (Rz)+‖u‖2, inserting (338), and dividing
by ‖∇u‖ yields λ‖∇u‖ ≤ ‖h‖+ (Rz)+|z| (‖∇u‖+ ‖h‖), which entails (335).
Let us now argue in favor of H-continuity of a 7→ ´ h˜ · (∇u, a∇u), where h, h˜ ∈
L2(Rd) and u is the Lax-Milgram solution of (334) in some ball B (always with
the understanding of vanishing boundary conditions). To probe continuity we give
ourselves a sequence {an}n↑∞ of λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields that H-converge
to a on Rd and thus a fortiori on B and have to show that (∇un, an∇un) weakly
converges to (∇u, a∇u) in L2. According to (335), the corresponding {∇un}n are
bounded in L2 and thus, after passing to a subsequence which we don’t indicate
in our notation, weakly convergent to some ∇u. Since the domain B is bounded,
we obtain by Rellich’s compactness theorem that un strongly converges to u in L
2.
Consider the Lax-Milgram solution u˜n defined through −∇·an∇u˜n = ∇·h+zu in B.
On the one hand, rewriting the equation for un as −∇·an∇un = ∇·h+zun, we learn
from the energy estimate in conjunction with Poincare´’s estimate that ∇u˜n −∇un
and thus also an∇u˜n − an∇un converges strongly (and a fortiori weakly) to zero
in L2; in particular the weak limit of ∇u˜n has to agree with the weak limit ∇u
of ∇un. On the other hand, by definition of H-convergence, (∇u˜n, an∇u˜n) weakly
converges to (∇u, a∇u), so that (∇u˜n, an∇u˜n) has to weakly converge to (∇u, a∇u)
too, where u must be the Lax-Milgram solution of −∇ · a∇u = ∇ · h+ zu in B.
For r ≥ 1
λ
, we now argue in favor of H-continuity of a 7→ ´ ηrh˜ · (∇u, a∇u) where
the vector field h and the function f satisfy
´
ηr|(h, f)|2 <∞ and the vector field h˜
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is in the dual space
´
1
ηr
|h˜|2 <∞, and where u is related to (h, f) by the resolvent
equation
− zu−∇ · a∇u = ∇ · h+ f (339)
on the whole space Rd and z ∈ C lies in the shifted concave sector
R(z + 1) < λ
4
|z + 1|, (340)
which is slightly less concave than for (335). As above, this relies essentially on the
following a priori estimate for (339)
(ˆ
ηr(|u|2 + |∇u|2)
) 1
2
≤ 2|z + 1|+R(z + 1)
λ
2
|z + 1| − 2R(z + 1)
((ˆ
ηr|f |2
) 1
2 +
(ˆ
ηr|h|2
) 1
2
)
, (341)
which holds for both a ball B and the whole space Rd and in particular provides
well-posedness in the latter case. We first turn to the argument for (341); to this
purpose, we shift the equation rather than the sector z is in, and thus consider
− zu + (id−∇ · a∇)u = ∇ · h + f.
Testing this equation with ηru¯ and using Leibniz’ rule yields the identity
−z
ˆ
ηr|u|2 +
ˆ (
ηr(|u|2 +∇u¯ · a∇u) + u¯∇ηr · a∇u
)
=
ˆ (
ηr(u¯f −∇u¯ · h)− u¯∇ηr · h
)
.
Using next to the bounds (1) on a that for our exponential localization function
|∇ηr| ≤ 1rηr, we have the following inequalities for r ≥ 1λ :ˆ (
ηr(|u|2 +∇u¯ · a∇u) + u¯∇ηr · a∇u
) ≥ λ
2
ˆ
ηr(|u|2 + |∇u|2),
∣∣ˆ (ηr(|u|2 +∇u¯ · a∇u) + u¯∇ηr · a∇u)∣∣ ≤ 2
ˆ
ηr(|u|2 + |∇u|2),
∣∣ˆ (ηr(u¯f −∇u¯ · h)− u¯∇ηr · h)∣∣ ≤ (
ˆ
ηr(|u|2 + |∇u|2)
) 1
2
× ((
ˆ
ηr|f |2
) 1
2 +
(ˆ
ηr|h|2
) 1
2
)
.
We now may argue as for (335) with
( ´ |∇u|2) 12 replaced by ( ´ ηr(|u|2+ |∇u|2)) 12 ,
the lower bound λ in (337) replaced by λ
2
, the upper bound 1 in (338) replaced by
2, and the size of the rhs
( ´ |∇u|2) 12 replaced by ( ´ ηr|f |2) 12 + ( ´ ηr|h|2) 12 . Hence
this yields
(ˆ
ηr(|u|2 + |∇u|2)
) 1
2 ≤ 2|z|+Rz
λ
2
|z| − 2Rz
((ˆ
ηr|f |2
) 1
2 +
(ˆ
ηr|h|2
) 1
2
)
,
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which turns into (341) after shifting back.
Equipped with the estimate (341), we now may turn to the H-continuity of the new
class of functionals F . We establish continuity by showing that such an F is the
limit of the corresponding functionals {FR}R↑∞, for which u is replaced by the Lax-
Milgram solution uR for (339) with the whole space replaced by the centered ball BR
of radius R, and which we thus know to be continuous by the previous argument.
Since we establish this limit in the uniform topology, the continuity of FR transfers
to F . More precisely, we shall show that
( ˆ
ηr|∇uR −∇u|2
) 1
2 .
( 1
R
+ exp(−R
2r
)
)(ˆ
ηr(|f |2 + |h|2)
) 1
2 . (342)
To this purpose we consider w = uR − u which satisfies the homogeneous equation
−zw − ∇ · a∇w = 0, but only in BR (without vanishing bc). We thus consider
w˜ = η˜w, where η˜ is a smooth cut-off for BR
2
in BR, and note that it satisfies
−zw˜ −∇ · a∇w˜ = ∇ · h˜ + f˜ , now on all of Rd, but with the rhs h˜ := −wa∇η˜ and
f˜ := −∇η˜ · a∇w. Hence an application of (341) yieldsˆ
ηr|∇w˜|2 .
ˆ
ηr(|f˜ |2 + |h˜|2),
which in view of the choice of η˜ turns intoˆ
BR
2
ηr|∇w|2 . 1
R2
ˆ
ηr(|w|2 + |∇w|2).
Using ηr(x) . exp(− |x|2r )η2r(x) and supx∈BcR
2
exp(− |x|
2r
) ≤ exp(− R
4r
) we have
ˆ
BcR
2
ηr|∇w|2 . exp(−R
4r
)
ˆ
ηr|∇w|2.
The combination of the two last estimates yields by definition of w = uR − u
(ˆ
ηr|∇uR −∇u|2
) 1
2
.
( 1
R
+ exp(−R
2r
)
)(ˆ
ηr(|uR|2 + |u|2 + |∇uR|2 + |∇u|2)
) 1
2 .
Applying once more (341) to u and uR separately, we obtain (342).
We now pass from the resolvent to the semi-group. We fix a function f with´
ηr|f |2 < ∞, and for z within the sector (340) consider the solution uz of −zuz −
∇·a∇uz = f in Rd. Let Γ be the set R(z+2) = λ4 |z+2| oriented in such a way that
it positively circles around the positive axis, which is well within the sector (340).
Hence in view of (341), for t > 0 the integral
´
Γ
e−tzuzdz converges absolutely with
values in the weighted L2-space (
´
ηr(| · |2+ |∇· |2)) 12 . It is then an easy consequence
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of 1
2pii
´
Γ
e−tzdz = 0 that
u(t) =
1
2pii
ˆ
Γ
e−tzuzdz
solves the equation ∂tu−∇ · a∇u = 0, and of Cauchy’s integral theorem in form of
limt↓0 12pii
´
Γ
e−tz
µ−z dz = 1 for µ > −2 that u(t = 0) = f . In particular, we have
´
h˜ · (∇u(t), a∇u(t)) = 1
2pii
ˆ
Γ
e−tz
´
h˜ · (∇uz, a∇uz) dz,
converging absolutely for any h˜ with
´
1
ηr
|h˜|2 <∞. Hence by Lebesgue’s theory, the
H-continuity of a 7→ ´ h˜ · (∇uz, a∇uz) transfers to a 7→ ´ h˜ · (∇u(t), a∇u(t)).
Finally, the H-continuity of (∇ ´ 1
0
udτ, q(1))δ is a consequence of the previous gen-
eral statement. Indeed, we consider U(a; t, x) =
´ t
0
udτ + x · e and note that it
solves the homogeneous equation ∂tU −∇ · a∇U = 0 with initial data U(t = 0) = f
where f(x) = x · e. Since clearly ´ ηrf 2 < ∞ and ´ 1ηr |Gδ|2 < ∞, where Gδ
denotes the Gaussian of variance δ > 0, we have that (
´ 1
0
∇udτ + e, q(1))δ =( ´
Gδ∇U(1),
´
Gδa∇U(1)
)
is an H-continuous function.
Step 3. We now argue that a stationary ensemble 〈·〉 that is of range r for all r > 0
is deterministic in the sense that
a = 〈a〉 ae in Rd almost-surely. (343)
Here comes the argument: For a scale ρ, we consider the convolution with a Dirac
sequence η˜ρ(x) =
1
ρd
η˜1(
x
ρ
), where η˜1 is supported in B1, η˜1 ≥ 0, and
´
η˜1 = 1:
aρ(y) =
ˆ
η˜ρ(x− y)a(x)dx =
ˆ
η˜ρ(x)a(x+ y)dx. (344)
We first note that for any y ∈ Rd and ρ > 0, a 7→ aρ(y) is continuous wrt H-
convergence: Indeed, ei · aρ(y)ej is of the form
´
h˜ · a∇u, provided we make the
following choices.
• For the ball: B = B2ρ(y),
• for the square integrable vector field h˜ testing the weak convergence: h˜(x) =
η˜ρ(x− y)ei,
• and for the square integrable vector field h defining the equation for u: h =
−a∇(ζxj) where ζ is a cut-off for Bρ(y) in B2ρ(y) so that u = ζxj and thus
∇u = ej in Bρ(y), the support of x 7→ η˜ρ(x− y).
By definition of stationarity of 〈·〉, we learn from the second representation in (344)
〈aρ〉 := 〈aρ(y)〉 does not depend on y ∈ Rd.
By definition of range r, we learn from the fact that in view of (344), aρ(y) depends
on a only through a|Bρ(y):
〈aρ(y)⊗ aρ(y′)〉 = 〈aρ(y)〉 ⊗ 〈aρ(y′)〉 for |y − y′| ≥ r + 2ρ.
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Both last statements combine to
〈(aρ(y)− 〈aρ〉) : (aρ(y′)− 〈aρ〉)〉 = 0 for |y − y′| ≥ r + 2ρ. (345)
Denoting by the subscript R another convolution, we compute
〈|(aρ)R − 〈aρ〉|2〉 =
ˆ ˆ
η˜R(y)η˜R(y
′)〈(aρ(y)− 〈aρ〉) : (aρ(y′)− 〈aρ〉)〉.
By the upper bound in (1), which implies |a(x)| ≤ d for the Frobenius norm, this
yields in conjunction with (345)
〈|(aρ)R − 〈aρ〉|2〉 ≤ d sup |η˜1||B1|(r + 2ρ
R
)d,
which we integrate over an arbitrary ball B to obtain
〈
ˆ
B
|(aρ)R − 〈aρ〉|2〉 . |B|(r + 2ρ
R
)d. (346)
We first let ρ tend to zero; since aρ converges to the Lebesgue-measurable and
bounded a strongly in L2loc, we learn that also 〈aρ〉 converges to a limit we call 〈a〉,
so that (346) turns into 〈´
B
|aR − 〈a〉|2〉 . |B|( rR)d. Since r > 0 was arbitrary, this
yields 〈´
B
|aR− 〈a〉|2〉 = 0. We finally let R go to zero to obtain 〈
´
B
|a− 〈a〉|2〉 = 0.
Since this holds for any ball B, we first learn that 〈a〉 does not depend on B and
then deduce (343).
Step 4. Indirect argument for (89) by compactness.
We assume that (89) fails, which means that there exists a sequence 〈·〉n of admissible
ensembles and a sequence of times Tn ↑ ∞ such that
lim inf
n↑∞
〈∣∣(
ˆ Tn
0
∇udτ, q(Tn)− 〈q(Tn)〉n)δ√Tn
∣∣2〉
n
> 0. (347)
We write for brevity 〈·〉nˆ for the rescaled ensemble 〈·〉n,√Tn introduced in Step 1.
We note that the space Ω of λ-uniformly elliptic coefficient fields a = a(x) on Rd
is compact under H-convergence: For Rd replaced by a fixed bounded open set this
is explicit in the work of Murat & Tartar, see [35, Theorem 6.5]. In our case like
in theirs, compactness relies on the fact that the topology is characterized by the
continuity of the maps F made explicit in Step 3, which are indexed by vector
fields h, h˜ ∈ L2(Rd) and, in our case, by balls B ⊂ Rd; and that these maps can
be approximated in the uniform topology by a countable set of maps, which are
generated by a countable dense set in L2(Rd), and in our case, by the balls with
rational center and radius. The H-limits coming from different balls are compatible
thanks to the locality of that notion, see [35, Lemma 10.5]. Since Ω is compact,
the space of probability measures on the topological space Ω (by which we of course
mean those that respect the topology) is also compact. Hence after extraction of
a subsequence, which we don’t indicate in our notation, we may assume that our
sequence of ensembles 〈·〉nˆ weak-* converges to a probability measure 〈·〉, which
means that for all continuous functions F on Ω, we have limn↑∞〈F 〉nˆ = 〈F 〉. By
definition of the latter, this weak-* convergence preserves the stationarity and the
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property of having a given range. Since 〈·〉nˆ has range 1√Tn ↓ 0, we have that the
limiting measure is both stationary and of range r for any r > 0. Hence by Step 4,
it is deterministic in the sense of (343). The latter implies u = 0 and thus
(∇u(1), q(1)) = (0, 〈a〉e) ae in Rd almost-surely,
and thus in particular
〈|(
ˆ 1
0
∇udτ, q(1)− 〈q(1)〉)δ|2〉 = 0.
Since by Step 2, (
´ 1
0
∇udτ, q(1))δ is a continuous function on Ω, this implies
lim
n↑∞
〈|(
ˆ 1
0
∇udτ, q(1)− 〈q(1)〉nˆ)δ|2〉nˆ = 0,
which by Step 1 is in contradiction with (347).
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